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Abstract

Text Summarization Across

High and Low-Resource Settings

Alexander R. Fabbri

2021

Natural language processing aims to build automated systems that can both understand and

generate natural language textual data. As the amount of textual data available online has

increased exponentially, so has the need for intelligence systems to comprehend and present

it to the world. As a result, automatic text summarization, the process by which a text’s

salient content is automatically distilled into a concise form, has become a necessary tool.

Automatic text summarization approaches and applications vary based on the input

summarized, which may constitute single or multiple documents of different genres. Fur-

thermore, the desired output style may consist of a sentence or sub-sentential units chosen

directly from the input in extractive summarization or a fusion and paraphrase of the input

document in abstractive summarization. Despite differences in the above use-cases, specific

themes, such as the role of large-scale data for training these models, the application of

summarization models in real-world scenarios, and the need for adequately evaluating and

comparing summaries, are common across these settings.

This dissertation presents novel data and modeling techniques for deep neural network-

based summarization models trained across high-resource (thousands of supervised training

examples) and low-resource (zero to hundreds of supervised training examples) data settings

and a comprehensive evaluation of the model and metric progress in the field. We examine

both Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)-based and Transformer-based models to extract and

generate summaries from the input. To facilitate the training of large-scale networks, we

introduce datasets applicable for multi-document summarization (MDS) for pedagogical

applications and for news summarization. While the high-resource settings allow models to



advance state-of-the-art performance, the failure of such models to adapt to settings outside

of that in which it was initially trained requires smarter use of labeled data and motivates

work in low-resource summarization. To this end, we propose unsupervised learning tech-

niques for both extractive summarization in question answering, abstractive summarization

on distantly-supervised data for summarization of community question answering forums,

and abstractive zero and few-shot summarization across several domains. To measure the

progress made along these axes, we revisit the evaluation of current summarization models.

In particular, this dissertation addresses the following research objectives:

1) High-resource Summarization. We introduce datasets for multi-document summarization,

focusing on pedagogical applications for NLP, news summarization, and Wikipedia topic

summarization. Large-scale datasets allow models to achieve state-of-the-art performance

on these tasks compared to prior modeling techniques, and we introduce a novel model to

reduce redundancy. However, we also examine how models trained on these large-scale

datasets fare when applied to new settings, showing the need for more generalizable models.

2) Low-resource Summarization. While high-resource summarization improves model

performance, for practical applications, data-efficient models are necessary. We propose

a pipeline for creating synthetic training data for training extractive question-answering

models, a form of query-based extractive summarization with short-phrase summaries. In

other work, we propose an automatic pipeline for training a multi-document summarizer

in answer summarization on community question-answering forums without labeled data.

Finally, we push the boundaries of abstractive summarization model performance when

little or no training data is available across several domains.

3) Automatic Summarization Evaluation. To understand the extent of progress made across

recent modeling techniques and better understand the current evaluation protocols, we

examine the current metrics used to compare summarization output quality across 12

metrics across 23 deep neural network models and propose better-motivated summarization

evaluation guidelines as well as point to open problems in summarization evaluation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Automatic Text Summarization

Automatic text summarization is a necessary tool within Natural Language Processing (NLP)

to make sense of the growing availability of online data found as text. Text summarization

was defined by Maybury (1999) as the “process of distilling the most important information

from a source (or sources) to produce an abridged version for a particular user (or users)

and task (or tasks).” Text summarization thus may vary along several axes, depending on the

particular input and desired output.

The input to be summarized may consist of a single source, single-document summa-

rization, or multiple documents in multi-document summarization. These two subtasks

entail different problems; multi-document summarization requires an understanding and

condensing of often redundant information and modeling components designed to reduce

redundancy in the output. Furthermore, summaries may differ in their output style. Ex-

tractive summaries consist of substrings of the source input, typically whole sentences.

Extracting entire sentences from the input has the advantage of producing fully grammatical

sentences, although sentences extracted may not fit together as a coherent summary. Ab-

stractive summarization may also include substrings of the input text, but entire sentences
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are not extracted; the output may consist of fused sentences or paraphrases. Abstractive

summarization is seen as the more challenging task, and early summarization models were

primarily extractive. While abstractive summaries may be more fluent, abstractive models

are more prone to hallucinating or producing summaries that are not implied by the input

text. This phenomenon is a large challenge in the use of abstractive summarization in

production environments.

The variations in summarization settings also imply difficulties in evaluating summa-

rization models; multiple summaries may validly represent the input text in a concise form.

Typically, summarization model outputs are compared with a human-written reference

summary or summaries. The model summary should cover the content described in the

gold summary, and having multiple reference summaries increases the coverage of good

summaries. However, datasets typically contain a single reference summary, and often the

summary comparison is made on a lexical level, which does not capture paraphrases.

1.2 Objectives and Challenges

This dissertation addresses summarization along the dimension of training data size, dividing

work between high-resource and low-resource settings, which refers to the amount of data

used to train the summarization model. Recent work found specific data-efficient models

to achieve results comparable to state-of-the-art with only supervised 1000 examples. We

thus define high-resource settings as those with 1000 or more non-automatically-created,

supervised training examples are available and low-resource settings as those in which

zero or fewer than 1000 such examples are available. We address research objectives and

challenges related to creating large-scale datasets for multi-document summarization and

applying neural network models on these datasets. We aim to understand their strengths and

flaws and design data-efficient neural networks for text summarization when training data is

not readily available. Furthermore, we examine the current state of neural network-based
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summarization models and their evaluation to propose a more uniform research setup.

High-Resource Summarization Work in neural text summarization initially focused on

single-document news summarization due to the availability of large-scale datasets such

as the CNN-DailyMail dataset (CNNDM) (Nallapati et al., 2016). These datasets allowed

neural abstractive models to surpass the performance of previous non-neural extractive

models. The first large-scale dataset for multi-document summarization introduced was

the WikiSum dataset (Liu et al., 2018), which aimed to produce Wikipedia-style pages

based on content collected from the web. Previously, however, such multi-document data

was missing for the news domain. We are interested in the application of techniques from

single-document summarization to multi-document summarization. In particular, we analyze

multi-document summarization within two domains, multi-document news summarization

and summarization of scientific topics. We are interested in techniques for modeling two key

aspects in multi-document summarization, namely information redundancy and the length

of input texts. We are interested in reducing redundancy in model output and determining

the extent to which the models trained on these datasets generalize to real-life settings.

Low-Resource Summarization Creating new datasets for each new domain that arises

is infeasible, so making use of existing data and creating models that generalize without

needing large-scale training data is very desirable. The models which are trained on one

domain may not perform well on other domains. Recently, pre-trained language models

were introduced to improve the transferability of models, and we study the application of

these methods in unsupervised, distantly supervised, and few-shot learning. We aim to study

how the characteristics of the testing domain, or the desired summary, can be used as prior

knowledge to create data and improve performance in training summarization models with

limited amounts of training data.
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Automatic Text Summarization Evaluation Automatic text summarization evaluation

poses many challenges, as there exist many valid summaries of the same input. Enumerating

all possible valid summaries for automatic comparison is infeasible, and human evaluation of

model outputs is expensive and time-consuming. The standard evaluation metric is ROUGE

(Lin, 2004a), a lexical overlap-based metric that requires a gold reference summary. A fairly

standard protocol combines analysis from automatic metrics such as ROUGE with human

judgments of the summaries’ qualities. However, these protocols vary greatly from paper

to paper (Hardy et al., 2019). Furthermore, despite many proposed variations of ROUGE,

which claim to improve correlations with human judgments, ROUGE remains the default

automatic metric despite having shown poor human judgment correlations in several settings

(Kryscinski et al., 2020a). Additionally, recent work in summarization has shifted from RNN-

based models to Transformer-based models. While these models demonstrate improvements

in automatic metrics, less work has quantified these improvements in terms of large-scale

human judgments. We aim to understand better what improvements have been made in

recent summarization models by studying a wide range of extractive and abstractive model

outputs on the CNNDM dataset. We also aim to analyze metrics more comprehensively for

summarization evaluation to understand better which metrics correlate most strongly with

human evaluation and which should be reported in future model comparisons. We also are

particularly interested in the evaluation of hallucinations in summarization to understand

better where summarization models are unfaithful to the input documents.

1.3 Contributions

In this dissertation, we aim to analyze text summarization evaluation metrics and propose

datasets and methodologies in deep neural networks for improving text summarization. We

summarize our contributions along the following axes:
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High-resource Summarization We introduce novel datasets applicable for training and

evaluating multi-document summarization models in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5. In

Chapter 3, we introduce TutorialBank, a publicly-available dataset that aims to facilitate NLP

education and research. We have manually collected and categorized over 6,300 resources on

NLP as well as the related fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), and

Information Retrieval (IR). In Chapter 4 we introduce the first large-scale multi-document

summarization dataset in the news domain. We propose an end-to-end method to incorporate

a classical extractive method for diverse summarization into pointer-generator networks (See

et al., 2017) to reduce redundancy in model output. In both automatic and human evaluations,

our model improves in terms of content selection and redundancy over a comparable baseline

model, with a statistically significant difference seen in human evaluations. This chapter is

the most representative of the work in this part of the dissertation, as it mirrors an important

trend in summarization work of the introduction of high-quality, large-scale datasets as well

as modeling components to take advantage of this large-scale data. Chapter 5, builds on the

style of data introduced in Chapter 3 for topic summarization, treating it as a multi-document

summarization task as in Chapter 4. We obtain state-of-the-art performance on the WikiSum

(Liu et al., 2018) dataset through the novel application of state-of-the-art pretrained models

in a simple two-step pipeline. We extend this Wikipedia topic introduction summarization

task to generate longer scientific topic summaries and notice the failure of previous models

to generalize within this setting. We point to areas of improvement for future work and

provide a better understanding of current methods and their faults in a real-world application,

which stressed the need for data-efficient models that generalize to new settings.

Low-Resource Summarization We design methods for training data-efficient models,

achieving state-of-the-art unsupervised performance for both extractive question-answering

and abstractive text summarization across a suite of tasks, and state-of-the-art performance

in few-shot and distantly-supervised settings for abstractive summarization. In Chapter
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6, we introduce a retrieval, template-based framework for extractive question answering,

a form of query-based summarization where the summary is a short phrase. We achieve,

at the time, state-of-the-art results on SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) for unsupervised

models, improving over previous unsupervised models about 14%, and 20% when the

answer is a named entity. In Chapter 7, we introduce a dataset generation pipeline for

multi-answer summarization when no data is available. We show that current work using

entailment as a measure of summary consistency with a source document does not use

entailment models at the optimal granularity. Furthermore, we introduce a novel RL

reward function for answer summarization in the form of the volume of semantic space

covered to increase coverage of the source answers. Furthermore, we introduce a sentence-

relevance prediction loss that increases the faithfulness of the resulting summaries and

allows for more interpretable answer summaries. In Chapter 8 we introduce a method, called

WikiTransfer, to create pseudo-summaries with subaspects of the target dataset, which can

be used as unlabeled data for intermediate fine-tuning, and show that this method improves

zero-shot domain transfer over transfer from other domains. We achieve state-of-the-art

unsupervised abstractive summarization performance on the CNNDM dataset and three

additional, diverse datasets. We demonstrate additional improvements in transferring our

WikiTransfer models in the few shot setting, achieving state-of-the-art 10-shot performance

across four datasets and state-of-the-art 100-shot performance across three of the four studied

datasets. Furthermore, in human evaluations, the zero-shot performance of our model on

CNNDM is not distinguishable from the fully-supervised performance in a statistically

significant way for both the relevance and faithfulness dimensions. This trend is also found

in zero-shot consistency performance and 100-shot relevance judgments for the XSum

dataset. This chapter is emblematic of recent demand in NLP for more efficient models

which perform well in zero or few-shot settings.
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Automatic Text Summarization Evaluation In Chapter 9, we take stock of the current

status of summarization evaluation. We re-evaluate 12 automatic evaluation metrics in a

comprehensive and consistent fashion using neural summarization model outputs compared

to expert and crowd-sourced human annotations along four quality dimensions. We also

consistently benchmark 23 recent summarization models using the aforementioned automatic

evaluation metrics to understand whether current automatic evaluation comparisons of recent

models also align with human evaluation. Furthermore, we assemble the largest collection

of summaries generated by models trained on the CNNDM news dataset and share it in a

unified format along with a toolkit consisting of an extensible and unified API for evaluating

summarization models across a broad range of automatic metrics. We believe that this

work will help promote a complete evaluation protocol for text summarization and advance

research in developing evaluation metrics that better correlate with human judgments.

Furthermore, we explore summarization evaluation throughout our analysis of large-scale

multi-document summarization and few-shot summarization, such as evaluating summaries

in real-world settings in Chapter 5. Additionally, in Chapter 7, we show the effectiveness

of entailment as a metric for faithfulness in answer summarization on community question

answering forums.

1.4 Outline

The chapters in this thesis are based on the following publications and submissions:

• Chapter 3: TutorialBank: A Manually-Collected Corpus for Prerequisite Chains,

Survey Extraction and Resource Recommendation. In The 56th Annual Meeting

of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL), 2018.

• Chapter 4: Multi-News: a Large-Scale Multi-Document Summarization Dataset

and Abstractive Hierarchical Model. In The 57th Annual Meeting of the Associa-

tion for Computational Linguistics (ACL), 2019.
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• Chapter 5: Generating Full Wikipedia-Style Pages of Scientific Topics: an Ap-

plication. To be submitted to The 2021 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural

Language Processing (EMNLP), 2021.

• Chapter 6: Template-Based Question Generation from Retrieved Sentences for

Improved Unsupervised Question Answering. In The 58th Annual Meeting of

the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL), 2020. First author, equal

contribution with Patrick Ng.

• Chapter 7: Multi-perspective Abstractive Answer Summarization. Under sub-

mission at The 59th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics

(ACL), 2021.

• Chapter 8: Improving Zero and Few-Shot Abstractive Summarization with In-

termediate Fine-tuning and Data Augmentation. In The Annual Conference of the

North American Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics (NAACL-

HLT), 2021.

• Chapter 9: SummEval: Re-evaluating Summarization Evaluation. In The Trans-

actions of the Association for Computational Linguistics (TACL), 2021. First author,

equal contribution with Wojciech Kryściński.
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Chapter 2

Background and Preliminaries

In this chapter, we provide background information and preliminaries for automatic text

summarization. This chapter does not present a comprehensive overview of the history of text

summarization. Instead, we review a brief overview of key components of summarization

work and their relation to this thesis’s work and broader trends in the field.

2.1 Summarization: Pre Neural Networks

Early work in text summarization focused primarily on extractive summarization.

Extractive Summarization Work in extractive automatic text summarization goes back to

the 1950s, with the work of Luhn (1958), which proposed a method for summarization based

on word frequencies. Other early work set the framework for later, machine-learning-based

approaches by proposing to extract summaries based on a combination of factors rather than

a single representation of a document topic (Edmundson, 1969). Most work has focused on

sentence-level extraction. As noted in Nenkova and McKeown (2012), extractive systems

typically follow three steps: 1) An intermediate representation of the input is formed, 2)

Sentence scoring by which each sentence is scored according to importance, and 3) Sentence

selection, by which sentences are chosen according to their importance score and other
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desired properties such as redundancy reduction.

Within the formation of intermediate representations, there are topic representations,

which convert the text to an intermediate representation interpreted as the topic discussed in

the text. In contrast, indicator representations represent each sentence as a list of indicators

of importance. Within the topic representation paradigm, approaches range from using word

probability to calculate importance (Vanderwende et al., 2007), centroid summarization

based on term-frequency inverse-document frequency (Radev et al., 2000), lexical chain

methods (Chen et al., 2005), latent semantic analysis (Deerwester et al., 1990) in Gong

and Liu (2001) as well as Bayesian models (Daumé III and Marcu, 2006). A common

approach for indicator-representation-based summarization is graph-based modeling. Two

foundational works in this area are inspired by the Page-Rank algorithm, namely Lexrank

(Erkan and Radev, 2004), and Textrank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004). These graph-based

approaches are typically used as benchmarks unsupervised extractive when experimenting

with novel datasets, as in Chapter 4 and Chapter 7. Machine-learning-based approaches

build on Hidden Markov Models (Conroy and O’leary, 2001) and Conditional Random

Fields (Shen et al., 2007), among others (Hong and Nenkova, 2014).

Within sentence selection, sentences are chosen either in a greedy or globally optimal

fashion. Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) is an approach for combining query-relevance

with information-novelty in summarization for greedy sentence selection (Carbonell and

Goldstein, 1998). We incorporate this sentence-selection algorithm within a neural network

framework in Chapter 4. For global summary selection, constraints may be introduced

within an integer linear programming solution (McDonald, 2007). Submodular functions

of informativeness may be chosen for quickly finding an optimal solution (Lin and Bilmes,

2010).

Summarization Evaluation While summarization evaluation will be the focus of Chapter

9, its importance pervades all periods of text summarization work, so we introduce the
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primary evaluation metric and evaluation settings to understand better our comparisons

in the chapters which follow. The ROUGE (Lin, 2004a) metric measures lexical overlap

between a summary generated by a model and an ideal (also called gold, or reference),

typically human-written, summary, or summaries. The recall-based version of ROUGE,

which measures n-gram overlap, is shown in Equation 2.1. The F1 measure is typically

reported, and other units of overlap besides n-gram units, such as the longest common

subsequence.

∑
S∈ReferenceSummaries

∑
gramn∈S Countmatch(gramn)∑

S∈ReferenceSummaries

∑
gramn∈S Count(gramn)

(2.1)

Lin (2004b) examined the effectiveness of the ROUGE metric in various tasks, concluding

that evaluating against multiple references results in higher correlation scores with human

judgments; however, a single-reference setting is sufficient for the metric to be effective.

However, problems have been found with ROUGE. On a basic level, ROUGE fails to

capture paraphrases not present in the reference summaries. Furthermore, correlation with

human judgments has been shown to decrease when ROUGE is used outside of its original

setting (Liu and Liu, 2008; Cohan and Goharian, 2016). Typically, human evaluation is

performed alongside automatic evaluation to measure desired characteristics. Dang (2005)

define several characteristics of readability such as grammaticality and coherence. While

several variations on ROUGE (Zhou et al., 2006; Ng and Abrecht, 2015; Ganesan, 2015;

ShafieiBavani et al., 2018) have since been introduced, as well as other text generation

metrics, they have not seen widespread use, which we will discuss further in Chapter 9.

2.2 Summarization: Neural Networks

We introduce several large-scale datasets and modeling techniques that allowed for the

proliferation of neural network-based summarization models.
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Large-scale datasets Neural network methods came to the fore-front, in part, due to the

availability of large-scale datasets, a trend which followed suit in summarization work.

These works take advantage of large datasets such as the Gigaword Corpus (Napoles et al.,

2012), the CNNDM dataset (Hermann et al., 2015), and the Newsroom corpus (Grusky

et al., 2018), which contain on the order of hundreds of thousands to millions of article-

summary pairs. A benchmark dataset for training summarization models is the CNNDM

corpus (Hermann et al., 2015), originally a question answering task, which was repurposed

for summarization by Nallapati et al. (2016). The dataset consists of news articles and

associated human-created bullet-point summaries. The majority of these datasets encompass

single-document summarization of news articles. However, our work on high-resource

summarization focuses on expanding to multi-document and non-news summarization.

Neural Network Models Initial summarization models, and more broadly NLP models,

consisted of sparse features such as n-gram models to represent text and the interactions

among textual units. For example, a graph can be constructed from input sentences by

comparing the cosine similarity of term-frequency inverse document frequency vectors. Re-

current neural network models gained renewed popularity in NLP with their performance on

language modeling tasks (Mikolov et al., 2010). Furthermore, dense textual representations

began to dominate work in NLP with the success of Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a),

which produces dense word representations in which words that appear in similar contexts

have similar representations. A common testbed for neural network models in NLP was

the task of machine translation. Several recurrent neural network variations were proposed

for this task (Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014), including variations such as Long

Short-term Memory Networks (LSTMs) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), which aimed

to improve the handling of longer-length sequences of text. Neural sequence-to-sequence

methods were often first tested on machine translation before being applied to additional

tasks such as machine translation. Neural methods showed great promise in single-document
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setting, with both extractive (Nallapati et al., 2016; Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Narayan et al.,

2018b) and abstractive methods (Chopra et al., 2016; Nallapati et al., 2016; See et al., 2017;

Paulus et al., 2018; Cohan et al., 2018; Celikyilmaz et al., 2018; Gehrmann et al., 2018). In

the context of extractive summarization, neural network models provide novel approaches

for representing and determining similarity among textual units. Below, we introduce the

abstractive Pointer-generator model (See et al., 2017), which largely improved over previous

attempts at neural abstractive summarization on the CNNDM dataset and was a foundational

work for future abstractive summarization approaches. Furthermore, we expand upon the

Pointer-generator model for multi-document summarization in Chapter 4.

Let x = {x1, x2, ..., xt, ..., xn} be a source document with n words and N sentences,

where xt represents the t-th word in x. It could also be represented as {s1, s2, ..., st, ..., sN},

where st represents the t-th sentence in x. The corresponding target summary y contains

m words and M sentences, and yt denotes the t-th token of y. We will follow this notation

throughout this dissertation.

Pointer-generator Network The pointer-generator network (See et al., 2017) is a commonly-

used encoder-decoder summarization model with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) which

combines copying words from source documents and outputting words from a vocabulary.

The encoder converts each token xi in the document into the hidden state hi. At each

decoding step t, the decoder has a hidden state dt. An attention distribution at is calculated

as in Bahdanau et al. (2015) and is used to get the context vector h∗
t , which is a weighted

sum of the encoder hidden states, representing the semantic meaning of the related document

content for this decoding time step:

eti = vT tanh(Whhi +Wsdt + battn)

at = softmax(et)

h∗
t =

∑
i

atih
t
i

(2.2)
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The context vector h∗
t and the decoder hidden state dt are then passed to two linear layers to

produce the vocabulary distribution Pvocab. For each word, there is also a copy probability

Pcopy. It is the sum of the attention weights over all the word occurrences:

Pvocab = softmax(V
′
(V [dt, h

∗
t ] + b) + b

′
)

Pcopy =
∑

i:wi=w

ati
(2.3)

The pointer-generator network has a soft switch pgen, which indicates whether to generate a

word from vocabulary by sampling from Pvocab, or to copy a word from the source sequence

by sampling from the copy probability Pcopy.

pgen = σ(W T
h∗h∗

t +W T
d dt +W T

y yt + bptr) (2.4)

where yt is the decoder input at timestep t, where Wh∗ , Wd, Wy, and bptr are learnable

parameters.
(2.5)P (x) = pgenPvocab(x) + (1− pgen)Pcopy(x)

Transformer The Transformer model replaces recurrent layers with self-attention in an

encoder-decoder framework and has achieved state-of-the-art results in machine translation

(Vaswani et al., 2017) and language modeling (Baevski and Auli, 2019; Dai et al., 2019).

The Transformer had also been successfully applied to single-document summarization

(Gehrmann et al., 2018) prior to work in pretrained networks and forms the basis of current

pretrained networks. For each word during encoding, the multi-head self-attention sub-layer

allows the encoder to directly attend to all other words in a sentence in one step. Decoding

contains the typical encoder-decoder attention mechanisms as well as self-attention to all

previous generated output. The Transformer motivates the elimination of recurrence to allow

more direct interaction among words in a sequence.
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Training Settings Standard supervised training for sequence-to-sequence neural networks

minimizes the negative log-likelihood loss using supervised teacher forcing (Williams and

Zipser, 1989), which we label Lsup:

Lsup(x, y) = −
m∑
t=1

log(f(yt|y0:t−1, x, θ)) (2.6)

where f(·|·, θ) represents the distribution among the vocabulary predicted by our model

with parameter θ. θ will be ignored for the following equations for simplicity.

2.3 Summarization: Pretrained Neural Networks

Pretraining for NLP Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a) allowed for creating dense vector

representations of words by training a model to predict relevant words based on context.

However, Word2Vec is a shallow network; it consists only of a single layer, and the resulting

embeddings are input to a larger, task-specific neural network. However, recently work

found that training an entire network on a task such as language modeling, where the model

aims to predict the next word given context words, and initializing task-specific network

layers on top of the network, vastly improved performance. Training on a task before

fine-tuning on a final task is called pretraining. The intuition is that different layers of

the deep network capture different language phenomena, such as syntax and semantics.

Furthermore, pretraining on the language modeling task teaches the model some notions

of language, as predicting the next word requires some level of language understanding.

When fine-tuning the model for a down-stream task, the model does not need to learn these

properties from scratch. Ramachandran et al. (2017) first applied pretraining networks for

NLP. However, pretraining did not gain steam until the introduction of ULMFit (Howard

and Ruder, 2018), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), and GPT (Radford et al., 2018) models,

which pretrained using the task of language modeling. Currently, the most widely used

pretrained model is BERT (Bi-directional Encoder Representations from Transformers)
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(Devlin et al., 2019). BERT consists of a bi-directional encoder Transformer model with the

base version containing 110 million parameters and the large version containing 340 million

parameters. BERT is notably bi-direction compared to previous work; during pretraining,

the model predicts words given context from before and after the word after masking a

given percentage of the input. BERT is trained on English Wikipedia and Book Corpus data

(Zhu et al., 2015). Fine-tuning BERT with task-specific neural network layers achieved

state-of-the-art performance on a wide range of natural language understanding tasks.

Pretraining for Summarization Liu and Lapata (2019a) first applied BERT to summa-

rization, introducing a novel document-level encoder on top of BERT for both extractive and

abstractive summarization. While BERT is pretrained as an encoder-only model focusing

on natural language understanding as opposed to generation, subsequent work explored

pretraining for sequence-to-sequence models. Raffel et al. (2019) frame a suite of un-

derstanding and generation tasks as text-input to text-output generation tasks, including

summarization. Other work has also aimed to unify understanding and generation pre-

training, such as UniLM (Dong et al., 2019) and decoder-only pretraining for applied to

summarization (Ziegler et al., 2019). Zhang et al. (2019) introduce a model pretrained

with a novel pretraining objective function designed for summarization by which important

sentences are removed from an input document and then generated from the remaining

sentences.

BART (Bidirectional and Auto-Regressive Transformers) (Lewis et al., 2020), a denois-

ing autoencoder for pretraining sequence to sequence tasks applicable to natural language

understanding and generation tasks. During pretraining, BART corrupts text with several

noising functions, such as token deletion and sentence permutation, and learns an encoder-

decoder model to reconstruct the original text. It can be seen as a generalization of the

encoder-only BERT and autoregressive GPT models. The pretrained BART model can then

be fine-tuned on summarization by training with standard negative log-likelihood loss as
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described above and achieved state-of-the-art performance on summarization tasks such as

CNNDM at the time of its release.

We make use of BERT-based models for extractive summarization in Chapter 6 and the

BART model for Chapters 5, 7, and 8. We provide a comprehensive comparison of neural

network-based models, both pretrained and without pretraining, in Chapter 9.
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Part I

High-resource Text Summarization
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Chapter 3

TutorialBank: A Manually-Collected

Corpus for Prerequisite Chains, Topic

Summarization, and Resource

Recommendation

This chapter introduces the TutorialBank Corpus, a collection of over 6,300 hand-collected

tutorials and other resources on NLP and related fields. This dataset and analysis do not

directly apply summarization methods. However, we tackle similar problems central to

summarization, such as learning from large corpora to address information overload. The

need for data to tackle this and similar problems motivates a similar collection for multi-

document summarization in Chapter 4. It has been found useful in subsequent work (Li

et al., 2019). Furthermore, we directly tackle the topic summarization task introduced in

this chapter as a testing ground for neural network summarization methods in Chapter 5.
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3.1 Introduction

NLP has seen rapid growth over recent years. A Google search of “Natural Language

Processing” returns over 100 million hits with papers, tutorials, blog posts, codebases, and

other related online resources. Additionally, advances in related fields such as Artificial

Intelligence and Deep Learning are strongly influencing current NLP research. With these

developments, an increasing number of tutorials and online references are being published

daily. As a result, the task of students, educators, and researchers of tracking the changing

landscape in this field has become increasingly difficult as they must continuously sift

through multiple sources to find valuable, relevant information.

Recent work has studied the educational aspect of mining text for presenting scientific

topics. One goal has been to develop concept maps of topics, graphs showing which topics

are prerequisites for learning a given topic (Gordon et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Pan et al.,

2017a,b; Liang et al., 2017). Another goal has been to automatically create reading lists

for a subject either by building upon concept graphs (Gordon et al., 2017) or through an

unstructured approach (Jardine, 2014). Additionally, other work has aimed to summarize

scientific topics automatically, either by extractive summarization of academic papers (Jha

et al., 2013, 2015; Jaidka et al., 2016) or by producing Wikipedia articles on these topics

from multiple sources (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009; Liu et al., 2018). Scientific articles

constitute primary texts which describe an author’s work on a particular subject. In contrast,

Wikipedia articles can be viewed as tertiary sources that summarize both results from

primary works and explanations from secondary sources. Tang and McCalla (2004, 2009)

and Sheng et al. (2017) explore the pedagogical function among the types of sources.

To address the problem of the scientific education of NLP more directly, we focus on

the annotation and utilization of secondary sources presented in a manner immediately

useful to the NLP community. We introduce the TutorialBank corpus, a manually-collected

dataset of links to over 6,300 high-quality resources on NLP, Artificial Intelligence (AI),

Machine Learning (ML), and Information Retrieval (IR). The corpus’s magnitude, manual
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collection, and focus on annotation for education and research differentiates it from other

corpora. Throughout this chapter, we use the general term “resource” to describe any tutorial,

research survey, blog post, codebase, or other online sources, focusing on educating on a

particular subject. We have created a search engine 1 for these resources and have annotated

them according to a taxonomy to facilitate their sharing. Additionally, we have annotated

for pedagogical role, prerequisite relations, and relevance of resources to hand-selected

topics and provide a command-line interface for our annotations. We released the dataset

and present several avenues for further research.

Our main contribution is the manual collection of good quality resources related to

NLP and the annotation and presentation of these resources conducive to NLP education.

Our dataset is notably the largest manually-picked corpus of resources intended for NLP

education which does not include only academic papers. Additionally, we show initial

work on topic modeling and resource recommendation. We present a variant of standard

reading-list generation, which recommends resources based on a title and abstract pair, and

demonstrate additional uses and research directions for the corpus, such as scientific topic

summarization.

3.2 Related Work

Pedagogical Value of Resources Online resources are found in formats that vary in their

roles in education. Sheng et al. (2017) identify seven types of pedagogical roles found in

technical works: Tutorial, Survey, Software Manual, Resource, Reference Work, Empirical

Results, and Other. They annotate a dataset of over 1,000 resources according to these

types. Beyond these types, resources differ in their pedagogical value, which they define

as “the estimate of how useful a document is to an individual who seeks to learn about

specific concepts described in the document”. Tang and McCalla (2004, 2009) discuss the

1. http://aan.how
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pedagogical value of a single type, academic papers, in relation to a larger recommendation

system.

Prerequisite Chains Prerequisite chains refer to edges in a graph describing which topics

are dependent on the knowledge of another topic. Prerequisite chains play an important role

in curriculum planning and reading list generation. Liu et al. (2016) propose “Concept Graph

Learning” in order to induce a graph from which they can predict prerequisite relations

among university courses. Their framework consists of two graphs: (1) a higher-level graph

which consists of university courses, and (2) a lower-level graph which consists of induced

concepts and pair-wise sequential preferences in learning or teaching the concept.

Liang et al. (2017) experiment with prerequisite chains on education data but focus on

the recovery of a concept graph rather than on predicting unseen course relations as in (Liu

et al., 2016). They introduce both a synthetic dataset and one scraped from 11 universities,

which includes course prerequisites and concept-prerequisite labels. Concept graphs are also

used in Gordon et al. (2016) to address the problem of developing reading lists for students.

The concept graph, in this case, is a labeled graph where nodes represent both documents and

concepts (determined using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2001)), and edges

represent dependencies. They propose methods based on cross-entropy and information

flow for determining edges in the graph. Finally, finding prerequisite relationships has also

been used in other contexts such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) (Pan et al.,

2017a,b).

Reading List Generation Jardine (2014) generates recommended reading lists from a

corpus of technical papers in an unstructured manner in which a topic model weighs the

relevant topics, and relevant papers are chosen through the proposed ThemedPageRank ap-

proach. Conversely, Gordon et al. (2017) approach reading list generation from a structured

perspective, first generating a concept graph from the corpus and then traversing the graph

to select the most relevant document.
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Topic Summarization Recent work on topic summarization, or creating a broad summary

of a topic, for scientific topics has focused on creating summaries from academic papers

(Jha et al., 2013, 2015; Jaidka et al., 2016). Jha et al. (2013) present a system that generates

summaries given a topic keyword. From a base corpus of papers found by query matching,

they expand the corpus via a citation network using a heuristic called Restricted Expan-

sion. This process is repeated for seven standard NLP topics. Similarly, Jha et al. (2015)

experiment with fifteen topics in computational linguistics and collect at least three surveys

written by experts on each topic, also using citation networks to expand their corpus. They

introduce a content model and a discourse model and perform qualitative comparisons of

coherence with a standard summarization model.

The task of topic summarization has also been viewed in the multi-document summariza-

tion setting of generating Wikipedia articles (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009; Liu et al., 2018).

Sauper and Barzilay (2009) induce domain-specific templates from Wikipedia and fill these

templates with content from the Internet. More recently Liu et al. (2018) explore a diverse

set of domains for summarization and are the first to attempt abstractive summarization of

the first section of Wikipedia articles by combining extractive and abstractive summarization

methods.

3.3 Resource Collection

An Overview of TutorialBank As opposed to other collections like the ACL Anthology

(Bird et al., 2008; Radev et al., 2009, 2013, 2016), which contain solely academic papers,

our corpus focuses mainly on resources other than academic papers. The main goal in our

decision process of what to include in our corpus has been the quality-control of resources

that can be used for an educational purpose. Initially, the resources collected were conference

tutorials as well as surveys, books, and longer papers on broader topics, as these genres

contain an inherent amount of quality-control. Later on, other online resources were added
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1 - Introduction and Linguistics
2 - Language Modeling, Syntax and Parsing
3 - Semantics and Logic
4 - Pragmatics, Discourse, Dialogue and Ap-
plications
5 - Classification and Clustering
6 - Information Retrieval and Topic Modeling
7 - Neural Networks and Deep Learning
8 - Artificial Intelligence
9 - Other Topics

Table 3.1: TutorialBank Top-level Taxonomy Topics

Topic Category Count
Introduction to Neural Networks and Deep Learning 635

Tools for Deep Learning 475
Miscellaneous Deep Learning 287

Machine Learning 225
Word Embeddings 139

Recurrent Neural Networks 134
Python Basics 133

Reinforcement learning 132
Convolutional Neural Networks 129

Introduction to AI 89

Table 3.2: TutorialBank corpus count by taxonomy topic for the most frequent topics
(excluding topic “Other”).

to the corpus, as explained below. Student annotators, described later on, as well as the

professor, examined resources which they encountered in their studies. The resources were

added to the corpus if deemed of good quality. It is important to note that not all resources

found on the Internet were added to TutorialBank; one could scrape the web according to

search terms, but the quality control of the results would be largely missing. The quality of a

resource is a somewhat subjective measure, but we aimed to find resources that would serve

a pedagogical function to either students or researchers, with a professor of NLP making

the final decision. This collection of resources and meta-data annotation has been done

over multiple years, while we created the search engine and added additional annotations

mentioned below in preparation for this chapter.
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TutorialBank Taxonomy To facilitate the sharing of resources about NLP, we developed

a taxonomy of 305 topics of varying granularity. The top levels of our taxonomy tree are

shown in Table 3.1. Our Taxonomy’s backbone corresponds to the syllabus of a university-

level NLP course and was expanded to include related topics from other courses in ML,

IR, and AI. As a result, there is a bias in the corpus towards NLP resources and resources

from other fields in so far as they are relevant to NLP. However, this bias is planned, as our

focus remains on teaching NLP. The resource count for the most frequent taxonomy topics

is shown in Table 3.2.

Data Preprocessing We downloaded the corresponding PDF, PowerPoint presentations,

and other source formats for each resource in the corpus and used PDFBox to perform OCR

in translating the files to textual format. For HTML pages, we downloaded both the raw

HTML with all images as well as a formatted text version of the pages. We release only the

metadata such as URLs and annotations and provide scripts for reproducing the dataset for

copyright purposes.

3.4 TutorialBank Annotation

Annotations were performed by a group of three Ph.D. students in NLP and six undergraduate

Computer Science students who have taken at least one course in AI or NLP.

Pedagogical Function When collecting resources from the Internet, each item was labeled

according to the medium in which it was found, analogous to the pedagogical function

of Sheng et al. (2017). We will use this term throughout this chapter to describe this

categorization. The categories, along with their counts, are shown in Table 3.3:

• Corpus: A corpus provides access to and a description of a scientific dataset.

• Lecture: A lecture consists of slides/notes from a university lecture.
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Resource Category Count
corpus 131
lecture 126
library 1014
link set 1186
naclo 154
paper 1176
survey 390
tutorial 2079

Table 3.3: TutorialBank corpus count by pedagogical feature.

• Library: A library consists of GitHub pages and other codebases that aid in the imple-

mentation of algorithms.

• NACLO: NACLO problems refer to linguistics puzzles from the North American Com-

putational Linguistics Olympiad.

• Paper: A paper is a short/long conference paper taken from sites such as https://arxiv.org/

and which is not included in the ACL Anthology.

• Link set: A link set provides a collection of helpful links in one location.

• Survey: A survey is a long paper or book which describes a broader subject.

• Tutorial: A tutorial is a slide deck from a conference tutorial or an HTML page that

describes a contained topic.

Topic to Resource Collection We first identified by hand 200 potential topics for topic

summarization in NLP, ML, AI, and IR. Topics were added according to the following

criteria:

1. It is conceivable that someone would write a Wikipedia page on this topic (an actual

page may or may not exist).

2. The topic is not overly general (e.g., “Natural Language Processing”) or too obscure

or narrow.
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Capsule Networks
Domain Adaptation

Document Representation
Matrix factorization

Natural language generation
Q Learning

Recursive Neural Networks
Shift-Reduce Parsing
Speech Recognition

Word2Vec

Table 3.4: Random sample of the list of 200 topics used for prerequisite chains, readling
lists and topic summarization.

3. To write a summary of the topic, one would need to include information from a

number of sources.

While some of the topics come from our taxonomy, many of the taxonomy topics have a

different granularity than we desired, which motivated our topic collection. Topics were

added to the list along with their corresponding Wikipedia pages if they exist. A sample of

the topics selected is shown in 3.4. Once the list of topics was compiled, annotators were

assigned topics and asked to search that topic in the TutorialBank search engine and find

relevant resources. In order to impose some uniformity on the dataset, we chose to only

include resources, which consisted of PowerPoint slides as well as HTML pages labeled

as tutorials. We divided the topics among the annotators and asked them to choose five

resources per topic using our search engine. The resource need not solely focus on the given

topic; the resource may be on a more general topic and include a section on the given topic.

As in general searching for resources, often resources include related information, so we

believe this setting is fitting. For some topics, the annotators chose fewer than five resources

(partially due to the constraint we impose on the form of the resources). We noted topics for

which no resources were found, and rather than replace the topics to reflect TutorialBank

coverage; we leave these topics in and plan to add additional resources in a future release.
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Prerequisite Chains Even with a collection of resources and a list of topics, a student may

not know where to begin studying a topic of interest. For example, to understand sentiment

analysis, the student should be familiar with Bayes’ Theorem, the basics of ML, and other

topics. For this purpose, the annotators annotated which topics are prerequisites for the given

topics from their reading lists. We expanded our list of potential prerequisites to include

eight additional topics that were too broad for topic summarization (e.g., Linear Algebra)

but are important prerequisites to capture. Following the method of Gordon et al. (2016),

we define labeling a topic Y as a prerequisite of X according to the following question:

• Would understanding Topic Y help you to understand Topic X?

As in (Gordon et al., 2016), the annotators can answer this question as “no”, “somewhat” or

“yes.”

Reading Lists When annotators were collecting relevant resources for a particular topic,

we asked them to order the resources they found in terms of the usefulness of the resource

for learning that particular topic. We also include the Wikipedia pages corresponding to the

topics, when available, as an additional source of information. We do not perform additional

annotation of the order of the resources or experiment in automatically reproducing these

ordered lists. Rather, we offer this annotation as a pedagogical tool for students and

educators. We plan the expansion of these lists and analysis in future experiments.

Topic Summarization We frame the task of topic summarization as a document retrieval

task. A student searching for resources to learn about a topic such as Recurrent Neural

Networks (RNN’s) may encounter resources 1) which solely cover RNN’s as well as 2)

resources that cover RNN’s within the context of a larger topic (e.g., Deep Learning). Within

the first type, not every piece of content (a single PowerPoint slide or section in a blog

post) contributes equally well to an understanding of RNN’s; the content may focus on

background information or may not clearly explain the topic. Within the second type,
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larger tutorials may contain valuable information on the topic but may also contain much

information not immediately relevant to the query. Given a query topic and a set of parsed

documents, we want to retrieve the parts most relevant to the topic.

In order to prepare the dataset for extractive topic summarization, we first divide re-

sources into units of content, which we call “cards”. PowerPoint slides inherently contain a

division in the form of each individual slide, so we divide PowerPoint presentations into

individual slides/cards. For HTML pages, the division is less clear. However, we convert

the HTML pages to a markdown file and then automatically split the markdown file using

header markers. We believe this is a reasonable heuristic as tutorials and similar content

tend to be broken up into sections signaled by headers.

For each of the resources that the annotators gathered for the reading lists on a given

topic, that same annotator was presented with each card from that resource and asked to

rate its usefulness. The annotator could rate the card from 0-2, with 0 meaning the card is

not useful for learning the specified topic, 1 meaning the card is somewhat useful, and 2

meaning the card is useful. We chose a 3-point scale as initial trials showed a 5-point scale

to be too subjective. The annotators also had the option in our annotation interface to drop

cards, which were parsed incorrectly or were repeated one after the other and skip cards and

return to score a card.

Illustrations Whether needed to understand a subject more deeply or prepare a blog post

on a subject, images play an important role in presenting concepts more concretely. Simply

extracting the text from HTML pages leaves behind this valuable information, and OCR

software often fails to parse complex graphs and images in a non-destructive fashion. To

alleviate this problem and promote the sharing of images, we extracted all images from our

collected HTML pages. Since many images were simply HTML icons and other extraneous

images, we manually checked the images and selected those which are of value to the NLP

student. We collected a total of 2,000 images and matched them with the taxonomy topic
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name of the resource it came from as well as the URL of the resource. While we cannot

outdo the countless images from Google search, we believe illustrations can be an additional

feature of our search engine, and we describe an interface for this collection below.

3.5 Features and Analysis

Search Engine In order to present our corpus in a user-friendly manner, we created a

search engine using Apache Lucene2. We allow the user to query keywords to search our

resource corpus, and the results can then be sorted based on relevance, year, topic, medium,

and other metadata. In addition to searching by term, users can browse the resources by topic

according to our taxonomy. For each child topic from the top-level taxonomy downward,

we display resources according to their pedagogical functions. In addition to searching for

general resources, we also provide search functionality for a corpus of papers, where the

user can search by keyword and author, and venue.

While the search engine described above provides access to our base corpus and meta-

data, we also provide a command-line interface tool with our release so that students and

researchers can easily use our annotations for prerequisite topics, illustrations, and topic

summarization for educational purposes. The tool allows the user to input a topic from

the taxonomy and retrieve all images related to that topic according to our metadata. Ad-

ditionally, the user can input a topic from our list of 200 topics, and our tool outputs the

prerequisites of that topic according to our annotation as well as the cards labeled as relevant

for that topic.

Resource Recommendation from Title and Abstract Pairs In addition to needing to

search for a general term, often a researcher begins with an idea for a project which is

already focused on a nuanced sub-task. An employee at an engineering company may be

2. http://lucene.apache.org/
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starting a project on image captioning. Ideas about this project’s potential direction may be

clear, but what resources may be helpful or what papers have already been published on the

subject may not be immediately obvious. To this end, we propose the task of recommending

resources from title and abstract pairs. The employee will input the title and abstract of

the project and obtain a list of resources that can help complete the project. This task

is analogous to reproducing the reference section of a paper, however, with a focus on

tutorials and other resources rather than solely on papers. As an addition to our search

engine, we allow a user to input a title and an abstract of variable length. We then propose

taxonomy topics based on string matches with the query and a list of resources and papers

and their scores as determined by the search engine. We later explore two baseline models

for recommending resources based on document and topic modeling.

Dataset and Annotation Statistics We created reading lists for 182 of the 200 topics we

identified in Section 4.2. Resources were not found for 18 topics due to the granularity of

the topic (e.g., Radial Basis Function Networks) as well as our intended restriction of the

chosen resources to PowerPoint presentations and HTML pages. The average number of

resources per reading list for the 182 topics is 3.94. As an extension to the reading lists, we

collected Wikipedia pages for 184 of the topics and presented these URLs as part of the

dataset.

We annotated prerequisite relations for the 200 topics described above. We present a

subset of our annotations in Figure 3.1, which shows the network of topic relations (nodes

without incoming edges were not annotated for their prerequisites as part of this shown inter-

annotation round). Our network consists of 794 unidirectional edges and 33 bidirectional

edges. The presence of bidirectional edges stems from our definition of a prerequisite, which

does not preclude bidirectionality (one topic can help explain another and vice-versa) as well

as the similarity of the topics. The set of bidirectional edges consists of topic pairs (BLEU -

ROUGE; Word Embedding - Distributional Semantics; Backpropagation - Gradient descent),
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of a subset of prerequisite annotations.

which could be collapsed into one topic to create a directed acyclic graph in the future.

For topic summarization, we automatically split 313 resources into content cards, which

we annotated for relevance in creating topic summaries. These resources are a subset of

the reading lists limited in number due to constraints in downloading URLs and parsing

to our annotation interface. The total number of cards that were not marked as repeats or

misparsed totals 17,088, with 54.59 per resource. 6,099 cards were labeled as somewhat

relevant or relevant for the target topic. The resources marked as non-relevant may be poorly

presented or may not pertain fully to the topic. These numbers confirm the appropriateness

of this corpus as a non-trivial information retrieval task.

To better understand the difficulty of our annotation tasks, we performed inter-annotator

agreement experiments for each of our annotations. We randomly sampled twenty-five

resources and had annotators label for pedagogical function. Additionally, we sampled

twenty-five topics for prerequisite annotations and five topics with reading list lengths of

five for topic relevance annotation. We used Fleiss’s Kappa (Fleiss et al., 2004), a variant

of Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) designed to measure annotator agreement for more than

two annotators. The results are shown in Table 3.5. Using the scale as defined in Landis

and Koch (1977), pedagogical function annotation exhibits substantial agreement while

prerequisite annotation and topic summary annotation show fair agreement. The Kappa

score for the pedagogical function is comparable to that of Sheng et al. (2017) (0.68) while

the prerequisite annotation is slightly lower than the agreement metric used in Gordon et al.

(2016) (0.36) although they measure agreement through Pearson correlation. We believe

that the sparsity of the labels plays a role in these scores.
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Annotation Kappa
Pedagogical Function 0.69

Prerequisites 0.30
Topic Summarization Relevance 0.33

Table 3.5: Inter-annotator agreement for TutorialBank annotations.

Comparison to Similar Datasets Our corpus distinguishes itself in its magnitude, manual

collection, and focus on annotation for educational purposes in addition to research tasks.

We use similar categories for classifying pedagogical function as Sheng et al. (2017), but

our corpus is hand-picked and over four-times larger while exhibiting similar annotation

agreement.

Gordon et al. (2016) present a corpus for prerequisite relations among topics, but this

corpus differs in coverage. They used LDA topic modeling to generate a list of 300 topics,

while we manually create a list of 200 topics based on the criteria described above. Although

their topics are generated from the ACL Anthology and related to NLP, we find less than a

40% overlap in topics. Additionally, they only annotate a subset of the topics for prerequisite

annotations while we focus on broad coverage, annotating two orders of magnitude larger in

terms of prerequisite edges while exhibiting fair inter-annotator agreement.

Previous work and datasets on summarizing scientific topics have focused on scientific

articles (Jha et al., 2013, 2015; Jaidka et al., 2016) and Wikipedia pages (Sauper and Barzilay,

2009; Liu et al., 2018) as a summarization task. We, on the other hand, view this problem

as an information retrieval task and focus on extracting content from manually-collected

PowerPoint slides and online tutorials. Sauper and Barzilay (2009) differ in their domain

coverage, and while the summaries of Jha et al. (2013, 2015) focus on NLP, we collect

resources for an order of magnitude larger set of topics. Finally, our focus here in creating

topic summaries, as well as the other annotations, is first and foremost to create a useful

tool for students and researchers. Websites such as the ACL Anthology3 and arXiv4 provide

3. http://aclweb.org/anthology/

4. https://arxiv.org/
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an abundance of resources but do not focus on the pedagogical aspect of their content.

Meanwhile, websites such as Wikipedia, which aim to create a topic summary, may not

reflect the latest trends in rapidly changing fields. As an example of our corpus usage,

we experimented with topic modeling and its extension to resource recommendation. We

restricted our corpus for this study to non-HTML files to examine the single domain of

PDFs and PowerPoint presentations. This set consists of about 1,480 files with a vocabulary

size of 191,446 and a token count of 9,134,452. For each file, the tokens were processed,

stop tokens were stripped, and then each token was stemmed. Words with counts less than

five across the entire corpus were dropped. We experimented with two models: LDA, a

generative probabilistic model mentioned earlier, and Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014), an

extension of Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a) which creates representations of arbitrarily-

sized documents. Figure 3.2 shows the document representations obtained with Doc2Vec as

well as the topic clusters created with LDA. The grouping of related resources around a point

demonstrates the clustering abilities of these models. We applied LDA in an unsupervised

way, using 60 topics over 300 iterations as obtained through experimentation, and then

colored each document dot with its category to observe the distribution. Our Doc2Vec model

used hidden dimension 300, a window size of ten, and a constant learning rate of 0.025.

Then, the model was trained for ten epochs.

3.6 Topic Modeling and Resource Recommendation

We tested these models for the task of resource recommendation from title+abstract pairs.

We collected ten random papers from ACL 2017. For LDA, the document was classified into

a topic, and then the top resources from that topic were chosen, while Doc2Vec computed

the similarity between the query document and the training set and chose the most similar

documents. We concatenated the title and abstract as input and had our models predict the

top 20 documents. We then had five annotators rate the recommendations for helpfulness as
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Figure 3.2: Plot showing a query document with title “Statistical language models for IR”
and its neighbour document clusters as obtained through tSNE dimension reduction for
Doc2Vec (left) and LDA topic modeling (right). Nearest neighbor documents titles are
shown to the right of each plot.

0 (not helpful) or 1 (helpful). Recommended resources were rated according to the criterion

of whether reading this resource would be useful in doing a project as described in the title

and abstract. The results are found in Figure 3.3. Averaging the performance over each test

case, the LDA model performed better than Doc2Vec (0.45 to 0.34), although both leave

large room for improvements. LDA recommended resources notably better for cases 5 and

6, which correspond to papers with very well defined topics areas (Question Answering

and Machine Translation), while Doc2Vec was able to find similar documents for cases 2

and 8, which are a mixture of topics, yet are well-represented in our corpus (Reinforcement

Learning with dialog agents and emotion (sentiment) detection with classification). The low

performance for both models also corresponds to differences in corpus coverage, and we

plan to explore this bias in the future. We believe that this variant of reading list generation,

as well as the relationship between titles and abstracts, is an unexplored and exciting area

for future research.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the TutorialBank Corpus, a collection of over 6,300 hand-

collected resources on NLP and related fields. Our corpus is notably larger than similar
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Figure 3.3: Relevance accuracy of Doc2Vec and LDA resource recommendation models.

datasets which deal with pedagogical resources and topic dependencies and unique in use

as an educational tool. To this point, we believe that this dataset, with its multiple layers

of annotation and usable interface, will be an invaluable tool to the students, educators,

and researchers of NLP. Additionally, the corpus promotes research on tasks not limited

to pedagogical function classification, topic modeling, and prerequisite relation labeling.

Finally, we formulate the problem of recommending resources for a given title and abstract

pair as a new way to approach reading list generation and propose two baseline models. For

future work, we plan to continue the collection and annotation of resources and to separately

explore each of the above research tasks.
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Chapter 4

Multi-News: a Large-Scale

Multi-Document Summarization Dataset

and Abstractive Hierarchical Model

In the previous chapter, we introduced a large-scale dataset applicable for several tasks for

information extraction and summarization for educational purposes. In this chapter, we

focus on large-scale data applied to a particular task of multi-document news summarization

and neural-network methods for reducing the redundancy of system outputs. We introduce

Multi-News, the first large-scale MDS news dataset. Additionally, we propose an end-to-end

model which incorporates a traditional extractive summarization model with a standard

single-document summarization model and achieves competitive results on multi-document

summarization datasets. We further benchmark several methods on Multi-News and release

our data and code in hope that this work will promote advances in summarization in the

multi-document setting.
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Source 1

Meng Wanzhou, Huawei’s chief financial officer and deputy chair, was arrested in Vancouver on 1
December. Details of the arrest have not been released...
Source 2

A Chinese foreign ministry spokesman said on Thursday that Beijing had separately called on the
US and Canada to “clarify the reasons for the detention ”immediately and “immediately release
the detained person ”. The spokesman...
Source 3

Canadian officials have arrested Meng Wanzhou, the chief financial officer and deputy chair of
the board for the Chinese tech giant Huawei,...Meng was arrested in Vancouver on Saturday and
is being sought for extradition by the United States. A bail hearing has been set for Friday...
Summary

...Canadian authorities say she was being sought for extradition to the US, where the company is
being investigated for possible violation of sanctions against Iran. Canada’s justice department said
Meng was arrested in Vancouver on Dec. 1... China’s embassy in Ottawa released a statement. . . ..
“The Chinese side has lodged stern representations with the US and Canadian side, and urged
them to immediately correct the wrongdoing ”and restore Meng’s freedom, the statement said...

Table 4.1: An example from our multi-document summarization dataset showing the input
documents and their summary. The content found in the summary is color-coded.

4.1 Introduction

The automatic generation of summaries from multiple news articles is a valuable tool as

the number of online publications grows rapidly. Single document summarization (SDS)

systems have benefited from advances in neural encoder-decoder model thanks to the

availability of large datasets. However, multi-document summarization, which aims to

output summaries from document clusters on the same topic, had largely been performed on

datasets with less than 100 document clusters such as the DUC 2004 (Paul and James, 2004)

and TAC 2011 (Owczarzak and Dang, 2011) datasets and benefited less from advances in

deep learning methods. Multi-document summarization (MDS) of news events offers the

challenge of outputting a well-organized summary that covers an event comprehensively

while simultaneously avoiding redundancy. The input documents may differ in focus and

point of view for an event. We present an example of multiple input news documents and

their summary in Figure 4.1. The three source documents discuss the same event and contain

overlaps in content: the fact that Meng Wanzhou was arrested is stated explicitly in Source 1
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and 3 and indirectly in Source 2. However, some sources contain information not mentioned

in the others, which should be included in the summary: Source 3 states that (Wanzhou) is

being sought for extradition by the US while only Source 2 mentioned the attitude of the

Chinese side. Recent work in tackling this problem with neural models has attempted to

exploit the graph structure among discourse relations in text clusters (Yasunaga et al., 2017)

or through an auxiliary text classification task (Cao et al., 2017). Additionally, a couple

of recent papers have attempted to adapt neural encoder-decoder models trained on single-

document summarization datasets to MDS (Lebanoff et al., 2018; Baumel et al., 2018; Zhang

et al., 2018b). However, data sparsity has largely been the bottleneck of the development of

neural MDS systems. The creation of a large-scale multi-document summarization dataset

for training has been restricted due to the sparsity and cost of human-written summaries. Liu

et al. (2018) trains abstractive sequence-to-sequence models on a large corpus of Wikipedia

text with citations and search engine results as input documents. However, no analogous

dataset exists in the news domain. To bridge the gap, we introduce Multi-News, the first

large-scale MDS news dataset, which contains 56,216 input-summary pairs. We also propose

a hierarchical model for neural abstractive multi-document summarization, which consists

of a pointer-generator network (See et al., 2017) and an additional Maximal Marginal

Relevance (MMR) (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) module that calculates sentence ranking

scores based on relevancy and redundancy. We integrate sentence-level MMR scores into

the pointer-generator model to adapt the attention weights on a word-level. Our model

performs competitively on the Multi-News datasets. We additionally perform a human

evaluation on several system outputs. Our contributions are as follows: 1) We introduce

the first large-scale multi-document summarization datasets in the news domain. 2) We

propose an end-to-end method to incorporate MMR into pointer-generator networks. 3)

Finally, we benchmark several methods on Multi-News and release our data and code to

promote advances in summarization in the multi-document setting5.

5. https://github.com/Alex-Fabbri/Multi-News
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4.2 Related Work

Traditional non-neural approaches to multi-document summarization have been both extrac-

tive (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998; Radev et al., 2000; Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Haghighi

and Vanderwende, 2009) as well as abstractive (McKeown and Radev, 1995; Radev and

McKeown, 1998; Barzilay et al., 1999; Ganesan et al., 2010).

Recent work has attempted unsupervised and weakly supervised methods in non-news

domains (Chu and Liu, 2019b; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018). The methods most related

to this work are SDS adapted for MDS data. Zhang et al. (2018c) adopts a hierarchical

encoding framework trained on SDS data to MDS data by adding an additional document-

level encoding. Baumel et al. (2018) incorporates query relevance into standard sequence-

to-sequence models. Lebanoff et al. (2018) adapts encoder-decoder models trained on

single-document datasets to the MDS case by introducing an external MMR module that

does not require training on the MDS dataset. In our work, we incorporate the MMR module

directly into our model, learning weights for the similarity functions simultaneously with

the rest of the model.

4.3 Multi-News Dataset

Our dataset, which we call Multi-News, consists of news articles and human-written sum-

maries of these articles from the site newser.com. Each summary is professionally written by

editors and includes links to the original articles cited. We release stable Wayback-archived

links and scripts to reproduce the dataset from these links. Our dataset is notably the first

large-scale dataset for MDS on news articles. Our dataset also comes from a diverse set of

news sources; over 1,500 sites appear as source documents five times or greater, as opposed

to previous news datasets (for MDS, DUC comes from 2 sources while for SDS, CNNDM

comes from CNN and Daily Mail respectively, and even the notably large Newsroom dataset

(Grusky et al., 2018) covers only 38 news sources). A total of 20 editors contribute to 85%
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# of source Frequency # of source Frequency

2 23,894 7 382
3 12,707 8 209
4 5,022 9 89
5 1,873 10 33
6 763

Table 4.2: The number of source articles per example, by frequency, in our dataset.

of the total summaries on newser.com. Thus we believe that this dataset allows for the

summarization of diverse source documents and summaries.

Statistics and Analysis The number of collected Wayback links for summaries and their

corresponding cited articles totals over 250,000. We only include examples with between 2

and 10 source documents per summary, as our goal is MDS, and the number of examples

with more than ten sources was minimal. The number of source articles per summary present

after downloading and processing the text to obtain the original article text varies across

the dataset, as shown in Table 4.2. We believe this setting reflects real-world situations;

often, for a new or specialized event, there may be only a few news articles. Nonetheless,

we would like to summarize these events in addition to others with greater news coverage.

We split our dataset into training (80%, 44,972), validation (10%, 5,622), and test (10%,

5,622) sets. Table 4.3 compares Multi-News to other news datasets used in experiments

below. We choose to compare Multi-News with DUC data from 2003 and 2004 and TAC

2011 data, which are typically used in multi-document settings. Additionally, we compare

to the single-document CNNDM dataset, as this has been recently used in work that adapts

SDS to MDS (Lebanoff et al., 2018). The number of examples in our Multi-News dataset is

two orders of magnitude larger than previous MDS news data. The total number of words

in the concatenated inputs is shorter than other MDS datasets, as those consist of 10 input

documents, but larger than SDS datasets, as expected. Our summaries are notably longer

than in other work, about 260 words on average. While compressing information into a

shorter text is the goal of summarization, our dataset tests the ability of abstractive models
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Dataset # pairs
# words

(docs)

# sents

(docs)

# words

(summary)

# sents

(summary)
vocab size

Multi-News 44,972/5,622/5,622 2,103.49 82.73 263.66 9.97 666,515
DUC03+04 320 4,636.24 173.15 109.58 2.88 19,734
TAC 2011 176 4,695.70 188.43 99.70 1.00 24,672
CNNDM 287,227/13,368/11,490 810.57 39.78 56.20 3.68 717,951

Table 4.3: Comparison of our Multi-News dataset to other MDS datasets as well as an SDS
dataset used as training data for MDS (CNNDM). Training, validation and testing size splits
(article(s) to summary) are provided when applicable. Statistics for multi-document inputs
are calculated on the concatenation of all input sources.

% novel

n-grams
Multi-News DUC03+04 TAC11 CNNDM

uni-grams 17.76 27.74 16.65 19.50
bi-grams 57.10 72.87 61.18 56.88
tri-grams 75.71 90.61 83.34 74.41
4-grams 82.30 96.18 92.04 82.83

Table 4.4: Percentage of n-grams in summaries which do not appear in the input documents
, a measure of the abstractiveness, in relevant datasets.

to generate fluent text concise in meaning while also coherent in the entirety of its generally

longer output, which we consider an interesting challenge.

Diversity We report the percentage of n-grams in the gold summaries which do not appear

in the input documents as a measure of how abstractive our summaries are in Table 4.4.

As the table shows, the smaller MDS datasets tend to be more abstractive, but Multi-News

is comparable and similar to the abstractiveness of SDS datasets. Grusky et al. (2018), in

the context of SDS, additionally define three measures of the extractive nature of a dataset,

which we use here for a comparison. We extend these notions to the multi-document setting

by concatenating the source documents and treating them as a single input. Extractive

fragment coverage is the percentage of words in the summary that are from the source

article, measuring the extent to which a summary is derivative of a text:

COVERAGE(A,S) =
1

|S|
∑

f∈F (A,S)

|f | (4.1)
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where A is the article, S the summary, and F (A, S) the set of all token sequences identified

as extractive in a greedy manner; if there is a sequence of source tokens that is a prefix of

the remainder of the summary, that is marked as extractive. Similarly, density is defined as

the average length of the extractive fragment to which each summary word belongs:

DENSITY(A,S) =
1

|S|
∑

f∈F (A,S)

|f |2 (4.2)

Finally, the compression ratio is defined as the word ratio between the articles and its

summary:

COMPRESSION(A,S) =
|A|
|S| (4.3)

These numbers are plotted using kernel density estimation in Figure 4.1. As explained above,

our summaries are larger on average, which corresponds to a lower compression rate. The

variability along the x-axis (fragment coverage) suggests variability in the percentage of

copied words, with the DUC data varying the most. In terms of the y-axis (fragment density),

our dataset shows variability in the average length of the copied sequence, suggesting

varying styles of word sequence arrangement. Our dataset exhibits extractive characteristics

similar to the CNNDM dataset.

Other Datasets Large scale datasets for multi-document news summarization are lacking.

There have been several attempts to create MDS datasets in other domains. Zopf (2018)

introduce a multi-lingual MDS dataset based on English and German Wikipedia articles as

summaries with about 7,000 examples. Liu et al. (2018) use Wikipedia to create a dataset

of over two million examples, using Wikipedia references as input documents but largely

relying on Google search to increase topic coverage. We, however, are focused on the news

domain, and the source articles in our dataset are specifically cited by the corresponding

summaries. Related work has also focused on opinion summarization in the multi-document

setting; Angelidis and Lapata (2018) introduces a dataset of 600 Amazon product reviews.
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Figure 4.1: Density estimation of extractive diversity scores as explained in Section 4.3. We
include scores for a standard SDS dataset (CNNDM) and MDS datasets from DUC and TAC,
along with Multi-News. Large variability along the y-axis suggests variation in the average
length of source sequences present in the summary, while the x axis shows variability in the
average length of the extractive fragments to which summary words belong.

4.4 Hi-MAP Model

In this section, we provide the details of our Hierarchical MMR-Attention Pointer-generator

(Hi-MAP) model for multi-document neural abstractive summarization.

MMR Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) is an approach for combining query-relevance

with information-novelty in the context of summarization (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998).

MMR produces a ranked list of the candidate sentences based on the relevance and re-

dundancy to the query, which can be used to extract sentences. The score is calculated as

follows:
(4.4)MMR = argmax

Di∈R\S

[
λSim(Di, Q)− (1− λ) max

Dj∈S
Sim(Di, Dj)

]

where R is the collection of all candidate sentences, Q is the query, S is the set of sentences
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that have been selected, R \ S is set of the un-selected ones, and Sim is a similarity function

such as cosine similarity. In general, each time we want to select a sentence, we have a

ranking score for all the candidates that considers relevance and redundancy. A recent work

(Lebanoff et al., 2018) applied MMR for multi-document summarization by creating an

external module and a supervised regression model for sentence importance. Our proposed

method, however, incorporates MMR with the pointer-generator network in an end-to-end

manner that learns parameters for similarity and redundancy.

We expand the existing pointer-generator network model into a hierarchical network,

which allows us to calculate sentence-level MMR scores. Our model consists of a pointer-

generator network and an integrated MMR module, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Sentence representations To expand our model into a hierarchical one, we compute

sentence representations on both the encoder and decoder. The input is a collection of

sentences D = [s1, s2, .., sN ] from all the source documents, where a given sentence

si = [xk−m, xk−m+1, ..., xk] is made up of input word tokens. Word tokens from the whole

document are treated as a single sequential input to a Bi-LSTM Hochreiter and Schmidhuber

(1997) encoder as in the original encoder of the pointer-generator network from See et al.

(2017) (see bottom of Figure 4.2). For each time step, the output of an input word token xl

is hw
l (we use superscript w to indicate word-level LSTM cells, s for sentence-level). To

obtain a representation for each sentence si, we take the encoder output of the last token for

that sentence. If that token has an index of k in the whole document D, then the sentence

representation is marked as hw
si
= hw

k . The word-level sentence embeddings of the document

hw
D = [hw

s1
, hw

s2
, ..hw

sN
] will be a sequence which is fed into a sentence-level LSTM network.

Thus, for each input sentence hw
si

, we obtain an output hidden state hs
si

. We then get the final

sentence-level embeddings hs
D = [hs

1, h
s
2, ..h

s
N ] (we omit the subscript for sentences s). To

obtain a summary representation, we simply treat the current decoded summary as a single

sentence and take the output of the last step of the decoder: ssum. We plan to investigate
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Figure 4.2: Our Hierarchical MMR-Attention Pointer-generator (Hi-MAP) model incor-
porates sentence-level representations and hidden-state-based MMR on top of a standard
pointer-generator network.

alternative methods for input and output sentence embeddings, such as separate LSTMs for

each sentence, in future work.

MMR-Attention Now, we have all the sentence-level representation from both the articles

and summary and then we apply MMR to compute a ranking on the candidate sentences hs
D.

Intuitively, incorporating MMR will help determine salient sentences from the input at the

current decoding step based on relevancy and redundancy. We follow Section 4.3 to compute

MMR scores. Here, however, our query document is represented by the summary vector

ssum, and we want to rank the candidates in hs
D. The MMR score for an input sentence i is

then defined as:
(4.5)MMRi = λSim1(h

s
i , ssum)− (1− λ)scorei

We then add a softmax function to normalize all the MMR scores of these candidates as a

probability distribution.

(4.6)MMRi =
exp(MMRi)∑
i exp(MMRi)
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Now we define the similarity function between each candidate sentence hs
i and summary

sentence ssum to be:

Sim1 = hs
i
TWSimssum (4.7)

where WSim is a learned parameter used to transform ssum and hs
i into a common feature

space. For the second term of Equation 4.5, instead of choosing the maximum score from

all candidates except for hs
i , which is intended to find the candidate most similar to hs

i , we

choose to apply a self-attention model on hs
i and all the other candidates hs

j ∈ hs
D. We then

choose the largest weight as the final score:

vij = tanh
(
hs
j
TWselfh

s
i

)

βij =
exp (vij)∑
j exp (vij)

scorei = max
j

(βi,j)

(4.8)

Note that Wself is also a trainable parameter. Eventually, the MMR score from Equation 4.5

becomes:

MMR-attention Pointer-generator After we calculate MMRi for each sentence rep-

resentation hs
i , we use these scores to update the word-level attention weights for the

pointer-generator model shown by the blue arrows in Figure 4.2. Since MMRi is a sentence

weight for hs
i , each token in the sentence will have the same value of MMRi. The new

attention for each input token from Equation 2.2 becomes:

at = atMMRi (4.9)
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4.5 Experiments

In this section, we describe additional methods we compare with and present our assumptions

and experimental process.

Baseline and Extractive Methods

First We concatenate the first sentence of each article in a document cluster as the system

summary. For our dataset, First-k means the first k sentences from each source article will

be concatenated as the summary.

LexRank Initially proposed by (Erkan and Radev, 2004), LexRank is a graph-based

method for computing relative importance in extractive summarization.

TextRank Introduced by (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004), TextRank is a graph-based ranking

model. Sentence importance scores are computed based on eigenvector centrality within a

global graph from the corpus.

MMR In addition to incorporating MMR in our pointer generator network, we use this

original method as an extractive summarization baseline. When testing on Multi-News data,

we set these extractive methods to output 300 tokens.

Neural Abstractive Methods

PG-MMR This is the modified pointer-generator network model reported by (Lebanoff

et al., 2018).
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PG-BRNN The PG-BRNN model is a pointer-generator implementation from OpenNMT6.

As in the original paper (See et al., 2017), we use a 1-layer bi-LSTM as encoder, with 128-

dimensional word-embeddings and 256-dimensional hidden states for each direction. The

decoder is a 512-dimensional single-layer LSTM. We include this for reference, as our

Hi-MAP code builds upon this implementation.

CopyTransformer Instead of using an LSTM, the CopyTransformer model used in

Gehrmann et al. (2018) uses a 4-layer Transformer of 512 dimensions for encoder and

decoder. One of the attention heads is chosen randomly as the copy distribution. This

model and the PG-BRNN are run without the bottom-up masked attention for inference

from Gehrmann et al. (2018) as we did not find a large improvement when reproducing the

model on this data.

Experimental Setting Following the setting from (Lebanoff et al., 2018), we report

ROUGE (Lin, 2004a) scores, which measure the overlap of unigrams (R-1), bigrams (R-2),

and longest common subsequence (R-L). For the neural abstractive models, we truncate

input articles to 500 tokens in the following way: for each example with S source input

documents, we take the first 500/S tokens from each source document. As some source

documents may be shorter, we iteratively determine the number of tokens to take from

each document until the 500 token quota is reached. Having determined the number of

tokens per source document to use, we concatenate the truncated source documents into

a single mega-document. This effectively reduces MDS to SDS on longer documents, a

commonly-used assumption for recent neural MDS papers (Cao et al., 2017; Liu et al.,

2018; Lebanoff et al., 2018). We chose 500 as our truncation size as related MDS work did

not find a large improvement when increasing input length from 500 to 1000 tokens (Liu

et al., 2018). We simply introduce a special token between source documents to aid our

6. https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py/blob/master/docs/source/
Summarization.md
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Method R-1 R-2 R-L

First-3 40.65 12.64 36.57
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 40.94 12.58 36.84
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) 42.55 13.47 38.39
MMR (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) 41.62 11.58 37.80
PG-MMR (Lebanoff et al., 2018) 41.89 13.41 -
PG-BRNN (Gehrmann et al., 2018) 43.88 15.25 39.77
CopyTransformer (Gehrmann et al., 2018) 44.57 15.04 40.40

Hi-MAP (Our Model) 44.52 16.00 40.33

Table 4.5: ROUGE scores for models trained and tested on the Multi-News dataset.

Method Informativeness Fluency Non-Redundancy

PG-MMR 51 43 27
Hi-MAP 46 46 60

CopyTransformer 53 61 64
Human 150 150 149

Table 4.6: Number of times a system was chosen as best in pairwise comparisons according
to informativeness, fluency and non-redundancy.

models in detecting document-to-document relationships and leave direct modeling of this

relationship, as well as modeling longer input sequences, to future work. We hope that the

dataset we introduce will promote such work. For our Hi-MAP model, we applied a 1-layer

bidirectional LSTM network, with the hidden state dimension 256 in each direction. The

sentence representation dimension is also 256. We set the λ = 0.5 to calculate the MMR

value in Equation 4.5.

4.6 Analysis and Discussion

In Table 4.5 we report ROUGE scores on the Multi-News dataset. Additionally, for Multi-

News testing, we experimented with using the output of 500 tokens from extractive methods

(LexRank, TextRank, and MMR) as input to the abstractive model. However, this did not

improve results. We believe this is because our truncated input mirrors the First-3 baseline,

which outperforms these three extractive methods and thus may provide more information

as input to the abstractive model. Our model outperforms PG-MMR when trained and tested
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on the Multi-News dataset. We see much-improved model performances when trained and

tested on in-domain Multi-News data. The Transformer performs best in terms of R-1 and

R-L while Hi-MAP outperforms it on R-2. Our PG-MMR results correspond to PG-MMR w

Cosine reported in Lebanoff et al. (2018). We trained their sentence regression model on

Multi-News data and leave the investigation of transferring regression models from SDS to

Multi-News for future work. In addition to automatic evaluation, we performed a human

evaluation to compare the summaries produced. We used pairwise summary comparison as

in Narayan et al. (2018a). Annotators were presented with the same input that the systems

saw at testing time; input documents were truncated, and we separated input documents

by visible spaces in our annotator interface. We chose three native English speakers as

annotators. They were presented with input documents and summaries generated by two

out of four systems and were asked to determine which summary was better and which

was worse in terms of informativeness (is the meaning in the input text preserved in the

summary?), fluency (is the summary written in well-formed and grammatical English?) and

non-redundancy (does the summary avoid repeating information?). We randomly selected

50 documents from the Multi-News test set and compared all possible combinations of

two out of four systems. We chose to compare PG-MMR, CopyTransformer, Hi-MAP,

and gold summaries. The order of summaries was randomized per example. The results

of our pairwise human-annotated comparison are shown in Table 4.6. Human-written

summaries were easily marked as better than other systems, which, while expected, shows

that there is much room for improvement in producing readable, informative summaries.

We performed a pairwise comparison of the models over the three metrics combined,

using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey HSD tests and p value of 0.05. Overall, statistically

significant differences were found between human summaries score and all other systems,

CopyTransformer and the other two models, and our Hi-MAP model compared to PG-MMR.

Our Hi-MAP model performs comparably to PG-MMR on informativeness and fluency

but much better in terms of non-redundancy. We believe that the incorporation of learned
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parameters for similarity and redundancy reduces redundancy in our output summaries. In

future work, we would like to incorporate MMR into Transformer models to benefit from

their fluent summaries.

4.7 Summary

in this chapter, we introduced Multi-News, the first large-scale multi-document news sum-

marization dataset. We hope that this dataset will promote work in multi-document sum-

marization similar to the progress seen in the single-document case. Additionally, we

introduce an end-to-end model that incorporates MMR into a pointer-generator network,

which performs competitively compared to previous multi-document summarization models.

We also benchmark methods on our dataset. In the future, we plan to explore interactions

among documents beyond concatenation and experiment with summarizing longer input

documents.
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Chapter 5

Scientific Topic Summarization:

an Application

This chapter synthesizes ideas from the previous two, namely viewing the topic summariza-

tion task from Chapter 3 as a two-step multi-document summarization. We begin with a

preliminary task and are the first to apply novel pretraining techniques for generating the

lead paragraph of a Wikipedia article. We show that recent advances in pretrained language

modeling can be combined for an improved two-stage extractive and abstractive approach for

Wikipedia lead paragraph generation. However, when we extend this approach to generate

longer Wikipedia-style summaries and examine, we see how such methods struggle through

comparison studies with reference human-collected summaries.

5.1 Introduction

Fast-developing fields such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) often outpace the efforts of encyclo-

pedic sources such as Wikipedia, which either do not completely cover recently-introduced

topics or lack such content entirely. A pipeline for automatically creating such Wikipedia

pages is thus desirable. While there has been some work on generating full Wikipedia

pages, these efforts are either domain-specific (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009), make strong
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assumptions about the topics being summarized (Banerjee and Mitra, 2016), or are purely

extractive (Jha et al., 2015). In a related line of work, query-based summarization has been

applied to specific sections of Wikipedia pages Deutsch and Roth (2019); Zhu et al. (2019),

which can be viewed as a more self-contained version of Wikipedia page generation. Recent

Wikipedia page generation work has focused on generating the initial leading paragraph of

a Wikipedia page (Liu et al., 2018; Liu and Lapata, 2019b; Perez-Beltrachini et al., 2019).

These papers consist of a two-step framework by which an extractive method selects relevant

content for a specific topic, and an abstractive method generates the final summary of the

topic.

In this chapter, we first examine how recently-introduced pretrained language models

(Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2020) improve upon both the extractive and

abstractive steps of previous models for the task of lead paragraph generation. We further

focus on an analysis of the extension of such methods to full Wikipedia page generation

on scientific topics related to AI and NLP. We manually create summaries of 25 AI and

NLP topics divided along sections, as on Wikipedia pages. We perform ablation studies

on content selection and generation methods over these topics, finding that current content

selection methods are not precise and fail to differentiate content well among queries for

subtopics of the main topic.

Our contributions here are: 1) We demonstrate how recent advances in pretrained

language models improve upon Wikipedia lead paragraph generation. 2) We extend the

current Wikipedia introduction paragraph generation techniques to generate full Wikipedia-

style pages of scientific topics and provide an analysis of the full summaries. 3) We study

the problems encountered in this application and point to areas of improvement for future

work. We provide a better understanding of current methods and their faults in a real-world

application.
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5.2 Pretraining Wikipedia Lead Paragraph Generation

In this section, we show how combining recent methods for a two-staged approach of content

selection and generation gives improved results on the WikiSum dataset (Liu et al., 2018) as

well as a newly curated set of Wikipedia articles.

Data We make use of the WikiSum dataset (Liu et al., 2018), a collection of over 1.5

million Wikipedia pages and their references. Applying pretraining techniques such as

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), and BART (Lewis et al., 2020),

however, poses a problem with this task, as these models make use of Wikipedia during

pretraining. To address this problem, we mirror the process of Liu et al. (2018) to collect

an unbiased dataset of newly added Wikipedia pages7 which did not appear in pretraining,

(NewPage WikiSum). We collect 10,000 of the newest Wikipedia pages, scrape Wikipedia

for their references and return the top 10 Google Search results. We remove non-English

results and remove any articles for which we were not able to scrape a single reference. Due

to the sparsity of search results on specific topics, we were left with about 1,000 articles,

which we use as a test set.

Step One: Content Selection We experiment with five approaches for our initial content-

selection step. TF-IDF: a simple approach to extract relevant content is to use term fre-

quency–inverse document frequency (Liu et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2019). LSTM-Rank: Liu

and Lapata (2019b) approach query-based content selection as a regression problem of

predicting the ROUGE-2 recall of a given paragraph-topic pair. WikiCite: Deutsch and

Roth (2019) approach query-based summarization via an extractive classification approach

with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) over the topic and context.

We apply two additional methods to the task of content selection. Semantic Search:

Reimers and Gurevych (2019a) fine-tune BERT and Roberta using siamese and triplet

7. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:NewPages
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Methods L=5 L=10 L=20 L=40

TF-IDF 24.86 32.43 40.87 49.49
LSTM-Rank 39.38 46.74 53.84 60.42
WikiCite 65.27 69.77 73.54 76.51
Semantic Search 34.87 48.60 61.87 74.54
RoBERTa-Rank 64.12 72.49 79.17 84.28

Table 5.1: ROUGE-L-Recall scores for WikiSum content selection, varying the number of
paragraphs returned.

networks to produce fixed-length vectors, which can be compared using cosine similarity

to find semantically similar input. We embed the title of each Wikipedia page, and each

candidate paragraph, using this method, and choose the paragraphs with the most similar

vectors to the title as selected content. RoBERTa-Rank: we train RoBERTa similar to

the approach of (Liu and Lapata, 2019b), treating the title and paragraph to be ranked as

sentence pairs and use predicted relevance scores as a ranking function for determining the

most relevant paragraphs. For training RoBERTa-Rank, we sampled 1,209,387 training and

10,000 validation paragraphs from the original WikiSum dataset. For training RoBERTa-

Rank, we train with a polynomial decay learning rate scheduler with learning rate 2e−5,

using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015). We train with 6000 warmup steps and

10,0000 total steps. By the end of training, the validation loss is practically 0. The model

has 356,461,658 parameters, building off of RoBERTa large. This model was also trained

on 8 16 GB V100 GPUs for about a day.

We show the results in Table 5.1. WikiCite performs well despite not including extensive

pretraining and without fine-tuning on the WikiSum data, perhaps because the model

is trained for the task of fine-grained selection (for section titles within a given page).

RoBERTa-Rank is the highest-scoring content selector except for the 5-paragraph case, so

then we choose this as the content selection method for abstractive summarization input on

WikiSum data.
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Step Two: Abstractive Summarization We use the RoBERTa-Rank content selection

component to select paragraphs up to 1024 total tokens as input to our abstractive summa-

rization step. As the abstractive model in our two-step approach, we experiment with BART

(Lewis et al., 2020), discussed in 2. We compare BART fine-tuned on the WikiSum data with

the previous state-of-the-art HierSumm model from Liu and Lapata (2019b). For training

the WikiSum component, we took a subset of the original WikiSum dataset consisting of

280,000 training instances and 10,000 validation instances. We removed paragraphs that

were clones of the target summary through a threshold of .5 ROUGE-2 score. We then sort

the instances according to the sum of the ROUGE scores of individual paragraphs and take

the paragraphs with the highest scores for training and validation. This was done to filter

out examples with poorly collected source documents and promote a stronger connection

between the source documents and the target summary. The number of training examples

was chosen to be close to the number found in the CNN-DailyMail dataset. For training

BART on the above WikiSum data, we train with a polynomial decay learning rate scheduler

with a learning rate of 3e−5, using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015). We train

with 500 warmup steps and 20,000 total steps, ending with a validation loss of 3.492. The

max-tokens per batch is 1024, and an update frequency for gradient accumulation is 8. The

model is the same as the BART large model released by Facebook, without any additional

parameters, for a total of 405,766,144 parameters. This model was trained on 8 16 GB V100

GPUs for about 10 hours.

We show improved results on generating the introduction paragraph on WikiSum and

on our NewPage WikiSum data in Table 5.2. We use the same RoBERTa content selection

algorithm for both models on NewPage WikiSum. BART generation still outperforms

HierSumm. We note that the large difference in scores between that of the WikiSum data

and on our collected subset is likely due to the widespread nature of topics in WikiSum;

WikiSum includes many well-established topics for which finding reference documents is

simple, while the newly introduced topics may not contain enough reference information for
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Dataset Hiersumm BART

WikiSum 41.53/26.52/35.76 46.61/26.82/43.25

NewPage 31.64/15.06/27.13 39.29/18.56/36.03

Table 5.2: ROUGE-1/2/L scores for intro paragraph generation on WikiSum and NewPage
WikiSum.

a higher-quality generation. So far, we have shown that applying RoBERTa-Rank and BART

as a two-step pipeline gives promising results in generating lead Wikipedia sections.

5.3 Application of Pipeline to Full Wikipedia Generation

We follow Banerjee and Mitra (2016) in extending a two-step pipeline to full Wikipedia-

style summaries (section by section content selection and summarization) to study the

applicability of recent methods in this real-world setting.

Data Testing our models on full Wikipedia-page data would again face the problem of

pretraining bias, and large-scale collection of full-size Wikipedia pages for novel topics is

not infeasible. Furthermore, we focus on generating Wikipedia pages for AI-related topics.

We picked a mixture of NLP and broader AI-related topics to include eight topics with

existing Wikipedia pages as well as those without pages or stub articles, with 25 topics in

total. We randomly chose 10 for initial ablation studies and left the remaining 15 for final

analysis, which are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, respectively. We asked five students

in NLP to follow the following procedure for creating summaries.

We define a template for the surveys consisting of five sections: Introduction, History,

Key Ideas, Variations (similar topics or topics with similar goals) and Applications. We

arrived at these section titles by an examination of sample Wikipedia pages in NLP. First,

we searched Google for the given topic, retrieving all HTML page links for the first two

search result pages. We then have the annotator read each page, extract relevant content

into the corresponding section, and paraphrase and summarize the relevant content for each
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Topics

AdaGrad (optimizer)
ADAM (optimizer)

Attention mechanism (deep learning)
BERT

Convolutional Neural Networks
Image captioning (deep learning)

Knowledge graphs
Recursive neural networks

RMSProp (optimizer)
Sentiment Analysis

Table 5.3: A list of the topics used for ablation studies.

Topics

Automatic Summarization
Coreference Resolution

Decision Boundary
Dialogue State Tracking
Document-term Matrix

Dropout (neural networks)
GANs

Highway Networks
HMMs
LSTMs

Machine Translation
Pretrained Language Models

Topic Models
Word2Vec

XGBoost Algorithm

Table 5.4: A list of the topics used for final analysis.

section to between 50 and 150 words per section. We will make all data public.

Content Selection We first tested the quality of the content selection methods for the

generic retrieval of content relevant to a topic on our data. We choose the Semantic

Search, WikiCite, and RoBERTa-Rank methods from Table 5.1 for analysis. For Se-

mantic Search, we experiment with three types of sentence embeddings, the original

sentence-transformer BERT embeddings (Search-base), embeddings fine-tuned with SciB-

ERT (Search-SciBERT), and a version fine-tuned to differentiate whether two paragraphs
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Methods AvgP@10 (before) AvgP@10

Search-base 0.20 4.05
Search-Scibert 0.30 5.00
Search-Wiki 0.00 4.50
WikiCite 3.40 6.35

RoBERTa 0.45 6.05

Table 5.5: Comparison of retrieved results across content selection methods before and after
filtering sentences.

belong to the same Wikipedia section (Search-Wiki). The parsed output naturally contains

some poorly parsed paragraphs, which consist of single words, short sentences, or jumbled

equations. Surprisingly, we found such content was often returned during retrieval despite

the poor grammaticality and relevance. We hypothesize that the tendency to return short

sentences, often with odd punctuation, may relate to the extension of these methods to

paragraph levels while inherently being developed for sentence-level tasks.

We then remove sentences shorter than six tokenized words, as well as apply heuristics

for removing sentences based on the number of parentheses, brackets, and other tokens such

as equal signs. We required that each paragraph returned consist of at least two sentences

and required that the topic word (or one word within the topic, for multi-word topics)

appear in the paragraph. About 85 paragraphs per topic remain after this filtering. The

comparison of results before and after preprocessing and filtering is found in Table 5.5.

Notably, the WikiCite method performs much better than other methods before applying

any preprocessing. We believe this is because the method is trained for content selection

based on a topic and not simply trained for returning content with high recall. A potential

problem with current methods in this two-step approach is that content selection is trained

and evaluated with recall in mind to capture as large a range of the topic, which produces

models without the precision necessary in a real-world application. This aligns with previous

work in extractive summarization, suggesting that optimizing for recall gives suboptimal

results (Zopf et al., 2018).
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Section-Specific Content Selection We investigated the ability of our content selection

models to retrieve content specific for each chosen section, for example, querying “History

of BERT”rather than “BERT.”We observed large overlaps between the returned results,

between 5 and 9 paragraph overlap between the top 10 results for each section. Among all

methods, Wikicite has the least overlap. As an alternative method to select distinct content

for each section, we investigate clustering methods, using out-of-the-box Agglomerative

(Müllner, 2011) clustering provided by scikit-learn8. We cluster the embeddings obtained

before the final output layer from the WikiCite and RoBERTa methods and the Search-Wiki

embeddings. We annotated the coherence of each cluster. Clusters obtained using embed-

dings from RoBERTa, Search-Wiki and WikiCite had a corresponding average coherence

of 3.07, 3.40, and 3.52 on a 1-5 scale, signaling slightly above-average coherence for each

clustering. Again, the poor performance of RoBERTa in clustering may be due to the more

general topic training method. As suggested by Deutsch and Roth (2019), the WikiCite

method may dilute topic information in the final layer despite topic attention in previous

layers and thus benefit from using embeddings before the final layer as clustering.

Abstractive Summarization

Generation Model Choice To perform an ablation study on the choice of generation

model, we took the best performing WikiCite retrieval method and used the selected content

for the introduction paragraph as input to BART. We experimented with two BART models,

our BART model fine-tuned on WikiSum as well as one fine-tuned on the CNN-DailyMail

summarization dataset (Hermann et al., 2015). We labeled for the presence of any halluci-

nations in the summary. Additionally, we manually rated the summaries from 1-5 for the

relevance of the content to the particular topic. Results are shown in Table 5.6. As seen

in the Table, we find much fewer hallucinations when using the CNN-DailyMail model

8. https://scikit-learn.org/stable/index.html
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Method Avg. # Hallucinations Avg. Relevance

BART-WikiSum 0.5 4.35
BART-CNNDM 0.1 4.55

Table 5.6: A comparison of the number of hallucinations and the relevance of Wikipedia
introduction paragraph generation on our ablation study topics.

Method Relevance Non-redundancy

Retrieval Search-Wiki 3.07 2.30
Cluster Search-Wiki 3.83 3.97
Cluster WikiCite 4.0 4.07

Cluster RoBERTa 4.12 3.86
GOLD 4.73 4.63

Table 5.7: A comparison of the average relevance and non-redundancy of the final generated
surveys (higher is better for both).

versus the one trained on WikiSum. We hypothesize that this is due to dataset biases; the

CNN-DailyMail dataset is more extractive and closely linked to the source document, so the

model does not stray far from the input text. We believe that fine-tuning BART on other

datasets could lead to additional improvements, especially by training on scientific text or a

more focused task such as WikiCite data (Deutsch and Roth, 2019).

Analysis of Full Summaries We take the clustering output for the three embedding

methods in the previous section (Cluster Search-Wiki,Cluster WikiCite, and Cluster

RoBERTa) as well as the Search-Wiki retrieval output(Retrieval Search-Wiki) as input to

our generation component to create full sectioned summaries. We evaluate the model

outputs for relevance and redundancy on a 1-5 Likert scale. Results are shown in Table 5.7.

We only see substantial differences between the retrieval and clustering methods and between

the clustering and human-created summaries. This confirms our previous troubles with

selecting relevant and non-redundant content for different sections of the survey and shows

room for improvement. The ranking of clustering embeddings by coherence corresponds

to redundancy in final surveys, suggesting the need to focus on retrieving or clustering

distinct content and not relying on the abstractive summarization module, which has been

the focus of recent work. We find certain stylistic features present in the surveys do not
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Introduction

Text summarization is an interesting machine learning field that is increasingly gaining traction.
As research in this area continues , we can expect to see breakthroughs that will assist in fluently
and accurately shortening long text documents. In this article, we look at how machine learning
can be used to help shorten text.
History

Summarization has been and continues to be a hot research topic in the data science arena. While
text summarization algorithms have existed for a while , major advances in natural language
processing and deep learning have been made in recent years. Google has reportedly worked on
projects that attempt to understand novels. Summarization can help consumers quickly understand
what a book is about.
Key Ideas

Automatic summarization aims to produce a shorter version of an input text, preserving only the
essential information. There are two main types of summarization : extractive summarization
selects important sentences from the input and abstractive summarizing generates content without
explicitly re-using whole sentences. In our new paper , we constructed two novel , large-scale
summarization datasets from scientific journal articles.
Variations

Multi-document summarization can be a powerful tool to quickly analyze dozens of search results.
MeaningCloud ’s Summarization API locates the most relevant phrases in a document and builds
a synopsis with them. More specific summarization systems could be developed to analyze legal
documents.
Applications

Summarization can be a crucial component in the tele-health supply chain when it comes to
analyzing medical cases. The Spreading Activation approach does not allow to improve our
results. Tables 8 and 9 show the high recall obtained with these methods, which may be a very
interesting feature in some cases.

Table 5.8: Sample survey of the topic Text Summarization created using our auto-
mated pipeline, showing both the ability of our pipeline to capture important content as well
as problems related to the style of presentation, such as references to input Tables.

match Wikipedia pages. For example, some content is stated in the first person: “In this

paper, we...”This is an artifact of the generation model and the content extracted and can

likely be remedied by fine-tuning BART in a different setting. We present two examples of

the summaries in Table 5.8 and Table 5.9, respectively.
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Introduction

Dropout is a technique where randomly selected neurons are ignored during training. This means
that their contribution to the activation of downstream neurons is removed. Dropout alone does not
have any way to prevent parameter values from becoming too large during this update phase. In
the example below we add a new Dropout layer between the input ( or visible layer ) and the first
hidden layer. The dropout rate is set to 20%, meaning one in 5 inputs will be randomly excluded
from each update cycle.
History

Classical generalization theory suggests that to close the gap between train and test performance
, we should aim for a simple model. Christopher Bishop formalized this idea when he proved
that training with input noise is equivalent to Tikhonov regularization. In 2014, Srivastava et al.
developed a clever idea for how to apply Bishop ’s idea to the internal layers of the network. They
proposed to inject noise into each layer of the Network before calculating the subsequent layer.
Key Ideas

Additionally , as recommended in the original paper on Dropout , a constraint is imposed on the
weights for each hidden layer. This is done by setting the kernel˙constraint argument on the Dense
class when constructing the layers. In the example below Dropout is applied between the two
hidden layers and between the last hidden layer and the output layer.
Variations

With a Gaussian-Dropout , the expected value of the activation remains unchanged. Unlike the
regular Dropout , no weight scaling is required during inferencing. Dropout is only used during
the training of a model and is not used when evaluating the skill of the model. The main problem
hindering dropout in NLP has been that it could not be applied to recurrent connections.
Applications

During training time , dropout randomly sets node values to zero. During inference time, dropout
does not kill node values, but all the weights in the layer were multiplied. This multiplier could be
placed on the input values rather than the weights. TensorFlow has its own implementation of
dropout which only does work during training time.

Table 5.9: Sample survey of the topic of Dropout. Some stylistic problems such as
references to examples described in the original document are present, although key concepts
of the topic are addressed.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we demonstrated improvements in individual components of Wikipedia

summarization through an application of recently-introduced embedding and summarization

techniques but largely focus on the failures of these methods when extended in a real-world

scenario of full-page Wikipedia-styled summarization. We believe that a focus on high-

precision and fine-grained query-based summarization in future work will help make this

pipeline viable.

In the last few chapters, we have shown that large-scale data allows for the application

of neural network models, which can achieve state-of-the-art results when trained on this

data. However, as shown in this chapter, the blind application of these models to similar

tasks does not always give reasonable results. Thus, it is necessary to make smarter use of

data available and design models to allow for their application when data is not available for

the precise task at hand, which will be the focus of the next part of this dissertation.
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Part II

Low-resource Text Summarization
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Chapter 6

Template-Based Question Generation

from Retrieved Sentences for Improved

Unsupervised Question Answering

We now turn to data-efficient methods for more realistic application of neural networks.

We address the task of unsupervised, extractive question answering. Extractive question

answering can be viewed as a form of query-based summarization where the output summary

is a short phrase or word from the input context. While recent work has achieved state-of-the-

art performance in supervised question answering (QA), we tackle the more realistic problem

of QA when no data is available in a domain. We propose an unsupervised approach to

training QA models with generated pseudo-training data. We show that generating questions

for QA training by applying a simple template on a related, retrieved sentence rather than

the original context sentence improves downstream QA performance by allowing the model

to learn more complex context-question relationships. Training a QA model on this data

gives a relative improvement over a previous unsupervised model in F1 score on the SQuAD

QA dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) by about 14%, and 20% when the answer is a named

entity, achieving state-of-the-art performance on SQuAD for unsupervised QA.
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6.1 Introduction

Question Answering aims to answer a question based on a given knowledge source and is in

increasing demand as the amount of information available online and the desire for quick

access to this content grows. Recent advances have driven the performance of QA systems to

above or near-human performance on QA datasets such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)

and Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) thanks to pretrained language models such

as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019).

Fine-tuning these models, however, requires large-scale data for fine-tuning. Creating a

dataset for every new domain is extremely costly and practically infeasible. The ability to

apply QA models on out-of-domain data in an efficient manner is thus very desirable. This

problem may be approached with domain adaptation or transfer learning techniques (Chung

et al., 2018) as well as data augmentation (Yang et al., 2017; Dhingra et al., 2018; Wang

et al., 2018; Alberti et al., 2019). However, here we expand upon the recently introduced

task of unsupervised question answering (Lewis et al., 2019) to examine the extent to which

synthetic training data alone can be used to train a QA model. In particular, we focus

on the machine reading comprehension setting in which the context is a given paragraph,

and the QA model can only access this paragraph to answer a question. Furthermore,

we work on extractive QA, where the answer is assumed to be a contiguous substring of

the context. A training instance for supervised reading comprehension consists of three

components: a question, a context, and an answer. For a given dataset domain, a collection

of documents can usually be easily obtained, providing context in the form of paragraphs or

sets of sentences. Answers can be gathered from keywords and phrases from the context.

We focus on factoid QA; the question concerns a concise fact. In particular, we emphasize

questions whose answers are named entities, the majority type of factoid questions. Entities

can be extracted from text using named entity recognition (NER) techniques as the training

instance’s answer. Thus, the main challenge, and the focus of this chapter, is creating a

relevant question from a (context, answer) pair in an unsupervised manner.
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Figure 6.1: Question Generation Pipeline: the original context sentence containing a given
answer is used as a query to retrieve a related sentence containing matching entities, which
is input into our question-style converter to create QA training data.

Recent work of Lewis et al. (2019) uses style transfer for generating questions for

(context, answer) pairs but shows little improvement over applying a much simpler question

generator which drops, permutates, and masks words. We improve upon this paper by

proposing a simple, intuitive, retrieval and template-based question generation approach,

illustrated in Figure 6.1. The idea is to retrieve a sentence from the corpus similar to the

current context and then generate a question based on that sentence. Having created a

question for all (context, answer) pairs, we then fine-tune a pretrained BERT model on this

data and evaluate on the SQuAD v1.1 dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).

Our contributions are as follows: we introduce a retrieval, template-based framework

which achieves state-of-the-art results on SQuAD for unsupervised models, particularly

when the answer is a named entity. We perform ablation studies to determine the effect of

components in template question generation. We are releasing our synthetic training data

and code.9

6.2 Unsupervised Question Answering Data Creation

We focus on creating high-quality, non-trivial questions that will allow the model to learn to

extract the proper answer from a context-question pair.

9. https://github.com/awslabs/unsupervised-qa
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Sentence Retrieval A standard cloze question can be obtained by taking the original

sentence in which the answer appears from the context and masking the answer with a

chosen token. However, a model trained on this data will only learn text matching and

how to fill-in-the-blank, with little generalizability. For this reason, we chose to use a

retrieval-based approach to obtain a sentence similar to that which contains the answer,

upon which to create a given question. For our experiments, we focused on answers which

are named entities, which has proven to be a useful prior assumption for downstream QA

performance (Lewis et al., 2019) confirmed by our initial experiments. First, we indexed all

of the sentences from a Wikipedia dump using the ElasticSearch search engine. We also

extract named entities for each sentence in both the Wikipedia corpus and the sentences used

as queries. We assume access to a named-entity recognition system, and in this work, make

use of the spaCy10 NER pipeline. Then, for a given context-answer pair, we query the index,

using the original context sentence as a query, to return a sentence which (1) contains the

answer, (2) does not come from the context, and (3) has a lower than 95% F1 score with the

query sentence to discard highly similar or plagiarized sentences. Besides ensuring that the

retrieved sentence and query sentence share the answer entity, we require that at least one

additional matching entity appears in both the query sentence and in the entire context, and

we perform ablation studies on the effect of this matching below. These retrieved sentences

are then fed into our question-generation module.

Template-based Question Generation We consider several question styles (1) generic

cloze-style questions where the answer is replaced by the token “[MASK]”, (2) templated

question “Wh+B+A+?” as well as variations on the ordering of this template, as shown

in Figure 6.2. Given the retrieved sentence in the form of [Fragment A] [Answer]

[Fragment B], the templated question “Wh+B+A+?” replaces the answer with a Wh-

component (e.g., what, who, where), which depends on the entity type of the answer and

10. https://spacy.io
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Figure 6.2: Example of synthetically generated questions using generic cloze-style questions
as well as a template-based approach.

places the Wh-component at the beginning of the question, followed by sentence Fragment

B and Fragment A. For the choice of wh-component, we sample a bi-gram based on prior

probabilities of that bi-gram being associated with the named-entity type of the answer. This

prior probability is calculated based on named-entity and question bi-gram starters from the

SQuAD dataset. This information does not make use of the full context-question-answer

and can be viewed as prior information, not disturbing the integrity of our unsupervised

approach. Additionally, the choice of wh component does not substantially affect results.

For template-based approaches, we also experimented with clause-based templates but did

not find substantial differences in performance.
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6.3 Extractive Question Answering Experiments

Settings For all downstream question answering models, we fine-tune a pretrained BERT

model using the Transformers repository (Wolf et al., 2019) and report ablation study

numbers using the base-uncased version of BERT, consistent with Lewis et al. (2019). All

models are trained and validated on generated pairs of questions and answers along with

their contexts tested on the SQuAD development set. The training set differs for each ablation

study and will be described below, while the validation dataset is a random set of 1,000

template-based generated data points, which is consistent across all ablation studies. We

train all QA models for two epochs, checkpointing the models every 500 steps and choosing

the checkpoint with the highest F1 score on the validation set as the best model. All ablation

studies are averaged over two training runs with different seeds. Unless otherwise stated,

experiments are performed using 50,000 synthetic QA training examples, as initial models

performed best with this amount. We will make this generated training data public.

Model Analysis Effect of retrieved sentences We test the effect of retrieved vs. original

sentences as input to question generation when using generic cloze questions. As shown in

Table 6.1, using retrieved sentences improves over using the original sentence, reinforcing

our motivation that a retrieved sentence, which may not match the current context trivially,

forces the QA model to learn more complex relationships than just simple entity matching.

The retrieval process may return sentences that do not match the original context. On a

random sample, 15/18 retrieved sentences were judged as entirely relevant to the original

sentence. This retrieval is already quite good, as we use a high-quality ElasticSearch retrieval

and use the original context sentence as the query, not just the answer word. While we do not

explicitly ensure that the retrieved sentence has the same meaning, we find that the search

results with entity matching give largely semantically matching sentences. Additionally, we

believe the sentences which have loosely related meaning may act as a regularization factor

that prevents the downstream QA model from learning only string matching patterns. Along
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Training procedure EM F1

Cloze-style original 17.36 25.90
Cloze-style retrieved 30.53 39.61

Table 6.1: Effect of original vs retrieved sentences for generic cloze-style question genera-
tion.

these lines, Lewis et al. (2019) found that a simple noise function of dropping, masking, and

permuting words was a strong question generation baseline. We believe that loosely related

context sentences can act as a more intuitive noise function, and investigating the role of the

semantic match of the retrieved sentences is an important direction for future work. For the

sections which follow, we only show results of retrieved sentences, as the trend of improved

performance held across all experiments.

Effect of template components We evaluate the effect of individual template components

on downstream QA performance. Results are shown in Table 6.2. Wh template methods

improve largely over the simple cloze templates. “Wh + B + A + ?” performs best among

the template-based methods, as having the Wh word at the beginning most resembles the

target SQuAD domain and switching the order of Fragment B and Fragment A may force

the model to learn more complex relationships from the question. We additionally test the

effect of the wh-component and the question mark added at the end of the sentence. Using

the same data as “Wh + B + A + ?” but removing the wh-component results in a large

decrease in performance. We believe that this is because the wh-component signals the

type of possible answer entities, which helps narrow down the space of possible answers.

Removing the question mark at the end of the template also results in decreased performance,

but not as large as removing the wh-component. This may be a result of BERT pretraining,

which expects certain punctuation based on sentence structure. We note that these questions

may not be grammatical, which may have an impact on performance. Improving the

question quality makes a difference in performance, as seen from the jump from cloze-style

questions to template questions. The ablation studies suggest that a combination of question
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Template data EM F1

Cloze 30.53 39.61

A + Wh + B + ? 45.62 55.44
Wh + A + B + ? 44.08 53.90
Wh + B + A + ? 46.09 56.82

B + A + ? 37.57 46.41
Wh + B + A 44.87 54.56

Wh simple + B + A + ? 45.60 56.07
What + B + A + ? 10.24 17.04

Table 6.2: Effect of the order of template, wh word and question mark on downstream QA
performance. These results demonstrate the importance of inserting the correct wh word as
well as the additional impact of the template order and question mark.

relevance, though matching entities, and question formulation, as described above, determine

downstream performance. Balancing those two components is an interesting problem, and

we leave improving grammaticality and fluency through means such as language model

generation for future experiments.

In the last two rows of Table 6.2, we show the effect of using the wh bi-gram prior on

downstream QA training. Using the most-common wh word by grouping named entities into

five categories according to Lewis et al. (2019) performs very close to the best-performing

wh n-gram prior method while using a single wh-word (what) results in a large decrease

in performance. These results suggest that information about named entity type signaled

by the wh-word does provide important information to the model, but further information

beyond wh-simple does not improve results substantially.

Effect of filtering by entity matching Besides ensuring that the retrieved sentence and

query sentence share the answer entity, we require that at least one additional matching entity

appears in both the query sentence and the entire context. Results are shown in Table 6.3.

Auxillary matching leads to improvements over no matching when using template-based

data, with best results using matching with both query and context. Matching may filter some

sentences whose topic is too far from the original context. We leave the further investigation
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Matching procedure EM F1

No matching 41.02 50.81
Query matching 44.76 54.87
Context matching 44.22 55.35
Query + Context matching 46.09 56.82

Table 6.3: Effect of query and context matching for retrieved input to question generation
module on downstream QA performance.

of the effect of retrieved sentence relevance to future work. Notably, Lewis et al. (2019)

make use of approximately 4 million synthetic data points in order to train their model.

However, we are able to train a model with better performance in much fewer examples and

show that such a large subset is unnecessary for their released synthetic training data as well.

Figure 6.3 shows the performance from training over random subsets of differing sizes and

testing on the SQuAD development data. We sample a random question for each context

from the data of Lewis et al. (2019). Even with as little as 10k data points, training from

our synthetically generated template-based data with auxiliary matching outperforms the

results from ablation studies in Lewis et al. (2019). Using data from our template-based

data consistently outperforms that of Lewis et al. (2019). Training on either dataset shows

similar trends; performance decreases after increasing the number of synthetic examples

past 100,000, likely due to a distributional mismatch with the SQuAD data. We chose to use

50,000 examples for our final experiments with other ablation studies as this number gave a

good performance in the initial experiments.

Effect of synthetic training dataset size

Comparison of Best-Performing Models We compare training on our best template-

based data with state-of-the-art in Table 6.4. SQuAD F1 results reflect results on the hidden

SQuAD test set. We report single-model numbers; Lewis et al. (2019) report an ensemble

method achieving 56.40 F1 and a best single model achieving 54.7 F1. We make use of the

whole-word-masking version of BERT-large, although using the original BERT-large gives
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Figure 6.3: A comparison of the effect of the size of synthetic data on downstream QA
performance.

Model Choice SQuAD Test F1 SQuAD NER F1

BERT-large (ours) 64.04 77.55

BERT-large (Lewis et al., 2019) 56.40 64.50

Table 6.4: A comparison of top results using the BERT-large model.

a similar performance of 62.69 on the SQuAD dev set. We report numbers on the sample

of SQuAD questions which are named entities, which we refer to as SQuAD-NER. The

subset corresponding to the SQuAD development dataset has 4,338 samples, and may differ

slightly from Lewis et al. (2019) due to differences in NER preprocessing. We also trained a

fully-supervised model on the SQuAD training dataset with varying amounts of data and

found our unsupervised performance equals the supervised performance trained on about

3,000 labeled examples.

6.4 Summary

in this chapter, we introduce a retrieval-based approach to unsupervised extractive question

answering. A simple template-based approach achieves state-of-the-art results for unsu-

pervised methods on the SQuAD dataset of 64.04 F1 and 77.55 F1 when the answer is a

named entity. We analyze the effect of several components in our template-based approaches
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through ablation studies. We aim to experiment with other datasets and other domains,

incorporate our synthetic data in a semi-supervised setting, and test the feasibility of our

framework in a multi-lingual setting.
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Chapter 7

Multi-Answer Summarization

In the last chapter, we addressed a task for which data existed, although we assumed it did

not exist in the desired domain. In this chapter, we find a gap in available data for the task

of multi-answer abstractive answer summarization, the summarization of answers to queries

in online forums, and propose a pipeline for automatic creation of such a dataset, analogous

to the data created in the previous chapter. Community Question Answering (CQA) forums

such as Stack Overflow and Yahoo! Answers contain a rich resource of answers to a wide

range of questions. Each question thread can receive a large number of answers with

different opinions. The goal of multi-answer summarization is to produce a summary that

includes information from multiple source answers. One major obstacle for this task the

absence of a dataset that can provide supervision for producing multi-answer summaries.

This work introduces a novel dataset creation method to automatically create multi-answer,

bullet-point abstractive summaries from an existing CQA forum. Supervision provided by

this dataset trains models to inherently produce multi-answer summaries. Additionally, to

train models to output more diverse, faithful answer summaries, we propose a multi-reward

optimization technique coupled with a sentence-relevance prediction multi-task loss. Our

methods demonstrate improved coverage of input answers and faithfulness as measured by

automatic and human evaluations compared to a strong baseline.
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7.1 Introduction

In a world of information overload and the ubiquity of discussion forums, there is a need

for text summarization as a means of distilling relevant information into a concise form.

The problem is even more pertinent for question answering within the context of Comunity

Question Answering (CQA) forums, where a person poses a question and can get an

abundance of answers to sift through. Ideally, an answer summary should cover the multiple

viewpoints found in the answers, where available. For example, in Table 7.1, a person poses

a question about finding a puppy and also provides context on the type of dog. We present a

sample of the 14 answers to that question on Yahoo! Answers and an automatically-created

summary consisting of bullet points covering the answers’ main ideas. We introduce a novel

pipeline to build such a multi-answer, bullet-point summarization dataset and introduce

models to generate faithful, high-coverage summaries. Multi-answer refers to information

present in the summary which is derived from multiple answers in the source.

Question: i found a puppy that is less then six weeks old an no mother around what should i feed
it?
Context: it a pit puppy i think
Answer 1: Go to a vet and get some and a small feeding bottle.
Answer 2: get a baby bottle warm milk best thing is to call a pet shop
Answer 3: it needs a certain type of milk, dont feed it cows milk
Answer 4: call a vet and ask them. if you cannot do that then give them alot of water and a little
balony a day, than go into dog food...
Summary Bullet Points:

1. call the vet and tell them how old you think it is and what should you feed it...
2. the first thing you want to do if you plan to keep it is go to petsamrt or pet co and ask anyone
that specializes on dogs and get the pup a baby bottle and feed it milk but not cow milk try powder
milk with water.
3. Try and find something soft to eat (as in a soft dog food).
4. if it is not yet walking, then get a bottle

Table 7.1: An example bullet-point summary from our answer summarization dataset,
illustrating the multiple viewpoints present in the summaries created through our pipeline,
and a subset of the 14 user answers to which the target summary can be aligned.

To date, most CQA forums have a notion of a ’best answer,’ which is either manually

chosen by the person who asked the question or by a moderator or obtained via community
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ratings. Work in this field typically makes use of this best answer as a proxy for summaries

Tomasoni and Huang (2010); Chan et al. (2012); Pande et al. (2013); Wang et al. (2014);

Song et al. (2017). However, the best answer only presents one person’s viewpoint and

rarely captures the variety of ideas discussed in the thread. We refer to a viewpoint when

one answer contends with another answer or offers new information not found in the other

answer. Datasets such as WikiHowQA (Deng et al., 2020), which consists of a question, a

long answer, and an answer summary, focus on answer selection and the summarization of

a single answer. While CQASumm Chowdhury and Chakraborty (2019) uses the chosen

best answer as the answer summary, they also apply heuristics to ensure token overlap with

the remaining answers. However, we found that the heuristics applied generally promotes

only long answers instead of multiple viewpoints. To validate our hypothesis, we examine a

set of 30 summaries from CQASumm and found that only 37% of the examples contained

information from viewpoints in multiple answers.

Although multi-answer summarization is an important research topic with practical

applications, there are no relevant datasets or techniques to address it effectively. This

chapter tries to close this gap by developing a dataset together with several modeling

techniques for multi-answer summarization. To generate a multi-answer summarization

dataset, we devise a pipeline to produce bullet point answer summaries. First, we select and

cluster salient answer sentences. Then, we use the cluster centroids as our summary bullet

points and remove them from the input to promote a more challenging, more abstractive

task. We further filter the data to improve our dataset’s quality and promote desirable

summary characteristics such as compression. We find that a strong baseline model trained

on our data inherently outputs multi-answer summaries. We focus our modeling efforts on

generating content implied by the input text and being faithful to the underlying answers by

covering multiple viewpoints. To this end, we use a reinforcement learning (RL) framework

with new rewards and a sentence-relevance multi-task loss, whereby the model learns to

predict relevant sentences for the current decoding step to more closely align the source and
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generated output. Our models improve the coverage and faithfulness of generated summaries

when compared to a state-of-the-art abstractive baseline.

The main contribution of this chapter is to develop, for the first time, a method for multi-

answer abstractive summarization. To achieve this, 1) We introduce a dataset generation

pipeline for answer summarization that goes beyond the best-answer summary, to create

multi-answer, bullet-point summaries for training and evaluation 2) We introduce and

evaluate RL reward functions on answer summarization, including entailment as a measure

of faithfulness and volume of semantic space as a way to increase coverage of multiple

answer viewpoints 3) We introduce a sentence-relevance prediction loss to increase the

faithfulness and interpretability of the generated answer summaries. We will make our code

available for reproducing our dataset pipeline and model results.

7.2 Related Work

Extractive Answer Summarization Much work has focused on the extractive summa-

rization setting as an answer-ranking problem (Chan et al., 2012; Pande et al., 2013; Wang

et al., 2014). Liu et al. (2008) find that only 48% of the best answers on Yahoo! Answers

are unique best answers; there are multiple correct ways to answer a question. Other recent

work has focused on sentence extraction using metadata (Tomasoni and Huang, 2010) or

sparse-coding frameworks Song et al. (2017). Our focus is on representing viewpoints from

multiple answers in an abstractive summarization framework.

Abstractive Answer Summarization Another line of work has attempted abstractive

answer summarization by treating the tagged best answer as the gold summary of all the

other answers (Chowdhury and Chakraborty, 2019; Chowdhury et al., 2020). Chowdhury

and Chakraborty (2019) present CQASumm, a dataset of about 100k examples consisting of

the best answer as the gold summary, which, however, often only contains one viewpoint.
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Figure 7.1: An illustration of our dataset pipeline. Given a question and answers, we cluster
relevant sentences and remove the cluster centroid of non-singleton clusters from the input
to use as bullet point summaries, filtering the example if it does not meet quality-control
criteria.

RL and Multi-task Learning for Summarization Paulus et al. (2018) first apply the

REINFORCE algorithm Williams (1992a) in the context of summarization. RL has since

been applied for both extractive Narayan et al. (2018b); Dong et al. (2018), abstractive

Pasunuru and Bansal (2018); Li et al. (2018); Huang et al. (2020); Laban et al. (2020) and

hybrid approaches Chen and Bansal (2018). Böhm et al. (2019) stress the role of using

rewards that correlate well with human judgments on downstream performance. This chapter

focuses on the selection of rewards applicable for promoting faithful and diverse, abstractive

answer summaries. Previous work on entailment as an RL reward has focused on document-

level entailment in the news domain (Li et al., 2018; Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018). In this

work, we show the effect of the choice of entailment model on downstream faithfulness

prediction and the importance of using sentence-level entailment. Recent work in multi-task

learning with summarization consists of sharing parameters between an abstractive generator

and auxiliary tasks such as entailment and question generation (Guo et al., 2018) and text

classification and syntax-labeling tasks (Lu et al., 2019).

7.3 Dataset Creation

Previous CQA work lacks multi-answer supervision. To address this research gap, we

develop a system to create summaries covering multiple viewpoints of answers to a given

question.
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Overview of Data Generation Pipeline The input to our pipeline is a question and its

answers. We use question threads from the Yahoo! Answers L6 corpus11. Our pipeline

operates on the sentence level of these answers versus the answer level, as we believe that

this granularity allows us to capture additional viewpoints. Our dataset pipeline consists of

the following components: 1) a relevance model to remove irrelevant inputs, 2) a clustering

model to cluster similar content, and 3) input and summary creation from centroids.

Relevance model We first aim to determine whether a given sentence is relevant to

answering a question and, therefore, to be considered as a potential summary sentence.

We use the ANTIQUE (Hashemi et al., 2020) relevance data for training a query-sentence

relevance model. The data consists of Yahoo! answers and relevance labels on a scale from

1-4, with 1-2 not relevant and 3-4 relevant. We use a RoBERTa-based Liu et al. (2019) model

fine-tuned on answer selection on the TREC-QA dataset (Wang et al., 2007) as a binary

relevant/non-relevant classifier and further fine-tune it using the Tanda (Garg et al., 2020)

method. We experimented with training the relevance classifier using Yahoo! Answers,

treating the best answer as relevant and the other answers as not relevant, and analogously

on the sentence level, although without improvements. The performance was measured

using mean reciprocal rank on a held-out relevance set.

As input to the clustering stage, we remove sentences that our relevance model labels

as irrelevant (our model tends to over-predict relevant sentences, as many answers contain

relevant sentences, thus removing only 16% of sentences). Improving this relevance classifier

to better filter irrelevant answer sentences is a very interesting research direction, although

we leave this for future work.

Clustering Most methods for short-text clustering (Hadifar et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2017)

require a known value of k, the number of clusters, which is dynamic from question to

11. https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=l&did=
11
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question in our setting. In this work, we use the sentence-transformers library (Reimers and

Gurevych, 2019a) to perform clustering. Specifically, we start with a RoBERTa-based model

fine-tuned for sentence embeddings on an entailment dataset, which is further fine-tuned

for semantic similarity. Clustering parameters were chosen based on a StackOverflow

clustering dataset containing labeled clusters commonly used in short-text clustering. We

used Agglomerative clustering with average linkage, cosine distance, and a maximum

distance of .65.

To create the final summaries, we locate the centroid of clusters with at least two

sentences and use these centroids as bullet-point summaries. Further, we remove the centroid

sentences from the sentence-tokenized input answers to create a challenging abstractive

summarization dataset analogous to the XSum dataset (Narayan et al., 2018a). Since each

cluster contains at least two sentences, we assume that given a perfect clustering algorithm,

a related sentence can help generate the removed centroid sentence. While removing

sentences naturally decreases coherence, we believe that this introduces a tolerable level of

noise, considering the existing presence of noise through ungrammatical and occasionally

incoherent answers. To further account for imperfections in the pipeline, we apply additional

filtering techniques, described below.

Postprocessing and Quantitative Analysis We obtained question threads from Yahoo!

Answers and applied heuristics detailed in Tomasoni and Huang (2010) to find threads

suitable for summarization. Threads were removed if 1) there were less than five answers,

2) the longest answer was over 400 words, 3) the sum of the length of all answers was

outside of (100, 1000) words, and 4) the average length of answers was outside of the (50,

300) words interval. This filtering left us with about 350k of the approximately 4.4 million

threads and included both factoid and non-factoid questions. Questions include the subject

of the post as well as the content of the post when available.
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Dataset % Novel unigrams Oracle Extractive Length

AnswerSumm (ours) 32.2 40.02/11.16/33.70 67
XSUM 35.8 29.79/8.81/22.65 23
CNN 16.8 50.38/28.55/46.58 46

DailyMail 17.0 55.23/30.55/51.24 55

Table 7.2: Comparison between AnwerSumm and the XSum Narayan et al. (2018a) and
CNNDM Nallapati et al. (2016) datasets. Oracle Extractive and Length refer to the maximum
ROUGE Lin (2004a) score achievable by an extractive model, and the average length of the
summaries, respectively.

Example Filtering We remove examples from the dataset based on desired summarization

characteristics. A desirable trait in summarization datasets is compression, i.e., the ratio

of the input size to the summary size (Grusky et al., 2018). We remove examples with a

compression ratio under 4, examples for which the input length exceeded 1,100 tokens and

for which the summary length exceeded 250 tokens, leaving us with 284,295 examples.

We further remove target summaries labeled as contradictions from a RoBERTa-based

entailment model following Matsumaru et al. (2020). Furthermore, we remove examples

with more than 10 “+” or ”=” signs (math queries), those with very long (>50 characters)

tokens, and those with a link in the target or more than one link in the source. Finally, we

filter to ensure that we have examples where the named entities found in the target are also

found in the source document.

Quality Analysis The filtering process yielded 96,701 examples, which we split into

88,512/4,032/4,157 training, validation, and testing examples. We annotated a subset of

400 summaries created by our pipeline to conduct quality checks. For each summary, the

annotator reads the question, and if the answer coverage of the summary was determined as

reasonable, the summary was marked as 1, otherwise 0. 370 of the 400 summaries were

labeled as 1, showing that the pipeline creates largely relevant content. Additionally, on

examining 30 summaries, we found that 80% contained multiple viewpoints versus the 37%

we found in CQASumm, showing the benefit of our dataset pipeline in encoding multiple

viewpoints. To further analyze the types of questions present in our dataset, we trained a
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factoid/non-factoid question classifier using SQuAD Rajpurkar et al. (2016) data as factoid

examples and non-factoid Yahoo! Questions dataset12 as non-factoid examples. 8% of

threads were labeled as factoid questions; the filtering steps based on answer size likely

filter out examples with short, factoid answers.

Relation to Existing Datasets CQASumm is the closest dataset with our desired answer

summarization qualities, although it simply promotes answers as summaries rather than

truly summarizing answers. As discussed above, this dataset lacks our desired multi-answer

summaries. A similar approach to dataset creation was taken by Shapira and Levy (2020)

for review summarization by clustering reviews using pivot clustering, adding reviews to a

cluster based on lexical overlap until a max length and min number of review requirements

are met. There are notable differences to our approach in terms of granularity (reviews vs.

sentence clustering), type of clustering (lexical vs. embedding-based), as well as the ultimate

use of these clusters (they train a cluster summarizer while we combine cluster centroids for

creating an abstractive bullet point combined with other cluster centroids). We present a

comparison of dataset statistics between our dataset, which we call AnswerSumm, and the

standard XSum and CNNDM Nallapati et al. (2016) summarization datasets in Table 7.2. In

general, we find our dataset to be more abstractive than CNNDM and less so than XSum.

We also note that our generated dataset is similar to CNNDM in that it consists of bullet

points. While this may create summaries with less coherence, or potentially contradictory

answers, we focus on producing multi-answer summaries in this work and leave improved

summary coherence for future work.

12. https://ciir.cs.umass.edu/downloads/nfL6/
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7.4 Modeling Multi-Answer Summarization

We build upon a standard sequence-to-sequence framework, making use of the pretrained

BART (Lewis et al., 2020) model. The input to the model is the question concatenated with

input answers. Fine-tuning such a model with cross-entropy loss alone, however, suffers

from exposure bias and also does not directly optimize the evaluation metrics such as NLI

and ROUGE-L Ranzato et al. (2016). The REINFORCE algorithm Williams (1992a), on the

other hand, allows for optimizing the evaluation metrics using non-differentiable rewards.

Therefore, we use an RL multi-reward objective in addition to standard cross-entropy

loss to promote summaries with both high coverage of the input answers and faithfulness.

Additionally, we also introduce an auxiliary loss function for more interpretable and faithful

summaries.

Multi-Reward Optimization We follow the settings of Pasunuru and Bansal (2018) for

optimizing multiple rewards. Recall the settings from Chapter 2, where x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn′}
refers to the input source tokens (e.g. a question and its answers), and y = {y1, y2, . . . , yM}
refers to the gold target summary which consists of {y1s , yss , . . . , yMs} sentences. Standard

training minimizes the negative log-likelihood (NLL) loss using teacher forcing Williams

and Zipser (1989):

Lsup(x, y) = −
m∑
t=1

log(f(yt|y0:t−1, x)) (7.1)

For our RL optimization, we use self-critical policy gradient training as in Paulus et al.

(2018); Rennie et al. (2017). At each time-step, we produce an output ys by sampling from

the current decoding probability, p(yst |ys1, ..., yst−1, x), as well as an output ŷ obtained by

greedily decoding from the current probability distribution. We define a reward function

r(yo, x, y) ∈ [0, 1], i.e., the reward function compares yo (i.e., either ŷ or ys) with x and y.
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The RL loss function Lrl(x, y) =:

(r(ŷ, x, y)− r(ys, x, y))
m∑
t=1

log p(yst |ys1, ..., yst−1, x) (7.2)

As in Paulus et al. (2018) and Pasunuru and Bansal (2018), we use a mixture of the above

two losses:

Lmixed = γrlLrl + γsupLsup, (7.3)

where γrl and γsup are tunable hyperparameters used as scaling factors. Rather than applying

weights to each reward, we follow Pasunuru and Bansal (2018) and optimize Lmixed by

alternating rewards in each minibatch.

Rewards We now describe the three RL reward functions used: (1) ROUGE Lin (2004a)

as a proxy for content coverage, (2) entailment (NLI) for faithfulness, and (3) semantic area

to measure the coverage of a summary in a semantic space.

ROUGE Lin (2004a): Similar to Paulus et al. (2018) and Pasunuru and Bansal (2018),

we use ROUGE-L as a reward to additionally promote important content beyond the cross-

entropy loss.

Natural Language Inference (NLI) for Faithful Summarization : We use the degree of

entailment of summaries given input answers as a reward to promote faithfulness of answer

summarization. While entailment has been used as a reward as well as a summarization

metric, we find several gaps in the current literature. Firstly, a discussion of the effect of

the quality of the NLI evaluation model on downstream faithfulness metrics is incomplete.

Also, summarization work typically uses NLI models with document-level input, while NLI

models are generally trained on sentence-level data.
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Method % Correct

BERT NLI (Falke et al. (2019)) 64.1%
FactCC Kryscinski et al. (2020b) 70.0%
QAGs Wang et al. (2020) 72.1%
BART MNLI (sentence) 71.9%
RoBERTa MNLI (sentence) 89.8%
RoBERTa MNLI (article) 47.7%
RoBERTa MNLI (max article sentence) 85.0%

Table 7.3: Results from faithfulness ranking evaluation from Falke et al. (2019), show-
ing the importance, both of the strength of the NLI model on downstream faithfulness
performance,and the effect of input granularity on performance. Sentence and article in
parentheses indicate the granularity of the source input to the NLI model; max sentence
calculates the max score over all article sentences as the score of a given target sentence.

Falke et al. (2019) analyze NLI models for ranking summaries; given an input sentence

and two summary sentences, one faithful and one unfaithful to the input, a model should

rank the faithful summary higher than an unfaithful summary. They introduce a dataset of

377 examples and measure the rank accuracy of NLI models. They define NLI as a measure

of faithfulness for ranking summaries in the following way: Let N be an NLI model which,

given a claim c and a premise p, computes N (p, c), the probability that the claim is entailed

by the premise. We use this to calculate the NLI score for a summary ys consisting of Ns

sentences:

NLI(ys, x) =
1

Ms

MS∑
i=1

max
s∈x

N (s, ysis) (7.4)

For the original task introduced in Falke et al. (2019), x consists of a single source

sentence from the CNNDM corpus. We present our findings on this task in Table 7.3. We

examine how the quality of the NLI model affects performance by comparing BART Lewis

et al. (2020) and RoBERTa fine-tuned on the MNLI corpus Williams et al. (2018). Although

the performance gap of these two models is very small on MNLI (90.2% for RoBERTa and

89.9% for BART), the performance gap is very large on ranking these sentences (89.8% for

RoBERTa and 71.9% for BART), perhaps due to more subtle model differences not detected

in the MNLI dataset.
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We also address the effect of the granularity of the NLI model input. As discussed

above, Falke et al. (2019) perform ranking based on sentence-level input and output. Recent

work in entailment as a summarization metric, however, uses the entire input document

as input to the NLI model for faithfulness calculations (Maynez et al., 2020), rather than

computing the max over all the input sentences as in Equation (7.4). We locate the full

source articles for the 377 examples and perform two experiments, one using Equation

(7.4), and the other which uses the entire article to score the target sentence, N (x, yis).

Performance drops when using the entire article as the input versus using Equation (7.4). To

ensure that the performance drop was not caused by content truncation due to the 512 input

size limitation, we also experimented with using the article starting from the relevant source

sentence, without improvements.

Furthermore, we find that the use of NLI is particularly suitable for AnswerSumm. We

sampled six threads from our dataset. Then for each thread, we wrote sentences entailed

by the source as well as sentences based on similar themes but not stated in the source,

totaling 50 faithful and 50 hallucinated examples. We find that the RoBERTa MNLI model

can correctly identify these examples with 96% accuracy. We believe that NLI is intuitively

more suitable for our data, which is less entity-heavy when compared to the news domain.

Semantic Area for Multi-Answer Summarization We aim to reward summaries that

include information from more of the answers found in the input answers. To achieve diverse

extractive summarization, Yogatama et al. (2015) embed sentences in semantic space and

select those whose convex hull maximizes the volume in that space. This idea of semantic

volume is also used to measure the semantic overlap between summaries and references in

Jung et al. (2019). We use semantic volume as a proxy for covering multiple viewpoints;

the summary with the larger semantic volume covers a wider range of views discussed in

the input. We make use of sentence-transformers Reimers and Gurevych (2019b) to obtain

sentence embeddings for each sentence. We project each embedding onto two dimensions
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using PCA, and thus, our volume calculation reduces to an area calculation, which we call

Semantic Area. We use min-max normalization to keep the reward in the range of 0 to 1.

Relevant Sentence Prediction We want to more closely align the decoded summary with

the source text, as hallucinations may be caused by the decoder acting more as a language

model rather than attending to the source text Maynez et al. (2020). Aligning the source and

generated output offers a potential interpretable output during inference, which goes beyond

using attention for interpretation Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019). We introduce an auxiliary

loss by which the model predicts, based on the decoder representation, a span of source

text relevant to the current time-step, analogous to finding evidence to support a claim of

factuality Kryscinski et al. (2020b).

Let hei ∈ Rdime be the representation of token xi from the last layer of the encoder. Let

hdi ∈ Rdimd be the representation of token y∗i from the last layer of the decoder right before

the softmax layer. Here, dime = dimd = 1024. Let he be the concatenation of all hei and

hd be the concatenation of all hdi . We then pass these representations through separate

layers Le and Ld which correspond to the typical layer used in BART classification tasks

except that it outputs a representation of size 2048:

h∗
e = Le(he), h

∗
d = Ld(hd) (7.5)

We split the resulting representations in half along the hidden dimension, resulting in encoder

representations h∗
e-start, h

∗
e-end and decoder representations h∗

d-start, h
∗
d-end which will be used

for start and end relevant source span prediction. We then compute an inner product between

these representations, resulting in logits over the input corresponding to potential start and

end spans:

logitstart = h∗
e-start • h∗T

d-start

logitend = h∗
e-end • h∗T

d-end

(7.6)
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Cross entropy loss can then be calculated over the start and end logits with reference to

gold spans as in SQuAD question answering training. We call this loss Lspan. Our final loss

function becomes:

Lmixed = γrlLrl + γmlLml + γspanLspan, (7.7)

where Lspan is the cross-entropy loss over start and end span predictions. Specifically,

we separate input sentences with special tokens and predict sentence-level spans, which

amounts to predicting a start and end token corresponding to a relevant sentence, so we

call this model variation Sent Relevance. For each sentence in the gold target training

data, we calculate the BM25 scores of the sentences in the source to pick the gold relevant

source sentence for that target sentence. All the timesteps corresponding to a target sentence

use the same relevant input sentence. We also experimented with just predicting relevant

source sentences at the end of each target, using a binary sentence classification loss and a

regression loss over the BM25 scores, without large improvements.

7.5 Experimental Settings

We use the fairseq codebase Ott et al. (2019) for our experiments. Our base abstractive text

summarization model is BART (Lewis et al., 2020), a pretrained denoising autoencoder

that builds off of the sequence-to-sequence transformer of Vaswani et al. (2017). Input to

the model is the question concatenated with input answers. We fine-tune BART using a

polynomial decay learning rate scheduler with learning rate 3e−5, using the Adam optimizer

(Kingma and Ba, 2015). We train with 500 warmup steps and 20,000 total steps and pick

the model with the best label-smoothed cross-entropy Szegedy et al. (2016) validation loss.

Cross-entropy loss is our main loss, while the RL rewards and sentence-relevance prediction

can be viewed as auxiliary losses. In RL experiments, we train using BART from scratch, as

opposed to using a model already fine-tuned on answer summarization, as we found that

this model better learned to follow the given rewards. Following similar ratios as in Lu
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Method ROUGE-1/2/L

LexRank 26.86/5.17/22.68
TextRank 27.44/5.05/22.13
BertSum Liu and Lapata (2019c) 30.01/5.76/24.83

Table 7.4: ROUGE scores for baseline extractive models.

et al. (2019), we set (γrl,γml,γspan) = (0.9, 0.1, 0.0) when experimenting without sentence-

relevance loss, (0.00, 1.0, 1.0) for experiments with just relevant sentence prediction and

cross-entropy loss, and (0.9, 0.5, 0.01) for experiments with all losses. Hyperparameters

were tuned on the validation set; we found a larger γml necessary when combining rewards

with sentence relevance prediction to ensure that the main negative log-likelihood loss was

not drowned out by the auxiliary losses.

7.6 Results

Extractive Baselines We use standard extractive summarization baselines such as Lexrank

Erkan and Radev (2004) and TextRank Mihalcea and Tarau (2004), and a BERT-based

extractive model, BertSum Liu and Lapata (2019c). Results are presented in Table 7.4. We

observe a large gap between these baselines and the extractive oracle, which is the upper

bound for extractive model performance, showing potential for improvement. Since we

focus on abstractive summarization, we leave improving extractive models for future work.

Abstractive Models We present the results of the abstractive models in Table 7.5. We

note that while the model with ROUGE reward outperforms the baseline in ROUGE-L (the

ROUGE variant optimized), we do not see larger gains in ROUGE due to the similarity

between the ROUGE optimization and NLL on our datasets. For bullet-point summaries,

minimizing the NLL is analogous to rephrasing relevant bullet-points from the source and

increasing the ROUGE-L. The model that combines all the RL rewards achieves the highest

ROUGE performance, while the model with all RL rewards and sentence-relevance loss
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Method ROUGE-1/2/L NLI

BART baseline 33.37/8.39/29.41 48.13
BART + RL (ROUGE) 33.26/8.30/29.46 49.29
BART + RL (NLI) 33.05/8.36/29.23 56.68

BART + RL (Semantic Area) 33.33/8.28/29.60 51.14
BART + RL (ALL) 33.54/8.41/29.65 51.18
BART + Sent Relevance 32.95/8.33/29.38 52.31
BART + Sent Relevance + RL (ALL) 33.21/8.29/29.46 56.99

Table 7.5: ROUGE and NLI scores for proposed models, with the two highest scores for
each metric highlighted

achieves the highest NLI score. The faithfulness of the model with only sentence relevance

loss is further improved by adding the RL rewards. In general, we see that the model with a

single RL reward achieves the highest score of the target summaries for that metric, i.e., the

highest NLI score is achieved using only the NLI-based reward. Additionally, we calculate

the average semantic area of the resulting summaries. The baseline model, the model with

just semantic reward, and the final model with all rewards have semantic areas of 39.7, 46.5,

and 42. To further show the effect of our dataset on multi-answer summarization, we train a

BART model on the most related answer summarization dataset CQASumm and find that

the semantic area of that model’s summaries is 31.54. This result shows the importance

of supervision from our dataset pipeline for ensuring coverage of multiple viewpoints in

answer summarization.

As automatic metrics may not correlate perfectly with human judgments, we perform a

human evaluation to determine the differences in model output qualities. We presented two

annotators who are fluent in English with the question, answers, and summaries from three

models and asked them to annotate the summaries along the following dimensions: 1) On a

Likert scale from 1-5, label the ability to capture viewpoints from multiple answers, with

points deducted for repetition 2) On a Likert scale from 1-5, label the extent of faithfulness of

the summary, with 5 being a completely faithful summary and 1 being an entirely inaccurate

summary.
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Method Multi-Answer Faithful

BART 4.45 3.72
BART + RL (ALL) 4.57 4.13

BART + Sent Relevance + RL (ALL) 4.55 4.24

Table 7.6: Human evaluations of model outputs measuring the ability to capture information
from multiple answers and faithfulness. Higher is better.

We present results in Table 7.6. Annotations are averaged between each annotator and

then across examples for 50 questions threads from three models. We choose to compare

the BART baseline, the BART model with all RL rewards, and the BART model with span

prediction to determine the effect of our rewards and the multi-task loss on output quality.

Pearson correlations for faithfulness and multi-answer scores among the annotators were

0.41 and 0.31, displaying moderate correlation. We find that most models can generate

multiple viewpoint summaries. The baseline already generates multi-answer output, likely

because the dataset pipeline produces summaries that contain multiple viewpoints, so the

baseline learns to produce such output. Using a student’s t-test with a p-value of 0.05, we find

that the improvement in faithfulness between the RL models and the baseline is statistically

significant while the other differences are not. With the span-based model, this improvement

comes at the cost of some level of abstraction, as the percentage of novel unigrams found in

the summary is 10% vs. 13% found in the baseline and RL-only models. This reduction in

abstraction likely results because the span loss more closely binds the decoder representation

with the encoder representation, encouraging the model to copy more from the source. We

demonstrate the added advantage of our span prediction model’s interpretability by using it

to provide explanations for the generated summaries in the Appendix.

Sample Output We show the model-generated summaries for the model ”BART + Sent

Relevance + RL (ALL)” as well as the source sentences the model predicts as relevant at

the end of each sentence generated during decoding. In the example below, the model can

correctly abstract meaning from the source sentences and formulate summary bullet points.

Occasionally the model will output a point that is not coherent by itself (e.g. ’It’s a great
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Question: What is the secret to work/life balance?

Summary Sentences:
Associated Source

Sentences:

You have to find the right balance between work
and life.

I mean you keep looking outside of work for
happiness, and you want a balance, so why not
be happy everywhere

If you don’t try something new, you’ll never
know what you’re doing.

If what you’re doing now isn’t working, why
not try something new

You have to make them both equal. Only then will they matter equally
It’s a great book, and you can get it at any book
store.

It’s absolutely possible, and in my sources is a
book that you can get as cheap as $1.62

I think the trick is to go to work with the right
attitude.

It seems to me that people just go to work with
the wrong attitude actually

Table 7.7: An example of the predicted sentences from our span-based model with all
rewards. On the left side are the generated summary sentences and on the right side are the
sentences predicted to be relevant at the end of sentence timestep during generation.

book’) or may output related but not supported text. We believe this is due to the BM25

relevance function used for determining relevant sentences for training. Examining this

mechanism sentence relevance prediction as a model probing task as well as improving

coherence in summaries, to go beyond bullet point summaries via methods such as sentence

fusion, are valuable areas of future work.

We show model outputs from the three models examined in human evaluation in Table 7.8.

We see that the baseline hallucinates several times. We also notice how the hallucinations, as

opposed to typical hallucinations in the news domain which may replace entities, are often

plausible responses. For example, although the baseline generates an output saying that it is

not a good idea to lose weight, which is not directly stated in the source, such an answer is

very plausible. We also found that there was occasionally a fine line between what was a

hallucination and what was a plausible generated text which is not entirely implied in the

source. For example, the text stating it is not a good idea to lose weight echoes the sentiment

that the user asking the question should make the choice for themselves, although this is not

stated in this fashion. We believe that more precisely defining the degrees of hallucination

and plausibility is an important direction for future work.
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Question: average 14 year old girls weight?
Context: im 14 years old, 145 pounds, 5’5” and 1/2, need to know if i need to lose weight. my
brother and his friend(who is also my friend) have told me i do, but i dont know. is this a normal
weight?
Answer 1: be comfortable in your own body, don’t worry what others think of you! If you feel
like you need to lose weight then exercise and make that choice for yourself.
Answer 2: your bro and his friend are retards who cares what they say??? and if you think you
weigh alot it probaly doesn’t show
Answer 3: First off, that is not very nice for your brother and his friends to be telling you to loose
weight ... It is actually more healthy to be about 10% over what is normal for your age. Remember
that muscle weights more than fat but it takes up less room than fat does. If you eat well and
exercise daily you have nothing to worry about.
Answer 4: i’m 5’8” and wrestled at 126 lbs when i was a freshman and sophomore.
Answer 5: Your BMI (Body Mass Index) is 24.1 Based on this number and your age you are not
overweight, but are considered ”at risk for overweight.”
BART Baseline Summary: You are not overweight if you are eating healthy and exercising. 〈S〉
Your weight will change as you get older. 〈S〉 If you are overweight, it is because you have too
much muscle and not enough fat. 〈S〉 I’m not sure how old you are, but I’m assuming you are 14.
〈S〉 It is not a good idea to lose weight.
BART + RL (ALL) Summary: If you feel like you need to lose weight then exercise and make
that choice for yourself. 〈S〉 You are not overweight, and you are not at risk for overweight. 〈S〉
It is normal for a fourteen year old to be a little over weight, but not overweight. 〈S〉 If you are a
wrestler, you will know how much muscle you have.
BART + Sent Relevance + RL (ALL) Summary: If you feel like you need to lose weight then
do so, but don’t listen to your brother and his friend. 〈S〉 You are not overweight, but you are
at risk for being overweight. 〈S〉 You should be comfortable with your weight. 〈S〉 If you have
muscle, you will be able to lose more weight than if you had fat.

Table 7.8: Example question and answers along with bullet-point answer summaries from
three models. Possible hallucinations are shown in red.

7.7 Summary

In this chapter, we propose multi-answer summarization by introducing a pipeline for

creating a suitable dataset for the task and by introducing models to promote high-coverage,

faithful answer summaries, as seen in automatic and human evaluations. We aim to refine

this pipeline for future work by improving the relevance and clustering components and

applying them to new data sources. We plan to study the abstractiveness-faithfulness tradeoff

further, explore additional rewards for improved summary coherence, and move beyond

bullet point summaries by building on work in sentence fusion.
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Chapter 8

Improving Zero and Few-Shot

Abstractive Summarization with

Intermediate Fine-tuning and Data

Augmentation

As seen in the previous chapter, models trained on data with given characteristics produce

summaries with similar characteristics, such as the inclusion of multiple perspectives. In

this chapter, we make use of this characteristic for improving zero and few-shot application

of models, a realistic setting when applying summarization to new, niche domains. In

this chapter, we introduce a novel and generalizable method, called WikiTransfer, for fine-

tuning pretrained models for summarization in an unsupervised, dataset-specific manner.

WikiTransfer fine-tunes pretrained models on pseudo-summaries, produced from generic

Wikipedia data, which contain characteristics of the target dataset, such as the length and

level of abstraction of the desired summaries. WikiTransfer models achieve state-of-the-art,

zero-shot abstractive summarization performance on the CNNDM dataset and demonstrate

the effectiveness of our approach on three additional diverse datasets. These models are
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more robust to noisy data and also achieve better or comparable few-shot performance using

10 and 100 training examples when compared to few-shot transfer from other summarization

datasets. Additionally, to understand the role of dataset aspects in transfer performance and

the quality of the resulting output summaries, we further study the effect of the components

of our unsupervised fine-tuning data and analyze few-shot performance along with data

augmentation techniques using both automatic and human evaluation.

8.1 Introduction

Creating data for every new domain, however, is infeasible and highly costly. Thus, the

ability to transfer large pretrained models to new domains with little or no in-domain data is

necessary, especially as such models make their way into real-world applications.

Unsupervised summarization approaches include autoencoders to mirror the informa-

tion compression inherent in summarization (Baziotis et al., 2019; Chu and Liu, 2019a;

Bražinskas et al., 2020b) as well as large-scale pretraining for domain-specific adaptation

(Yang et al., 2020). In domain adaptation for summarization, Wang et al. (2019) examine

domain adaptation for extractive summarization and Hua and Wang (2017) showed that

summarization models have difficulty generating text in the style of the target domain, while

more recently, Zhang et al. (2019) report strong performance of pretrained models when

trained in few-shot settings. Bražinskas et al. (2020a) fine-tune dataset-specific components

of a model for few-shot learning. We aim to build on recent work in pretrained models and

improve zero-shot and few-shot summarization by encoding characteristics of the target

summarization dataset in unsupervised, intermediate fine-tuning data.

In one view, summarization can be seen as a function of several sub-functions of the

input document, called subaspects, which determine the output form. Jung et al. (2019)

define three subaspects for summarization: position, importance, and diversity, and study

how these subaspects manifest themselves in summarization corpora and model outputs. For
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example, a common subaspect for the CNNDM dataset is position; earlier sentences tend

to constitute a good summary. Inspired by this view of summarization as subaspects, we

aim to encode subaspects of a target dataset into unlabeled data to allow a model fine-tuned

on this data to learn characteristics of the target dataset to improve zero-shot and few-shot

transfer of the model. In our work, we focus on the subaspects of extractive diversity,

as determined by extractive the summaries of the target dataset are with respect to the

source input, compression ratio between the source document and summary, and, in the

case of CNNDM, the lead bias. We assume knowledge of the target dataset such as the

size of input documents, the size of the desired summaries, and the extent to which the

summary is abstractive, all of that can be treated as prior knowledge if the task is to be

well-defined (Kryscinski et al., 2020a). We encode this knowledge into Wikipedia article

data by extracting summaries of the desired output length and filtering examples based on

the desired level of abstraction.

Our contributions are the following: 1) We introduce a novel method, called WikiTrans-

fer, which creates pseudo-summaries with subaspects of the target dataset, which can be used

as unlabeled data for intermediate fine-tuning. We show that this method improves zero-shot

domain transfer over transfer from other domains, achieving state-of-the-art unsupervised

abstractive summarization performance on the CNNDM dataset while generalizing to other

domains, and we perform extensive hyperparameter studies on the factors influencing

zero-shot performance 2) We show robustness and additional improvements in transferring

WikiTransfer models in the few-shot settings and analyze differences in performance when

using data augmentation techniques across datasets.

8.2 Related Work

While advances have been made in neural techniques for summarization due in part to

large datasets, less work has focused on domain adaptation of such methods in the zero
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and few-shot settings. Wang et al. (2019) examine domain adaptation, but in extractive

summarization. Hua and Wang (2017) examine domain adaptation between opinion and

news summarization, observing that models trained on one domain and applied to another

domain can capture relevant content but differ in style in generating the summary.

Bražinskas et al. (2020a) introduce plug-in networks, small finetune-able layers that aim

to reproduce characteristics of the target dataset as seen in a small set of labeled examples.

In contrast, we aim to encode the characteristics of our target dataset, such as level of

extraction and compression, a priori in the intermediate training phase for better adaptation.

In other work, Lebanoff et al. (2018) adapt a single-document summarization model to multi-

document settings, while Zhu et al. (2019) use Wikipedia reference data for downstream

query-based summarization

Several approaches for unsupervised summarization have made use of variational au-

toencoders (Baziotis et al., 2019; Chu and Liu, 2019a; Bražinskas et al., 2020b). Zhou and

Rush (2019) makes use of pretrained language models for unsupervised text summarization

by aligning the coverage of the generated summary to the source document. Laban et al.

(2020) train an unsupervised summarization model with reinforcement learning rewards.

In another line of work, extractive models such as TextRank, (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004),

LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004), and more recently PacSum (Zheng and Lapata, 2019),

make use of graph centrality for modeling salience.

The power of pretrained models for few-shot transfer was shown for abstractive sum-

marization in Zhang et al. (2019) and extractive summarization in Desai et al. (2020). Our

work focuses on the zero-shot abstractive summarization setting as well as the transferabil-

ity of models fine-tuned on task-specific data from a generic corpus, rather than just the

transferability of a single pretrained model. The closest work to ours for zero-shot transfer

is Yang et al. (2020), which makes use of the lead bias in news to pretrain an unsupervised

model on a large dataset of news articles. Our approach, however, focuses on fine-tuning

an already-pretrained model specifically for summarization on a downstream dataset by
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Figure 8.1: Characteristics of common summarization datasets, motivating our predefined
specification of summary characteristics such as compression ratio and level of extraction.

leveraging a generic text corpus (Wikipedia) to create auxiliary fine-tuning data that transfer

across domains, allowing for more fine-grained control over the transfer process. We show

the generalizability of such fine-tuning across domains. BART (Lewis et al., 2020) is a

pretrained denoising autoencoder and achieved state-of-the-art performance when fine-tuned

on summarization tasks at the time. In this work, we use BART as our base pretrained model

but in future work will experiment with other pretrained models.

8.3 WikiTransfer Zero and Few-shot Summarization

Dataset Characteristics Analysis We examine characteristics of four commonly-used

summarization datasets in Figure 8.1. As seen in that figure, datasets differ in terms of

the number of summary sentences, the level of abstraction, and the domain. Furthermore,

such differences exist even within the same domain, as seen in the CNNDM and XSum

datasets, both of which consist of news articles. Since characteristics such as domain do not

determine the output form of the summary, these characteristics are better specified a priori

so that the summarization problem is not underconstrained (Kryscinski et al., 2019).
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Figure 8.2: Dataset-specific WikiTransfer data is created by selecting the first M sentences
from a Wikipedia article as the summary and the next N sentences as the source, where M
and N are specified by the target dataset.

Figure 8.3: In order to filter datapoints based on the level of abstraction of the target
dataset, a greedy extractive ROUGE score is calculated between the WikiTransfer source
and summary and then compared to the pre-defined target dataset level of extraction. The
predefined ROUGE-1 (40-60) bin corresponds to the very extractive CNNDM dataset.

WikiTransfer Intermediate Fine-tuning We propose a method for fine-tuning pretrained

models using unsupervised Wikipedia data. We create dataset-specific unsupervised data

for this intermediate fine-tuning, by making use of characteristics of the target dataset such

as the average length of input documents, the average summary length, and the general

bin of whether the summaries desired are very abstractive or very extractive, as discussed
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above. Assume that we want a summary of M sentences from source documents of N

sentences on average, and that we know approximately how extractive the summaries are

in the target dataset, as defined as the upper bound ROUGE (Lin, 2004a) performance of

an extractive model, the extractive oracle, on that dataset. We bin the level of extraction of

the target summaries into extremely abstractive (ROUGE oracle 10-30), more abstractive

(ROUGE oracle 20-30), more extractive (ROUGE oracle 30-50), and extremely extractive

(ROUGE oracle 40-60). We then iterate the following procedure on all Wikipedia articles

available in a Wikipedia dump: We remove the first M sentences from the Wikipedia article

for use as a summary and the following N sentences for use as a source document, as seen

in Figure 8.2. Then, we want to check whether this pseudo data point matches the level

of extraction of the target dataset, as seen in Figure 8.3. We select the M sentences in the

pseudo source document with the highest individual ROUGE scores against the pseudo

summary and calculate the ROUGE score between those M sentences concatenated and

the pseudo summary, which amounts to a greedy upper bound of the performance of an

extractive model on this example. The example will be kept if this ROUGE score falls

into the general range of the extractive oracle of the target dataset defined previously and

otherwise discarded. We use knowledge of how abstractive a dataset is as a type of summary

style which an end-user would know ahead of time. We filter the data points from Wikipedia

so that only those which fall into the bin for a given dataset are used for fine-tuning. For

datasets that are extremely abstractive, such examples may be hard to find, so we remove

high-ROUGE sentences from the input until the desired ROUGE oracle score is reached.

From here on we refer to data created through this process as WikiTransfer. We then

fine-tune a pretrained model on this dataset-specific WikiTransfer data to transfer to a target

domain.

Data Augmentation via Round-Trip Translation In addition to fine-tuning on Wiki-

Transfer data for zero-shot domain transfer, we test the ability of our model to transfer when
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we have few examples and whether data augmentation further improves these results. In

few-shot fine-tuning, we conduct data augmentation to reduce brute-force memorization and

introduce a regularization effect. Specifically, we perform round-trip translation (Yu et al.,

2018) to generate paraphrases of both the source documents and summaries, as previous

work has found this approach creates diverse paraphrases for augmentation while preserving

semantic meaning (Yu et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2019). Our examination found that round-trip

translation increased the number of novel n-grams while preserving semantic meaning.

Given a dataset of N data points, we translate the source and target sentence-wise into a

non-English language and keep the top k beam hypotheses from beam search as output. We

then do likewise for the backtranslation to English. This results in N ∗ k2 augmented data

points in addition to the N original supervised data points. We align a single beam from

the translation to non-English text to a single beam in the backtranslation to English; using

all combinations of beams for augmented data did not result in an improvement in initial

experiments.

8.4 Experimental Settings

Datasets We experiment with four datasets, CNNDM, XSum (Narayan et al., 2018a),

Reddit tifu (Reddit) (Kim et al., 2019), and BigPatent (Sharma et al., 2019b). The datasets

were chosen as they all differ in their abstractiveness, output length (from one sentence in

XSum to on average four in BigPatent), and cover multiple domains from news (CNNDM

and XSum) to social media (Reddit) to patent documents (BigPatent), to show the generaliz-

ability of our results. Each of the datasets falls into a different extractive bin, from the most

extractive CNNDM to the more abstractive XSum.

We use the statistics from the original papers to determine the extractive bin of the

dataset except for the case of Reddit; upon seeing the strong zero-shot performance of the

CNNDM, we investigated the extractive oracle of the Reddit dataset and found it to be much
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higher (about 31 ROUGE-1) than that stated in the original paper. We select the first M

sentences for the pseudo-summaries from Wikipedia except in the case of Reddit, where

we choose the IND-ORIG setting from Zhang et al. (2019). In this formulation, sentences

are scored independently and the original implementation of ROUGE is calculated. This

did not result in a difference in zero-shot performance, but upon a qualitative inspection

of the output, we found the IND-ORIG to be less biased towards Wikipedia style with the

coherence of the summaries not being an issue.

Model Selection and Metric For the experiments which follow, we first choose the model

with the best zero-shot performance on a given domain. We test the zero-shot performance

from all four domains onto every other domain. For models from our WikiTransfer subset,

we choose the best model based on performance on an unsupervised WikiTransfer validation

subset. We find that fine-tuning the model longer does not result in performance gains in

few-shot transfer, and the checkpoints chosen were typically fine-tuned from 2 to 5 epochs.

Results from hyperparameter studies for zero-shot transfer from WikiTransfer data are

shown on the validation set of that given target dataset. Unless otherwise stated, all results

reported are ROUGE-1/2/L. We run all few-shot transfer experiments on five subsets of

supervised data, and the reported numbers, unless zero-shot, are the average of the top three

results of the five runs. The 10 data point sets are subsets of the 100 data point sets.

We believe that the approximate level of extraction of desired summaries should be

treated as prior knowledge. We also examine, however, how many data points are needed to

accurately find the extractive oracle bin from target datasets. We found that using 10 data

points sufficed to accurately estimate the bin of the extractive oracle.

Using the first M sentences does not produce ideal summaries of the remaining Wikipedia

article, but experiments comparing the WikiTransfer approach on Wikipedia data as opposed

to using in-domain data, as well as manual inspection of the data showed the validity of

using Wikipedia data for proxy summaries. While the extractive oracle provides some
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measure of overlap, this heuristic does not ensure deeper semantic overlap or faithfulness

between the pseudo summary and the rest of the article. We believe a valuable direction for

future work is improving the target-specific data as well as encoding additional semantics

and style-based subaspects into the pseudo summaries.

Data Augmentation Parameters For data augmentation via round-trip translation, we

use a beam size of 10 and k of 10 on German and Russian translation models; fairseq

provides bidirectional pretrained translation models (Edunov et al., 2018) from WMT19

(Ng et al., 2019) for these language pairs. For both 10 and 100 data points, this resulted in

2010 and 20100 total data points. We call the model fine-tuned on these settings 10-aug and

100-aug. For consistency loss, we use the same augmented data.

Model Hyperparameters We use the fairseq codebase (Ott et al., 2019) for our experi-

ments. Our base abstractive text summarization model is BART-large (Lewis et al., 2020), a

pretrained denoising autoencoder with 405M parameters that builds off of the sequence-to-

sequence transformer of Vaswani et al. (2017). We fine-tune BART using a polynomial decay

learning rate scheduler using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015). We mainly vary

the learning-rate scheduler, warm-up updates, and total updates. As in the previous few-shot

summarization work (Zhang et al., 2019) and work in unsupervised machine translation

(Conneau and Lample, 2019), we use a subset of the target-domain validation set for early

stopping based on the validation loss. We used the following learning rates, warmup updates

and total parameters based on an examination of the validation curves in initial experiments:

10: (25, 100, 3e-5) 10-aug: (20, 200, 3e-5), 100 (20, 200, 3e-5), 100-aug: (200, 1000, 1e-5).

For consistency loss experiments, we use the λ value of .5 for experiments with 100 data

points and λ of 0.1 for experiments with 10 data points. Higher λ values with more data

points follows intuition that with more data points the model naturally learns to distinguish

between noisy and original output and is thus less sensitive to instabilities introduced in the

auxiliary loss.
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We use the standard training and testing splits of each dataset (for Reddit, we use the

same 80-10-10% split as in Zhang et al. (2019)), and thus refer the reader to the original

papers for detailed statistics. For validation, we used a subset of the target-dataset validation

set consisting of 4k examples. While this matches previous unsupervised and transfer

settings, we understand that the use of a large validation set is not ideal. We experimented

with smaller validation sets on Reddit transfer and found that the results did not change

using a validation set of only 10 data points, although we leave a further examination of the

effect of validation set size for future work.

We provide the range of the label-smoothed cross-entropy validation loss by taking the

average validation loss (over five subsets) from the best-performing and worst-performing

transfer models on a given dataset. The range of validation losses for CNNDM is (4.49,

5.05), for XSum (4.63, 5.45), for Reddit (5.98, 6.65), and for BigPatent (4.88, 6.40).

We found that full-precision floating-point gave slightly better, and more stable, results,

so we report full-precision floating-point numbers. We set a maximum tokens-per-batch

of 1024 and use gradient accumulation with an update frequency of 8 for all experiments

with 10 data points, and 32 for 10-aug as well as all experiments with 100 (+ augmented)

data points. For CNNDM 10 examples, we found it necessary to use a smaller learning rate

(3e-6) to avoid immediate overfitting. We perform validation after each model update, as the

models typically converge in under 50 iterations. For the 100-aug setting, we begin validation

checking after 50 iterations as the models typically converged around 100 iterations. We

train with label-smoothed cross-entropy (Szegedy et al., 2016) loss for few-shot transfer. We

found that models can be sensitive to the choice of hyperparameters in the few-shot settings,

hence the averaging over 5 subsets to reduce variation.

For zero and few-shot transfer, we compare transfer from BART trained on WikiTransfer

data to the best-transferring BART model trained on the datasets. The following numbers

are ROUGE-1. Our application of BART on fully-supervised data achieves state-of-the-art

performance on Reddit (32.74). We perform slightly worse on CNNDM (44.16 vs 45.94
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from Dou et al. (2020)). Lower performance when compared to Pegasus-large (Zhang et al.,

2019) on XSum (45.14 vs 47.21) and BigPatent (43.34 vs 53.63) is likely due to differences

in capacity and training batch size, as our performance is comparable to Pegasus-base. Our

approach is not model-specific to BART, so we leave the application of other models such as

Pegasus to future work and do not focus on achieving state-of-the-art on the fully-supervised

individual datasets.

We limit our primary few-shot experiments to 10 and 100 data points, as we are primarily

interested in real-world few-shot applications where we likely do not have 1k data points.

Initial experiments using 1k and 10k data points on CNNDM showed that WikiTransfer

still outperforms transfer from other domains, although both remain below state-of-the-art

performance. We leave a further examination of fine-tuning on larger training sets for future

work.

8.5 Zero-shot Transfer Results

We compare the zero-shot performance of BART fine-tuned on WikiTransfer data to that

of one transferred from other summarization datasets. We also show the effect of different

choices for WikiTransfer fine-tuning data on CNNDM and XSum.

Zero-shot Transfer Comparison We aim to show that a model fine-tuned on WikiTrans-

fer data has better zero-shot performance than models transferred from other summarization

datasets. We fine-tune BART on WikiTransfer data for each of the four target datasets

described above and also fine-tune a model on each of the fully-supervised datasets. We

compare the zero-shot performance of transferring from WikiTransfer against the best

zero-shot transfer performance from another dataset in Table 8.1. Zero-shot transfer from

WikiTransfer notably outperforms transferring from other datasets on CNNDM, XSum, and

BigPatent. On Reddit, we perform better on ROUGE-1 and comparably on ROUGE-2/L,

which may be due to distinct writing style on Reddit data, as noted in Zhang et al. (2019).
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Target Dataset WikiTransfer Other Transfer

CNNDM 39.11/17.25/35.73 36.81/14.18/32.62 (Reddit)
XSum 31.85/10.44/23.75 24.04/6.43/18.99 (Reddit)
Reddit 21.47/4.10/17.62 21.37/4.14/17.76 (CNNDM)

BigPatent 35.58/10.91/31.53 33.57/9.34/25.76 (CNNDM)

Table 8.1: Comparison of ROUGE-1/2/L zero-shot transfer performance from dataset-
specific WikiTransfer vs. transfer from another dataset. The dataset from which zero-shot
transfer performed the best is in parentheses.

Model ROUGE-1/2/L

WikiTransfer 39.11/17.25/35.73

TED (Yang et al., 2020) 38.73/16.84/35.40

Table 8.2: A comparison of our approach to the unsupervised pretraining of TED (Yang
et al., 2020), showing the superior performance and generalizability of our approach versus
the TED model, which focused specifically on the news domain.

We also experimented with training a model on data combined from multiple datasets for

zero-shot transfer, but this does not report improved results, so for the experiments which

follow we use the best performing single-domain transfer model.

We compare our model to the state-of-the-art unsupervised abstractive model on CN-

NDM in Table 8.2. We outperform the recently-introduced TED model (Yang et al., 2020)

which was specifically motivated for the news domain. We believe the creation of task-

specific data from a generic corpus such as Wikipedia allows for more control over the

transfer process than relying on the autoencoder objective of TED, and more generalizable

cross-domain results.

Effect of WikiTransfer Hyperparameters We study the effect the characteristics of our

intermediate fine-tuning data have on downstream zero-shot performance on CNNDM and

XSum to compare highly extractive and abstractive datasets.

Effect of learning rate in intermediate fine-tuning We examine the extent to which

overfitting to the unsupervised WikiTransfer data occurs by examining the effect of the

learning rate in intermediate fine-tuning on zero-shot transfer performance. We finetune the
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models on the CNNDM and XSum WikiTransfer data respectively each with a maximum

learning rate of 3e-6 and 3e-5. Results are shown in Table 8.3. Using a smaller learning rate

in intermediate fine-tuning improves results on CNNDM, but not on XSum, likely due to

the simple extractive and lead bias objectives which can easily overfit during fine-tuning.

We see a similar trend with the effect of dataset size. For datasets other than CNNDM, we

use a learning rate of 3e-5 in intermediate fine-tuning.

Effect of extractive oracle bin use and the choice of M We tested whether using the

extractive bin to filter examples in the unsupervised data affected zero-shot transfer. For this

experiment, we used the first M sentences from the Wikipedia article as the summary and

the remaining N as the source, but do not filter examples according to how extractive they

are. From Table 8.3, we see that the extractive bin has a very noticeable effect on transfer

results for XSum and a moderate effect on CNNDM. This is to be expected, as the model

otherwise is missing information about XSum’s distinctive output style.

We examine how the choice of M affected performance. We set M = 1 for CNNDM

and M = 3 for XSum and filtered examples in a similar way based on the extractive bin of

the target dataset. We see that the choice of M has a large impact on CNNDM performance

but no decrease on XSum. This result, combined with the effect of filtering examples based

on the extractive bin, gives insight into the importance of the subaspect of abstractiveness

over compression for XSum performance.

Effect of intermediate pretraining dataset size We examined the effect of the size of

the WikiTransfer data on downstream performance. Results are shown in Table 8.4. We

see a general increase with the addition of more data, although smaller increases after

100k data points and even a decrease in 250k on XSum, likely due to noise variation.

The performance with 10k data points on CNNDM is already much closer to the best

performance than the XSum case. We believe that this is due to the highly extractive nature

of CNNDM, which is especially easy for a model such as BART to learn, as it is pretrained
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Ablation CNNDM XSum

LR=3e-6 40.14/17.71/36.66 27.60/8.62/20.93
LR=3e-5 39.73/16.94/36.24 31.80/10.46/23.66

LR=3e-6, No-bin 39.11/16.98/35.66 22.78/5.66/17.16
LR=3e-6, bin, M=1 37.45/14.72/32.52 27.60/8.62/20.93
LR=3e-6, bin, M=3 40.14/17.71/36.66 27.98/9.59/23.11

Table 8.3: Hyperparameter studies on the effect of learning rate, the use of extractive bin for
data filtering and the choice of M in intermediate fine-tuning on ROUGE-1/2/L performance
on CNNDM and XSum validation sets.

Intermediate Dataset Size CNNDM XSum

10k 39.48/17.79/36.3 21.59/4.85/16.28
100k 39.92/17.65/36.5 31.52/10.86/23.94
250k 40.10/17.70/36.62 31.39/10.27/23.43
400k 40.14/17.71/36.66 31.80/10.46/23.66

Table 8.4: A comparison of the effect of dataset size of the unsupervised intermediate
fine-tuning data on the zero-shot transfer ROUGE-1/2/L performance.

as a denoising autoencoder. For XSum, we see a noticeable improvement from 10k to 100k

examples. We suspect that the abstractive objective is harder for the model to learn with

small datasets. As we add more examples, we do not see a noticeable improvement. Such

observations agree with our observation of the effect of learning rate and overfitting to the

easier CNNDM objective. For the remaining experiments, we use 400k data points based on

initial experiments.

Effect of summary sentence choice The first M sentences of a given Wikipedia article

were chosen as this introduction intuitively form a coherent summary of the article. We

examine the effect of choosing the first sentences compared to choosing based on other

criteria. As an alternative, we pick the sentences with the highest self-ROUGE (ROUGE

score of a sentence when using all other sentences as the reference summary) in a greedy

fashion (the equivalent of the IND-ORIG settings in Zhang et al. (2019)). As in Zhang

et al. (2019), we use ROUGE-1 F1. The sentences chosen under this heuristic consistently

corresponded to those which were longest, and the resulting summaries were hence longer.

Thus, we also experimented with choosing important sentences by using ROUGE-1 Preci-
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sion, IND-ORIG-P. The comparison of these methods is shown in Table 8.5. The choice of

the summary sentence has a noticeable impact on performance. We hypothesize that the

coherence lost in the summaries is especially important for the longer CNNDM summaries.

Using important sentences other than the first sentence likely adds more diversity in the

data, and finding a balance between coherence and output style is an interesting direction

for additional work (Christensen et al., 2013).

Effect of lead bias on CNNDM fine-tuning We examined the effect of selecting the M

sentences greedily chosen for calculating the extractive oracle and inserting them at the

beginning of the unsupervised source document versus leaving them in place for CNNDM

intermediate fine-tuning. This is meant to mirror the lead bias present in the dataset. This

had a slight impact on performance (40.14 vs 39.74 without this bias), and thus we keep the

lead bias for CNNDM experiments.

Wikipedia vs target domain unlabeled data While Wikipedia is a natural source of

unlabeled data, we tested whether creating unsupervised data from unlabeled in-domain

data improved results. We performed the same dataset creation treating the source data

of the target domain as we did the Wikipedia data. This resulted in about 60k examples

for CNNDM and 200k examples for XSum. Fine-tuning on this data, however, resulted

in a performance of 38.08/25.83 ROUGE-1 for CNNDM and XSum (vs 39.11/31.85 on

WikiTransfer data). The removal of the first sentences may remove too much information

in the case of CNNDM, while for XSum, which already has an initial sentence headline

removed as the summary, the first sentence may not constitute a very good summary of

the remaining document. Wikipedia data often contains multi-paragraph introductions;

thus the removal of the first few sentences may still leave a pyramid-structured document

with coherent informative content placed at the front. This result supports the emphasis on

learning the subaspects of the target domain over simply in-domain training. An analysis

of the output of intermediate fine-tuning on CNNDM reveals that the output was more
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Target Dataset First M Sents IND-ORIG IND-ORIG-P

CNNDM 40.14/17.71/36.66 37.62/15.15/34.21 37.85/15.32/34.39
XSum 31.80/10.46/23.66 29.95/9.37/21.78 30.22/9.79/23.23

Table 8.5: A comparison of the effect of summary sentence choice for WikiTransfer on
zero-shot transfer ROUGE-1/2/L performance.

abstractive, due to information present in the summary not being directly stated in the source,

than fine-tuning on Wikipedia. We also experiment with further in-domain pretraining of

BART before zero-shot transfer, but this does not result in consistent improvements across

datasets.

8.6 Few-Shot Transfer Results

We examine whether zero-shot transfer improvements also carry over to the few-shot setting.

Also, we explore the effect of data augmentation and consistency regularization techniques.

The results of our experiments with varying training data sizes and augmentation methods

for all 4 datasets are shown in Figure 8.4 and, with complete numbers, in Table 8.6.

10 and 100-shot performance with round-trip translation augmentation We see that

in few-shot settings, without data augmentation or consistency training, our model outper-

forms transferring from another domain or vanilla BART. In the case of transfer to Reddit,

we observe that despite similar zero-shot performance with transfer from CNNDM, there is a

more sizeable gap with 10-shot transfer. This suggests that our intermediate fine-tuning does

more closely align the BART model with the target domain. Furthermore, when training

on augmented data from round-trip translation, we see the best performance in transfer

from WikiTransfer in all cases except BART transfer to CNNDM on 10-aug, which is likely

due to the autoencoder pretraining objective of BART which biases it towards copying and

lead bias, allowing it to perform well in applications to CNNDM. We see improvements

when training with augmented data in 10-example cases and most 100-example cases for

WikiTransfer. Less improvement is seen in the 100-aug setting when transferring from
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Figure 8.4: ROUGE-1/2/L scores across datasets, training dataset size, data augmentation
(*-a), and consistency loss (*-c) showing the generalizable and robust performance of
models transferred from WikiTransfer.
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BART or another domain. We hypothesize that the noise present in the larger augmented

dataset causes this occasional performance drop, while the WikiTransfer models appear

more robust to potential noise. We also found model robustness as the standard deviation

of top-performing WikiTransfer models was least among all models in the majority of

cases. Interestingly, for transfer from BART and another domain 100-aug only improves on

CNNDM, the most extractive dataset, while the largest drop in performance from augmented

data occurs on XSum. This XSum performance drop may be caused by the high compression

in the XSum summaries which leaves less room for noisy output when compared to the

longer CNNDM and BigPatent summaries which may still preserve the main meaning of

the original summary better despite backtranslation noise. In most cases, 100-aug with

WikiTransfer results in the best performance, only several points from the state-of-the-art

supervised performance.

Transfer with Consistency Training We find contrasting trends with the added consis-

tency loss compared to data augmentation via round-trip translation. We note the most

sizeable improvements in the more abstractive cases of XSum and Reddit. We hypothesize

that the consistency loss promotes better abstraction as the model learns to be invariant to

noise which does not change the meaning of the text, and is thus equipped with a better

notion of paraphrasing. The consistency loss allows for better training of vanilla BART as

well as in general better transfer from other domains than without consistency loss. The

loss likely provides a regularization factor which prevents the models from overfitting to

the supervised examples. As the WikiTransfer model is already more closely tuned to the

target domain, this regularization may not make as large of a difference. This aligns with

our observation of WikiTransfer models being more robust to noisy backtranslated data on

XSum and Reddit. Transfer to Reddit shows similar results across models for consistency

loss with 100 examples (better ROUGE-L for WikiTransfer, better ROUGE-1/2 for Reddit);

vanilla BART’s strong performance at 100 examples suggests that the information provided
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Target Dataset CNNDM
Transfer from WikiTransfer Reddit BART

0 39.11/17.25/35.73 36.81/14.18/32.62 35.98/15.10/32.97
10 39.10/16.98/35.84 38.26/16.34/34.76 38.55/16.56/34.97

10-aug 39.39/16.92/36.00 39.12/16.90/35.44 39.78/17.11/36.38

10-cons 39.16/16.96/35.92 38.99/16.83/35.43 38.98/16.68/35.41
100 40.55/18.01/37.03 40.13/17.88/36.67 40.14/17.88/36.62

100-aug 42.08/18.93/38.83 40.94/18.52/37.00 40.47/18.18/37.07
100-cons 41.12/18.34/37.51 40.84/18.09/37.28 41.36/18.59/37.77

Target Dataset XSum
Transfer from WikiTransfer Reddit BART

0 31.85/10.44/23.75 24.04/6.43/18.99 19.87/2.75/15.66
10 34.95/12.61/26.58 30.69/10.22/23.29 22.45/5.94/17.23

10-aug 34.98/12.73/26.79 31.03/10.23/23.29 26.10/8.19/20.18
10-cons 35.17/12.76/26.80 31.25/10.54/23.73 28.28/9.13/21.61

100 36.92/14.09/28.44 34.17/12.64/26.37 35.17/13.29/27.20
100-aug 36.87/14.18/28.62 31.75/11.12/24.49 28.85/9.46/22.28
100-cons 37.26/14.20/28.85 36.14/13.65/27.97 36.65/14.05/28.57

Target Dataset Reddit
Transfer from WikiTransfer CNNDM BART

0 21.47/4.10/17.62 21.37/4.14/17.76 18.66/2.90/15.33
10 27.88/7.62/22.09 26.55/6.83/21.29 19.37/3.51/15.72

10-aug 28.07/7.70/22.47 26.88/6.95/21.46 21.39/4.57/17.22
10-cons 28.42/7.88/22.32 27.20/7.14/21.67 20.42/3.97/16.45

100 29.87/8.93/23.31 28.90/8.42/22.56 29.66/8.88/23.12
100-aug 30.54/9.24/24.31 29.28/8.51/23.28 28.96/8.39/22.80
100-cons 30.56/9.22/24.38 30.78/9.45/24.14 30.78/9.22/23.32

Target Dataset BigPatent
Transfer from WikiTransfer CNNDM BART

0 35.58/10.91/31.53 33.57/9.34/25.76 32.56/9.64/29.27
10 37.06/11.58/32.37 35.76/10.62/30.63 34.48/10.76/30.56

10-aug 37.73/12.40/32.89 36.83/11.33/30.95 36.11/11.40/32.04
10-cons 37.64/12.24/33.05 36.11/10.84/30.64 33.99/10.48/30.45

100 39.61/13.53/33.86 39.35/13.03/33.88 39.06/13.04/33.61
100-aug 40.95/14.05/35.03 38.88/12.69/32.88 38.77/12.88/33.55
100-cons 39.87/13.76/34.32 39.74/13.45/34.49 39.46/13.37/34.28

Table 8.6: A comparison of transfer results across datasets, training dataset size, data
augmentation techniques, showing the generalizable and robust performance of our models
transferred from WikiTransfer.

in this subset is sufficient for good performance, thus diminishing the gains from the head-

start the WikiTransfer model provides in zero and 10-shot transfer. We leave aspects of the

consistency training such as the role of the quality of the round-trip translation data and its

relation to the transfer domain to future work.
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Target Dataset WikiTransfer Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2019)
# training samples 0 10 100 0 10 100

CNNDM 39.11/17.25/35.73 39.39/16.92/36.00 42.08/18.93/38.83 32.90/13.28/29.38 37.25/15.84/33.49 40.28/18.21/37.03
XSum 31.85/10.44/23.75 35.17/12.76/26.80 37.26/14.20/28.85 19.27/3.00/12.72 19.39/3.45/14.02/ 39.07/16.44/31.27

Reddit 21.47/4.10/17.62 28.42/7.88/22.32 30.56/9.22/24.38 14.66/3.06/10.17 15.36/2.91/10.76 16.64/4.09/12.92
BigPatent 35.58/10.91/31.53 37.73/12.40/32.89 40.95/14.05/35.03 25.61/6.56/17.42 28.87/8.30/19.71 33.52/10.82/22.87

Table 8.7: A comparison of zero and few-shot performance between our best-performing
WikiTransfer model (-aug in the case of CNNDM and BigPatent and -cons for XSum and
Reddit) and the zero and few-shot results reported in Zhang et al. (2019).

Target Dataset CNNDM XSum
Relevance Consistency Relevance Consistency

0 4.37 4.71 3.75* 3.75

10-aug 4.31 4.76 3.77* 4.10
100-aug 4.25 4.86 4.00 4.04

Full supervision 4.31 4.86 4.11 3.98

Table 8.8: Summary relevance and factual consistency across CNNDM and XSum datasets
with varying amounts of training data. All results except those with an asterisks do not
differ in a statistically significant way (p-value of 0.05) from the full supervision score. Bold
results emphasize the least amount of data to achieve statistically indistinguishable results
from the fully-supervised results.

Comparison to Previous Work We show a comparison of our best-performing Wiki-

Transfer few-shot results with those from Zhang et al. (2019) in Table 8.7. The Pegasus

numbers were obtained by a single run as opposed to our average of the best three over

5 subsets. We show large improvements with our few-shot approach compared to previ-

ous numbers, except for the 100-shot experiment on XSum. The XSum dataset has the

highest overlap with the Pegasus pretraining dataset of all datasets explored in Zhang et al.

(2019), although that work states that the effect of removing this overlap does not affect the

full-dataset performance. We hope that this comparison promotes future benchmarking of

few-shot results.

Human Quality Assessment We examine how the improved performance from Wiki-

Transfer manifests itself in qualitative annotations when varying the amount of training data.

We collect human judgment annotations for two of the four quality dimensions studied in

Kryscinski et al. (2019); Fabbri et al. (2020), namely consistency and relevance. Consistency

is defined as the factual alignment between the summary and the summarized source text,
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while relevance is defined as the selection of important content; only relevant information

should be included in the summary. We did not include fluency as a dimension as an initial

inspection of the data found fluency to be of very high quality, and we did not include

coherence due to our inclusion of single-sentence XSum summaries where coherence is not

a factor. We randomly select 50 examples per dataset and collect the model output from the

best-performing zero-shot, 10-aug, 100-aug, and fully supervised models on CNNDM and

XSum. The annotator sees the source article and randomly-ordered output from the four

models rates the summaries for relevance and consistency on a Likert from 1-5, with 5 being

the best score. We averaged the score of two native English-speaking annotators on each

example and then across examples, and found moderate and strong annotator correlations for

relevance and consistency, respectively. Results are shown in Table 8.8. For CNNDM, we

see an increase in consistency as more training data is added but not a statistically significant

difference (using a Student’s t-test with a p-value of 0.05) between 100 and full supervision

for any of the relevance or consistency results. The relevance of the full model does not

outperform the others, likely because the model output was more concise and was judged

as not including source information, while the zero-shot output more closely resembles

the lead-three bias, so was judged as more informative. For XSum, we see that relevance

improves noticeably as more training data is used. We see varied results for consistency,

although without statistically significant differences. This fluctuation in scores may be

due to the transition of the model from using knowledge from pretraining in its output

versus knowledge from the target dataset obtained during fine-tuning, as seen in a qualitative

examination of the model outputs.

Sample Summary Outputs We include an example of model output summaries on the

XSum dataset in Table 8.9. The example serves to demonstrate how output style varies as

the amount of training data is increased and how the source of pretraining or fine-tuning

data affects this style and model hallucinations. The source document does not state the
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Source Document: Ms Jones told BBC Radio Wales she did not want to give up being an AM to
go to Brussels to replace Nathan Gill, UKIP Wales leader. Mr Gill has been told by the UKIP
assembly group and the UKIP party chairman Steve Crowther to stop ”double-jobbing” as an AM
and MEP. Mr Gill said those making such calls were doing it out of ”malice”. ”We’ve got Brexit
now and I think that, possibly, it may be best to leave that role unfilled,” Ms Jones told the Good
Morning Wales programme. ”I’m surprised I’ve not been formally asked what I’d like to do.” Ms
Jones, the South Wales West AM, is one of two people who could take up the role of UKIP Wales
MEP if Mr Gill made it vacant - the other being South Wales East AM David Rowlands...
0: Lorraine Jones is a Welsh Labour Party Member of the Welsh Assembly for South Wales West.
10-aug: Lorraine Jones is a Welsh Labour member of the Welsh Assembly for South Wales West.
100-aug: Wales Assembly Member for South Wales West Rachel Jones says she has not been
formally asked to become a UKIP MEP.
Full supervision: First Minister Carwyn Jones has said she is ”surprised” she has not been asked
to become a UKIP MEP.
Gold Summary: UKIP’s Welsh MEP post may be better left unfilled as a result of Brexit , party
AM Caroline Jones has said .

Table 8.9: An example of WikiTransfer model output across dataset size used in fine-tuning,
illustrating how model output style and hallucinated entities differ as the model moves from
Wikipedia pretraining as a source of knowledge to the target dataset. Text not stated in the
source document is highlighted in red.

first name of Ms. Jones, yet every model output, and the gold target, give her one. For

zero and 10-aug, the model outputs Lorraine Jones, likely still under the influence of BART

Wikipedia pretraining, as there is a Wikipedia article on the Welsh politician Ruth Lorraine

Jones (although it does not appear in our intermediate fine-tuning subset). The zero and

10-aug also most resemble Wikipedia introduction sentences; although the output is compact

and abstractive like an XSum target sentence, the ”X is Y” format of Wikipedia appears.

We see at 100-aug examples that the model output is stylistically already much like that

of the fully-supervised output and gold summary. This stylistic change is also reflected in

the change in hallucination; the use of Rachel Jones is likely caused by the appearance of

the name of a minister Rachel Haves in an article on Welsh politics found in the 100-aug

subset. The model at this point is already fitting strongly to the target domain. For the fully

supervised output, we see the use of Carwyn Jones, which does not match the gender of

Ms. Jones but which is found 1090 times in the training source documents. Caroline Jones,

the actual person in question, only appears 21 times in the training set. This phenomenon
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points to two interesting research directions for future work, how to properly preserve world

knowledge from pretraining and improvement faithfulness to the source text in knowing

when to insert world knowledge.

8.7 Summary

We introduced WikiTransfer, a novel and generalizable method for fine-tuning pretrained

models on dataset-specific unsupervised data obtained from generic Wikipedia data. Wiki-

Transfer models achieve state-of-the-art zero-shot abstractive summarization performance

on the CNN-DailyMail dataset and generalize across three additional datasets. In few-shot

settings, WikiTransfer models are robust to noise from data augmentation and benefit from

consistency loss on more abstractive datasets. Furthermore, human assessments of the

resulting summaries do not show significant differences between the WikiTransfer few-shot

summaries and fully-supervised summaries, demonstrating the efficiency of our approach.
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Part III

Taking Stock of Text Summarization

Advances
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Chapter 9

SummEval: Re-evaluating

Summarization Evaluation

Throughout the previous chapters, we have seen the application of neural network models

across both high-resource and low-resource settings. We have seen the remarkable abilities

of these models on large-scale datasets, as well as some of their downfalls in Chapter 5,

and, more recently, the ability to make smarter use of few data points. However, questions

remain as to the extent of the progress made in the field due to variability in the evaluation

protocol, which we address in this chapter. The scarcity of comprehensive, up-to-date

studies on evaluation metrics for text summarization and the lack of consensus regarding

evaluation protocols continue to inhibit progress. We address the existing shortcomings of

summarization evaluation methods along five dimensions: 1) we re-evaluate 14 automatic

evaluation metrics in a comprehensive and consistent fashion using neural summarization

model outputs along with expert and crowd-sourced human annotations, 2) we consistently

benchmark 23 recent summarization models using the aforementioned automatic evaluation

metrics, 3) we assemble the largest collection of summaries generated by models trained

on the CNNDM news dataset and share it in a unified format, 4) we implement and share a

toolkit that provides an extensible and unified API for evaluating summarization models
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across a broad range of automatic metrics, 5) we assemble and share the largest and

most diverse, in terms of model types, collection of human judgments of model-generated

summaries on the CNNDM dataset annotated by both expert judges and crowd-source

workers. We hope that this work will help promote a more complete evaluation protocol for

text summarization as well as advance research in developing evaluation metrics that better

correlate with human judgments.

9.1 Introduction

While the current setup has become standardized, we believe several factors prevent a more

complete comparison of models, thus negatively impacting the progress of the field.

As noted by Hardy et al. (2019), recent papers vastly differ in their evaluation protocol.

Existing work often limits model comparisons to only a few baselines and offers human

evaluations which are largely inconsistent with prior work. Additionally, despite problems

associated with ROUGE when used outside of its original setting (Liu and Liu, 2008; Cohan

and Goharian, 2016) as well as the introduction of many variations on ROUGE (Zhou et al.,

2006; Ng and Abrecht, 2015; Ganesan, 2015; ShafieiBavani et al., 2018) and other text

generation metrics (Peyrard, 2019; Zhao et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020; Scialom et al.,

2019; Clark et al., 2019), ROUGE has remained the default automatic evaluation metric.

We believe that the shortcomings of the current evaluation protocol are partially caused by

the lack of easy-to-use resources for evaluation, both in the form of simplified evaluation

toolkits and large collections of model outputs.

In parallel, there is an issue with how evaluation metrics are evaluated themselves. Many

of the currently used metrics were developed and assessed using the Document Understand-

ing Conference (DUC) and Text Analysis Conference (TAC) shared-tasks datasets (Dang

and Owczarzak, 2008, 2009). However, it has recently been shown that the mentioned

datasets contain human judgments for model outputs scoring on a lower scale compared to
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current summarization systems putting into question the true performance of those metrics

in the new setting (Peyrard, 2019).

We address these gaps in complementary ways: 1) We re-evaluate 14 automatic evalu-

ation metrics in a comprehensive and consistent fashion using outputs from recent neural

summarization models along with expert and crowd-sourced human annotations, 2) We con-

sistently benchmark 23 recent summarization models using the aforementioned automatic

evaluation metrics, 3) We release aligned summarization model outputs from 23 papers

(44 model outputs) published between 2017 and 2019 trained on the CNNDM dataset to

allow for large-scale comparisons of recent summarization models, 4) We release a toolkit

of 14 evaluation metrics with an extensible and unified API to promote the reporting of addi-

tional metrics in papers, 5) We collect and release expert, as well as crowd-sourced, human

judgments for 16 model outputs on 100 articles over 4 dimensions to further research into

human-correlated evaluation metrics. Code and data associated with this work is available

at https://github.com/Yale-LILY/SummEval.

9.2 Related Work

Previous work examining the research setup of text summarization can be broadly catego-

rized into three groups, based on the subject of analysis: evaluation metrics, datasets, and

models.

Dealing with evaluation methods, Lin (2004b) examined the effectiveness of the ROUGE

metric in various DUC tasks. The authors concluded that evaluating against multiple refer-

ences results in higher correlation scores with human judgments, however, a single-reference

setting is sufficient for the metric to be effective. Owczarzak et al. (2012) studied the effects

of inconsistencies in human annotations on the rankings of evaluated summarization systems.

Results showed that system-level rankings were robust against annotation inconsistencies,

however, summary-level rankings were not stable in such settings and largely benefit from
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improving annotator consistency. Rankel et al. (2013) analyzed the performance of different

variants of the ROUGE metric using TAC datasets. The authors found that higher-order

and less commonly reported ROUGE settings showed a higher correlation with human

judgments. In a similar line of work, Graham (2015) conducted a large-scale study of the

effectiveness of different ROUGE metric variants and compared it against the BLEU metric

on the DUC datasets. Its results highlighted several superior, non-standard ROUGE settings

that achieved strong correlations with human judgments on model-generated summaries. In

(Chaganty et al., 2018) the authors investigated using an automatic metric to reduce the cost

of human evaluation without introducing bias. Together with the study, the authors released

a set of human judgments over several model outputs, limited to a small set of model types.

Peyrard (2019) showed that standard metrics are in agreement when dealing with summaries

in the scoring range found in TAC summaries, but vastly differ in the higher-scoring range

found in current models. The authors reported that additional human annotations on modern

model outputs are necessary to conduct a conclusive study of evaluation metrics. Hardy

et al. (2019) underscore the differences in approaches to human summary evaluation while

proposing a highlight-based reference-less evaluation metric. Other work has examined the

problems with applying ROUGE in settings such as meeting summarization (Liu and Liu,

2008) and summarization of scientific articles (Cohan and Goharian, 2016). We build upon

this line of research by examining the performance of several automatic evaluation methods,

including ROUGE and its variants, against the performance of expert human annotators.

In relation to datasets, Dernoncourt et al. (2018) presented a detailed taxonomy of

existing summarization datasets. The authors highlighted the differences in formats of

available corpora and called for creating a unified data standard. In a similar line of research,

Grusky et al. (2018) offered a thorough analysis of existing corpora, focusing their efforts

on news summarization datasets. The authors also introduced several metrics for evaluating

the extractiveness of summaries which are included in the toolkit implemented as part of

this work. Kryscinski et al. (2020a) showed that news-related summarization datasets, such
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as CNNDM, contain strong layout biases. The authors revealed that datasets in the current

format, where each news article is associated with a single reference summary, leave the

task of summarization underconstrained. The paper also highlighted the problem of noisy,

low-quality data in automatically-collected news datasets.

Looking into models, Zhang et al. (2018a) analyzed the level of abstraction of several

recent abstractive summarization models. The authors showed that word-level extractive

models achieved a similar level of abstraction to fully abstractive models. In (Kedzie

et al., 2018) the authors examined the influence of various model components on the

quality of content selection. The study revealed that in the current setting the training

signal is dominated by biases present in summarization datasets preventing models from

learning accurate content selection. Kryscinski et al. (2020a) investigate the problem of

factual correctness of text summarization models. The authors concluded that the issue

of hallucinating facts touches up to 30% of generated summaries and list common types

of errors made by generative models. Closely related to that work, Maynez et al. (2020)

conducted a large-scale study of abstractive summarizers from the perspective of faithfulness.

The authors reached similar conclusions, stating that improving factual faithfulness is a

critical issue in summarization. The results also showed that currently available evaluation

methods, such as ROUGE and BertScore, are not sufficient to study the problem at hand.

Durmus et al. (2020) and Wang et al. (2020) similarly examine faithfulness evaluation, both

proposing question answering frameworks as a means of evaluating factual consistency.

Insights and contributions coming from our work are complementary to the conclusions

of previous efforts described in this section. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first work in neural text summarization to offer a large-scale, consistent, side-by-side re-

evaluation of summarization model outputs and evaluation methods. We also share resources

that we hope will prove useful for future work in analyzing and improving summarization

models and metrics.

Shortly before publishing this manuscript a library for developing summarization metrics
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was released by Deutsch and Roth (2020). Our toolkit is complementary to their work as

their toolkit includes only 3 of our 12 evaluation metrics.

9.3 Evaluation Metrics and Summarization Models

We briefly introduce metrics included in our evaluation toolkit as well as the summarization

models for which outputs were collected at the time of releasing this manuscript.

Evaluation Metrics Our selection of evaluation methods includes several recently intro-

duced metrics that have been applied to both text generation and summarization, standard

machine translation metrics, and other miscellaneous performance statistics.

ROUGE (Lin, 2004a), (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation), measures

the number of overlapping textual units (n-grams, word sequences) between the generated

summary and a set of gold reference summaries.

ROUGE-WE (Ng and Abrecht, 2015) extends ROUGE by using soft lexical matching

based on the cosine similarity of Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) embeddings.

S3 (Peyrard et al., 2017) is a model-based metric that uses previously proposed evaluation

metrics, such as ROUGE, JS-divergence, and ROUGE-WE, as input features for predict-

ing the evaluation score. The model is trained on human judgment datasets from TAC

conferences.

BertScore (Zhang et al., 2020) computes similarity scores by aligning generated and

reference summaries on a token-level. Token alignments are computed greedily to maximize

the cosine similarity between contextualized token embeddings from BERT.

MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019) measures the semantic distance between a summary and

reference text by making use of the Word Mover’s Distance (Kusner et al., 2015) operating

over n-gram embeddings pooled from BERT representations.

Sentence Mover’s Similarity (SMS) (Clark et al., 2019) extends Word Mover’s Distance

to view documents as a bag of sentence embeddings as well as a variation which represents
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documents as both a bag of sentences and a bag of words.

SummaQA (Scialom et al., 2019) applies a BERT-based question-answering model to

answer cloze-style questions using generated summaries. Questions are generated by

masking named entities in source documents associated with evaluated summaries. The

metric reports both the F1 overlap score and QA-model confidence.

BLANC (Vasilyev et al., 2020) is a reference-less metric which measures the performance

gains of a pre-trained language model given access to a document summary while carrying

out language understanding tasks on the source document’s text.

SUPERT (Gao et al., 2020) is a reference-less metric, originally designed for multi-

document summarization, which measures the semantic similarity of model outputs with

pseudo-reference summaries created by extracting salient sentences from the source docu-

ments, using soft token alignment techniques.

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) is a corpus-level precision-focused metric which calculates

n-gram overlap between a candidate and reference utterance and includes a brevity penalty.

It is the primary evaluation metric for machine translation.

CHRF (Popović, 2015) calculates character-based n-gram overlap between model outputs

and reference documents.

METEOR (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) computes an alignment between candidate and

reference sentences by mapping unigrams in the generated summary to 0 or 1 unigrams

in the reference, based on stemming, synonyms, and paraphrastic matches. Precision and

recall are computed and reported as a harmonic mean.

CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) computes {1-4}-gram co-occurrences between the candidate

and reference texts, down-weighting common n-grams and calculating cosine similarity

between the n-grams of the candidate and reference texts.

Data Statistics: Grusky et al. (2018) define three measures of the extractiveness of a dataset,

which were discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. Extractive fragment coverage is the

percentage of words in the summary that are from the source article, measuring the extent
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to which a summary is a derivative of a text. Density is defined as the average length

of the extractive fragment to which each summary word belongs. Compression ratio is

defined as the word ratio between the articles and its summaries: In addition to these

measures, we also include the percentage of n-grams in the summary not found in the input

document as a novelty score and the percentage of n-grams in the summary which repeat as

a score of redundancy. For a comprehensive explanation of each metric, please refer to the

corresponding paper.

Summarization models We broadly categorize the models included in this study into

extractive and abstractive approaches. For each model, we provide a model code (M*) as

well as a descriptive model name which will allow for easy matching with the released data.

Extractive Methods

M1 - NEUSUM (Zhou et al., 2018) jointly scores and selects sentences by first building a

hierarchical representation of a document and considering the partially outputted summary

at each time step.

M2 - BanditSum (Dong et al., 2018) treats extractive summarization as a contextual bandit

problem where the document is the context and the sequence of sentences to include in the

summary is the action.

M3 - LATENT (Zhang et al., 2018d) propose a latent variable extractive model which views

rele-vance labels of sentences in a document as binarylatent variables

M4 - REFRESH (Narayan et al., 2018b) propose using REINFORCE (Williams, 1992b) to

extract summaries, approximating the search space during training by limiting to combina-

tions of individually high-scoring sentences.

M5 - RNES (Wu and Hu, 2018) propose a coherence model to capture cross-sentence

coherence, combining output from the coherence model and ROUGE scores as a reward in a

REINFORCE framework.
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M6 - JECS (Xu and Durrett, 2019) first extracts sentences from a document and then scores

possible constituency-based compressed units to produce the final compressed summary.

M7 - STRASS (Bouscarrat et al., 2019) extracts a summary by selecting the sentences with

the closest embeddings to the document embedding, learning a transformation to maximize

the similarity between the summary and the ground truth reference.

Abstractive Methods

M8 - Pointer Generator (See et al., 2017) propose a variation of encoder-decoder models,

the Pointer Generator Network, where the decoder can choose to generate a word from

the vocabulary or copy a word from the input. A coverage mechanism is also proposed to

prevent repeatedly attending to the same part of the source document.

M9 - Fast-abs-rl (Chen and Bansal, 2018) propose a model which first extracts salient

sentences with a Pointer Network and rewrites these sentences with a Pointer Generator

Network. In addition to maximum likelihood training, a ROUGE-L reward is used to update

the extractor via REINFORCE (Williams, 1992b).

M10 - Bottom-Up (Gehrmann et al., 2018) introduce a bottom-up approach whereby a

content selection model restricts the copy attention distribution of a pretrained Pointer

Generator Network during inference.

M11 - Improve-abs (Kryściński et al., 2018) extend the model of Paulus et al. (2018) by

augmenting the decoder with an external LSTM language model and add a novelty RL-based

objective during training.

M12 - Unified-ext-abs (Hsu et al., 2018) propose to use the probability output of an

extractive model as sentence-level attention to modify word-level attention scores of an

abstractive model, introducing an inconsistency loss to encourage consistency between these

two levels of attention.

M13 - ROUGESal (Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018) propose a keyphrase-based salience reward

as well as an entailment-based reward in addition to using a ROUGE-based reward in a
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REINFORCE setting, optimizing rewards simultaneously in alternate mini-batches.

M14 - Multi-task (Ent + QG ) (Guo et al., 2018) propose question generation and entail-

ment generation as auxiliary tasks in a multi-task framework along with a corresponding

multi-task architecture.

M15 - Closed book decoder (Jiang and Bansal, 2018) build upon a Pointer Generator

Network by adding copy-less and attention-less decoder during training time to force the

encoder to be more selective in encoding salient content.

M16 - SENECA (Sharma et al., 2019a) propose to use entity-aware content selection

module and an abstractive generation module to generate the final summary.

M17 - T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) perform a systematic study of transfer learning techniques

and apply their insights to a set of tasks all framed as text-input to text-output generation

tasks, including summarization.

M18 - NeuralTD (Böhm et al., 2019) learn a reward function from 2,500 human judgments

which is used in a reinforcement learning setting.

M19 - BertSum-abs (Liu and Lapata, 2019a) introduce a novel document-level encoder

on top of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), over which they introduce both an extractive and an

abstractive model.

M20 - GPT-2 (Ziegler et al., 2019) build off of GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) and fine-tune

the model by using human labels of which of four sampled summaries is the best to direct

fine-tuning in a reinforcement learning framework.

M21 - UniLM (Dong et al., 2019) introduce a model pretrained on three language mod-

eling tasks: unidirectional, bidirectional, and sequence-to-sequence prediction. It is thus

applicable to natural language understanding tasks and generation tasks such as abstractive

summarization.

M22 - BART (Lewis et al., 2020) introduce a denoising autoencoder for pretraining sequence

to sequence tasks which is applicable to both natural language understanding and generation

tasks.
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M23 - Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2019) introduce a model pretrained with a novel objective

function designed for summarization by which important sentences are removed from an

input document and then generated from the remaining sentences.

9.4 Evaluation Resources

We now describe the resources collected and released together with this manuscript.

Model Outputs The model output collection contains summaries associated with 23

recent papers on neural text summarization described in Section 9.3. We obtained a total of

44 model outputs, as many papers include variations of the main model. All models were

trained on the CNNDM news corpus and the collected summaries were generated using the

test split of the dataset without constraints limiting the output length. Outputs were solicited

from the authors of papers to ensure comparability between results presented in this paper

with those in the original works. They are shared publicly with the consent of the authors.

Model outputs were transformed into a unified format and are shared with IDs of the

original CNNDM examples so that generated summaries can be matched with corresponding

source articles. Pairing model outputs with original articles was done using a heuristic

approach that relied on aligning reference summaries. The pairing process revealed that

38 examples in the CNNDM test split contained duplicate reference summaries preventing

those examples to be correctly aligned. However, this problem involves only 0.3% of the

available data and should not have a notable impact on downstream results. IDs of duplicate

examples are provided together with the data.

Evaluation Toolkit The evaluation toolkit contains 14 automatic evaluation metrics de-

scribed in Section 9.3 consolidated into a Python package. The package provides a high-level,

easy-to-use interface unifying all of the underlying metrics. For each metric, we implement

both evaluate example and evaluate batch functions that return the metric’s
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score on example- and corpus-levels accordingly. Function inputs and outputs are also

unified across all metrics to streamline multi-metric evaluation and result processing. The

toolkit comes with a standard configuration resembling the most popular settings for each

of the metrics to enable easy, out-of-the-box use. However, each metric can be further

configured using external gin configuration files. We also provide a command-line tool to

evaluate a summarization model with several metrics in parallel.

Human Annotations The collection of human annotations contains summary evaluations

of 16 recent neural summarization models solicited from crowd-sourced and expert judges.

Annotations were collected for 100 articles randomly picked from the CNNDM test set.

To ensure high quality of annotations, each summary was scored by 5 crowd-sourced and

3 expert workers, amounting to 12800 summary-level annotations. Model outputs were

evaluated along the following four dimensions, as in Kryscinski et al. (2019):

Coherence - the collective quality of all sentences. We align this dimension with the DUC

quality question (Dang, 2005) of structure and coherence whereby ”the summary should

be well-structured and well-organized. The summary should not just be a heap of related

information, but should build from sentence to sentence to a coherent body of information

about a topic.”

Consistency - the factual alignment between the summary and the summarized source.

A factually consistent summary contains only statements that are entailed by the source

document. Annotators were also asked to penalize summaries that contained hallucinated

facts.

Fluency - the quality of individual sentences. Drawing again from the DUC quality guide-

lines, sentences in the summary ”should have no formatting problems, capitalization errors

or obviously ungrammatical sentences (e.g., fragments, missing components) that make the

text difficult to read.”

Relevance - selection of important content from the source. The summary should include
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Figure 9.1: Example of the data collection interface used by crowd-source and expert
annotators.

only important information from the source document. Annotators were instructed to

penalize summaries which contained redundancies and excess information.

The data collection interface provided judges with the source article and associated

summaries grouped in sets of 5. Each group of summaries contained the reference summary

associated with the source article to establish a common point of reference between groups.

Summary grouping and order within groups were randomized for each annotator. Judges

were asked to rate the summaries on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 (higher better) along the four

mentioned dimensions. The data collection interface used by both crowd-source and expert

annotators is presented in Figure 9.1. In the annotation process, judges were first asked to

carefully read the content of the source article and next proceed to evaluating the associated
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summaries along four axes: relevance, consistency, fluency, and coherence.

Crowd-sourced annotators were hired through the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform.

The hiring criteria were set to a minimum of 10000 approved HITs and an approval rate

of 97% or higher. Geographic constraints for workers were set to United States, United

Kingdom, and Australia to ensure that summaries were evaluated by native English speakers.

Compensation was carefully calculated to ensure an average wage of 12 USD per hour.

Gillick and Liu (2010) showed that summary judgments obtained through non-experts

may differ greatly from expert annotations and could exhibit worse inter-annotator agree-

ment. As a result, in addition to the hired crowd-sourced workers, we enlisted three expert

annotators who have written papers on summarization either for academic conferences (2)

or as part of a senior thesis (1). The expert annotators were asked to evaluate the same set

of summaries under the same instructions as the hired crowd-sourced workers. For expert

judgments, we proceeded with two rounds of annotation to correct any obvious mistakes as

well as to confirm judgments and ensure a higher quality of annotations. In the second round,

annotators were asked to check all examples for which their score of a dimension differed

from another annotator by more than 2 points and where the other annotators were within 1

point of each other. In cases where a score differed by more than 2 points for which such a

pattern did not exist, all annotators examined the annotation. When re-evaluating examples,

judges were allowed to see scores assigned by other expert annotators in the first round

of annotations. While such a setting could undermine the wisdom of the crowd and shift

the re-assigned scores towards the average judgment from the first round, we encouraged

experts to remain critical and discuss contested examples when necessary.

9.5 Metric Re-evaluation

Human Annotations Considering the concerns raised in previous work (Gillick and Liu,

2010) about the quality differences between crowd-sourced and expert annotations we study
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Figure 9.2: Histogram of standard deviations of inter-annotator scores between: crowd-
sourced annotations, first round expert annotations, second round expert annotations, respec-
tively.

this issue using the human annotations collected as part of this work.

To evaluate the inter-annotator agreement of collected crowd-sourced and expert annota-

tions we computed the Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient (Krippendorff, 2011). We found

the inter-annotator interval kappa to be below an acceptable range - 0.4920 and 0.4132 for

the crowd-sourced workers and the first round of expert annotations accordingly. However,

the second round of expert annotations improved the inter-annotator agreement achieving

a kappa coefficient of 0.7127. For further insights, we computed standard deviations of

annotator scores within the respective groups and present histograms of those statistics in

Figure 9.2. Plots of crowd-sourced annotations show strong similarities across all evaluated

dimensions. Such an effect could be caused by an insufficient distinction made by the

annotators between the 4 scored axes, where the overall quality of a summary biased scores

of the individual dimensions. The histograms also show that while the second round of

expert annotations lowered the standard deviation of scores and substantially increased inter-

annotator agreement, relevance and coherence remained the most disagreed on dimensions

between experts. This could be attributed to the subjective nature of relevance and coherence

as an evaluation dimensions (Kryscinski et al., 2020a).

To assess the similarity of annotations between the crowd-sourced and expert annota-

tors we averaged the assigned scores per example within the respective annotator groups

and computed Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The statistic returned a value close to 0,

indicating no correlation between expert and crowd-sourced judges.
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Generated Summaries
Expert

scores (avg.)
Crowd-worker
scores (avg.)

the queen’s guard was left red-faced after he slipped on a manhole cover he lost
his footing and slid sideways, knocking his bearskin on the side . the embarrassed
soldier quickly scrambled to his feet as his colleagues marched past as if nothing
had happened . tourist david meadwell recorded the unscheduled manouevre
outside buckingham palace on thursday afternoon .

Coh: 5.0
Con: 5.0
Flu: 5.0
Rel: 5.0

Coh: 3.4
Con: 3.8
Flu: 3.4
Rel: 3.8

holidaymaker david meadwell recorded the unscheduled manouevre outside
buckingham palace . he lost his footing and slid sideways , knocking bearskin on
the side of the box . queen ’s guard was left red-faced after he slipped on manhole
cover . the entire incident was caught on a manhole cover . the embarrassed
soldier quickly scrambled to his feet as his colleagues marched past .

Coh: 2.7
Con: 2.0
Flu: 4.7
Rel: 3.7

Coh: 3.2
Con: 3.4
Flu: 3.4
Rel: 4.0

buckingham palace guard slipped on manhole cover in front of hundreds of
horrified tourists . the queen ’s guard was left red-faced after he slipped on a
manhole cover . he lost his footing and dropped his rifle on the side of the box
and dropping his rifle . the incident was caught on camera camera camera . the
guard is thought to have slipped because of metal shutters nailed to the soles of
his boots .

Coh: 3.3
Con: 5.0
Flu: 1.7
Rel: 4.3

Coh: 3.0
Con: 3.2
Flu: 2.8
Rel: 3.2

(a) Generated summary examples illustrate common problems found in model outputs, such as
ambiguous pronouns, incorrect references, and repetitive content.

Reference Summaries
Expert

scores (avg.)
Crowd-worker
scores (avg.)

river plate admit they ‘ dream ’ of manchester united striker radamel falcao .
the colombia international spent eight years with the argentine club . falcao has
managed just four goals in 19 premier league appearances . read : falcao still ‘
has faith ’ that he could continue at man utd next season . click here for the latest
manchester united news .

Coh: 3.0
Con: 2.0
Flu: 5.0
Rel: 2.3

Coh: 3.0
Con: 3.6
Flu: 3.0
Rel: 4.4

the incident occurred on april 7 north of poland in the baltic sea . u.s. says plane
was in international airspace . russia says it had transponder turned off and was
flying toward russia

Coh: 2.0
Con: 1.7
Flu: 3.0
Rel: 2.3

Coh: 4.0
Con: 3.4
Flu: 4.2
Rel: 3.6

(b) Reference summaries highlight issues found in the CNN/DailyMail dataset, such as click-baits and
references to other articles as well as unreferenced dates and low coherence caused by concatenating
bullet-point summaries.

Table 9.1: Example summaries with the corresponding averaged expert and crowd-sourced
annotations for coherence, consistency, fluency, and relevance. Expert annotations better
differentiate coherence, consistency, and fluency among the examples when compared to
the crowd-sourced annotations.

We also manually inspected the human annotations and present examples of annotated

summaries, both generated and reference, as well as the differences in human judgments in

Table 9.1a. The first row shows a well written, comprehensive summary. The high quality

of the summary is reflected by top scores assigned by expert annotators, while being rated

as average by crowd-sourced workers. The second row shows a summary with ambiguous

pronoun usage and factual inconsistencies. The errors result in a decrease in coherence,
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consistency, and relevance scores in the expert annotations, but do not see a corresponding

decrease in crowd-worker annotations. The third row presents a factually correct summary

that contains token and phrase repetitions. The errors were caught by the expert annotators

resulting in a low fluency score, while crowd-sourced annotators incorrectly classified them

as issues with factual consistency. These examples again illustrate the disparities in the

understanding of evaluated dimensions between judges and underscore our observation

above about the uniformity of crowd-sourced annotations; the crowd-sourced annotations

tend to be similar across quality dimensions even when distinctions exist, which are captured

in the expert annotations.

Results presented in this section highlight the difficulties of crowd-sourcing high-quality

annotations and the necessity for protocols for improving human evaluation in text summa-

rization.

Automatic Metrics Many automatic metrics have been proposed for evaluating both

summarization and other text generation models. However, the field lacks a comprehensive

study that would offer a consistent side-by-side comparison of their performance. We

address this issue with the following experiments.

In Table 9.2 we show Kendall’s tau rank correlations between automatic metrics and

human judgments calculated on a system-level following Louis and Nenkova (2013). The

statistics were computed using the available expert annotations to avoid possible quality

problems associated with crowd-sourced ratings, as highlighted in the previous subsec-

tion. Automatic metrics were computed in a multi-reference setting, using the original

reference summary included in the CNNDM dataset and 10 additional summaries coming

from Kryscinski et al. (2020a), and the length of model outputs was not constrained. We

report correlations without differentiating between abstractive and extractive models, as

most metrics did not exhibit large differences in correlation when reported separately.

Correlation results show several trends. We find that most metrics have the lowest
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Metric Coherence Consistency Fluency Relevance
ROUGE-1 0.2500 0.5294 0.5240 0.4118
ROUGE-2 0.1618 0.5882 0.4797 0.2941
ROUGE-3 0.2206 0.7059 0.5092 0.3529
ROUGE-4 0.3088 0.5882 0.5535 0.4118
ROUGE-L 0.0735 0.1471 0.2583 0.2353
ROUGE-su* 0.1912 0.2941 0.4354 0.3235
ROUGE-w 0.0000 0.3971 0.3764 0.1618
ROUGE-we-1 0.2647 0.4559 0.5092 0.4265

ROUGE-we-2 -0.0147 0.5000 0.3026 0.1176
ROUGE-we-3 0.0294 0.3676 0.3026 0.1912
S3-pyr -0.0294 0.5147 0.3173 0.1324
S3-resp -0.0147 0.5000 0.3321 0.1471
BertScore-p 0.0588 -0.1912 0.0074 0.1618
BertScore-r 0.1471 0.6618 0.4945 0.3088
BertScore-f 0.2059 0.0441 0.2435 0.4265

MoverScore 0.1912 -0.0294 0.2583 0.2941
SMS 0.1618 0.5588 0.3616 0.2353
SummaQAˆ 0.1176 0.6029 0.4059 0.2206
BLANCˆ 0.0735 0.5588 0.3616 0.2647
SUPERTˆ 0.1029 0.5882 0.4207 0.2353
BLEU 0.1176 0.0735 0.3321 0.2206
CHRF 0.3971 0.5294 0.4649 0.5882

CIDEr 0.1176 -0.1912 -0.0221 0.1912
METEOR 0.2353 0.6324 0.6126 0.4265

Lengthˆ -0.0294 0.4265 0.2583 0.1618
Novel unigramˆ 0.1471 -0.2206 -0.1402 0.1029
Novel bi-gramˆ 0.0294 -0.5441 -0.3469 -0.1029
Novel tri-gramˆ 0.0294 -0.5735 -0.3469 -0.1324
Repeated unigramˆ -0.3824 0.1029 -0.0664 -0.3676
Repeated bi-gramˆ -0.3824 -0.0147 -0.2435 -0.4559

Repeated tri-gramˆ -0.2206 0.1471 -0.0221 -0.2647
Stats-coverageˆ -0.1324 0.3529 0.1550 -0.0294
Stats-compressionˆ 0.1176 -0.4265 -0.2288 -0.0147
Stats-densityˆ 0.1618 0.6471 0.3911 0.2941

Table 9.2: Kendall’s tau correlation coefficients of expert annotations computed on a system-
level along four quality dimensions with automatic metrics using 11 reference summaries
per example. ˆ denotes metrics which use the source document. The five most-correlated
metrics in each column are bolded.

correlation within the coherence dimension, where the correlation strength can be classified

as weak or moderate. This finding follows intuition as the majority of metrics rely on hard

or soft subsequence alignments, which do not measure well the interdependence between

consecutive sentences. Low and moderate correlation scores were also found for the

relevance dimension. As discussed in the previous subsection, such trends could result from

the inherent subjectiveness of the dimension and the difficulty of collecting consistent human

annotations. Model correlations increase considerably across the consistency and fluency
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Figure 9.3: Pairwise Kendall’s Tau correlations for all automatic evaluation metrics.

dimensions. While unexpected, the strong correlation with consistency could be attributed

to the low abstractiveness of most neural models, which could increase the effectiveness

of metrics using higher-order n-gram overlap, such as ROUGE-3 or Extractive Density.

Referring back to the previous subsection, both of the mentioned dimensions achieved

high inter-annotator agreement between expert judges which could also positively affect

the correlation scores. Additionally, the results show a substantially higher correlation

between all evaluated dimensions and ROUGE scores computed for higher-order n-grams in

comparison to ROUGE-L, which corroborates with findings of Rankel et al. (2013).

To examine the dependencies between different metrics we computed Kendall’s tau rank

correlation coefficients, pairwise, between all metrics. Results are presented as a correlation

matrix in Figure 9.3. Following intuition, we observe a strong correlation between all

metrics that compute, implicitly or explicitly, the lexical overlap between generated and
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reference summaries. Metrics measuring the n-gram novelty and repetitiveness show a

weak negative correlation with all ROUGE-related metrics. Length as a feature is weakly

correlated with most metrics apart from S3, BLANC, and SuPERT which might suggest the

mentioned metrics favor longer summaries. Worth noting is also the weak correlation of

reference-less SummaQA, BLANC, and SuPERT metrics with most other evaluated metrics.

Results presented in this section highlight the evaluation dimensions that are not reliably

covered by currently available metrics and pave the way for future work in model evaluation.

9.6 Model Re-evaluation

We now turn to an analysis of model scores across human evaluations and automatic metrics.

The evaluated models were released between 2017 and 2019, represent different approaches

to summarization: abstractive, extractive, and hybrid, and their architectures reflect the

trends in summarization research. Although in many cases we obtained multiple variants of

the same model, in the study we focus on the versions with the highest ROUGE-L scores.

Table 9.3 contains the results of human evaluation across the four dimensions described

in Section 9.4. Scores for ground truth summaries are included as a point of reference. We

find that pretrained models such as Pegasus, BART, and T5 consistently performed best

on most dimensions. Notably, the mentioned models scored highest on consistency and

fluency while obtaining lower scores for relevance and coherence. Scores for extractive

models highlight the known shortcomings of such approaches, which are lack of coherence

of summaries and issues with selecting relevant content. Abstractive model ratings show

an increasing trend with respect to the date of publication. This is a promising result as it

suggests that the quality of models is improving with time. Worth noting is also the fact that

reference summaries did not score well on consistency, coherence, and relevance. Upon

examination of the annotations, we found that the reference summaries often contained

extraneous information, such as hyperlinks and click-bait descriptions of other articles. As
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Method Coherence Consistency Fluency Relevance
CNN/DM Reference Summary 3.26 4.47 4.79 3.77

Extractive Models
M0 - LEAD-3 4.16 4.98 4.94 4.14
M1 - NEUSUM 3.22 4.98 4.90 3.82
M2 - BanditSum 3.28 4.99 4.83 3.81
M5 - RNES 3.71 4.97 4.81 4.06

Abstractive Models
M8 - Pointer Generator 3.29 4.65 4.79 3.55
M9 - Fast-abs-rl 2.38 4.67 4.50 3.52
M10 - Bottom-Up 2.73 4.25 4.42 3.38
M11 - Improve-abs 2.28 3.27 3.65 3.15
M12 - Unified-ext-abs 3.60 4.96 4.85 3.85
M13 - ROUGESal 3.44 4.82 4.86 3.83
M14 - Multi-task (Ent + QG ) 3.20 4.90 4.74 3.63
M15 - Closed book decoder 3.35 4.95 4.80 3.67
M17 - T5 4.00 4.93 4.93 4.23
M20 - GPT-2 (zero shot) 3.63 3.40 3.97 3.30
M22 - BART 4.18 4.94 4.90 4.25

M23 - Pegasus (C4) 4.16 4.91 4.88 4.26

M23 - Pegasus (dynamic mix) 4.09 4.85 4.79 4.27

Table 9.3: Human ratings of summaries along four evaluation dimensions, averaged over
three expert annotators, broken down by extractive and abstractive models. The M* codes
follow the notation described in Section 9.3. The three highest-rated models in each column
are in bold.

this information was not present in the source documents nor relevant for the summaries,

the annotators interpreted it as hallucinations and assigned lower consistency and relevance

scores. Additionally, many reference summaries in the CNNDM dataset were constructed by

naively concatenating bullet-point summaries into contiguous sequences. Such processing

steps negatively affected the coherence of examples. Similar trends in human studies of

reference summaries were reported by Stiennon et al. (2020). Examples of noisy reference

summaries are shown in Table 9.1b.

Table 9.4 show scores for model outputs across all automatic evaluation metrics. Pa-

rameters of metrics used in this study can be found in the evaluation toolkit repository

listed in Section 9.1. The results align with insights coming from the human evaluation of

models. We found that for most metrics, the highest scores were assigned to large models

pretrained on vast quantities of data. However, several metrics, such as S3, SummaQA,

SMS, CHRF, and METEOR tended to favor extractive models, assigning the highest scores

to their outputs.
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Method ROUGE-1/2/3/4/L/su*/w ROUGE-WE-(1/2/3) S3 (pyr/resp) BertScore MoverScore SummaQA SMS BLANC SUPERT
Extractive Models

M0 - LEAD-3 0.3994 / 0.1746 / 0.0990 / 0.0647 / 0.3606 / 0.1377 / 0.2072 0.4049 / 0.2260 / 0.2172 0.5395 / 0.6328 0.3742 0.1679 0.1652 0.1050 0.0480 0.7259

M1 - NEUSUM 0.4130 / 0.1893 / 0.1109 / 0.0742 / 0.3768 / 0.1495 / 0.2156 0.4186 / 0.2402 / 0.2310 0.5562 / 0.6509 0.3955 0.1839 0.1700 0.1062 0.1087 0.7010
M2 - BanditSum 0.4137 / 0.1868 / 0.1086 / 0.0721 / 0.3759 / 0.1513 / 0.2139 0.4195 / 0.2385 / 0.2300 0.5339 / 0.6306 0.3938 0.1815 0.1324 0.1058 0.0909 0.7018

M3 - LATENT 0.4136 / 0.1867 / 0.1085 / 0.0721 / 0.3757 / 0.1512 / 0.2138 0.4194 / 0.2384 / 0.2299 0.5337 / 0.6305 0.3936 0.1814 0.1645 0.1058 0.0910 0.7020

M4 - REFRESH 0.3972 / 0.1807 / 0.1042 / 0.0690 / 0.3621 / 0.1340 / 0.2129 0.4023 / 0.2318 / 0.2238 0.6395 / 0.7124 0.3903 0.1720 0.1944 0.1088 0.1406 0.7526

M5 - RNES 0.4088 / 0.1878 / 0.1102 / 0.0736 / 0.3719 / 0.1446/ 0.2163 0.4153 / 0.2395 / 0.2317 0.6082 / 0.6894 0.3997 0.1802 0.1794 0.1107 0.1232 0.7434

M6 - JECS 0.4144 / 0.1846 / 0.1063 / 0.0699 / 0.3760 / 0.1485 / 0.2135 0.4200 / 0.2371 / 0.2283 0.5337 / 0.6284 0.3925 0.1805 0.1644 0.1048 0.1044 0.6946
M7 - STRASS 0.3377 / 0.1237 / 0.0650 / 0.0416 / 0.2790 / 0.1052 / 0.1559 0.3477 / 0.1757 / 0.1656 0.3632 / 0.4939 0.3090 0.1079 0.1367 0.1023 0.1042 0.6566

Abstractive Models
M8 - Pointer Generator 0.3921 / 0.1723 / 0.1003 / 0.0674 / 0.3599 / 0.1435 / 0.1999 0.3990 / 0.2226 / 0.2128 0.4328 / 0.5561 0.3763 0.1643 0.1398 0.0974 0.0704 0.6501
M9 - Fast-abs-rl 0.4057 / 0.1774 / 0.0975 / 0.0616 / 0.3806 / 0.1439 / 0.2112 0.4123 / 0.2302 / 0.2184 0.4818 / 0.5865 0.3918 0.1748 0.1431 0.0847 0.0855 0.6125
M10 - Bottom-Up 0.4124 / 0.1870 / 0.1064 / 0.0695 / 0.3815 / 0.1543 / 0.2084 0.4192 / 0.2400 / 0.2313 0.4450 / 0.5655 0.3964 0.1830 0.1408 0.0925 0.0570 0.6092
M11 - Improve-abs 0.3985 / 0.1720 / 0.0927 / 0.0567 / 0.3730 / 0.1431 / 0.2073 0.4045 / 0.2300 / 0.2228 0.4899 / 0.5897 0.3826 0.1652 0.1341 0.0816 0.0777 0.5972
M12 - Unified-ext-abs 0.4038 / 0.1790 / 0.1039 / 0.0695 / 0.3675 / 0.1484 / 0.2074 0.4097 / 0.2299 / 0.2204 0.4936 / 0.5995 0.3832 0.1739 0.1530 0.1038 0.0962 0.6826
M13 - ROUGESal 0.4016 / 0.1797 / 0.1053 / 0.0709 / 0.3679 / 0.1497 / 0.2058 0.4078 / 0.2294 / 0.2190 0.4643 / 0.5799 0.3837 0.1722 0.1475 0.1009 0.0882 0.6570
M14 - Multi-task (Ent + QG ) 0.3952 / 0.1758 / 0.1037 / 0.0705 / 0.3625 / 0.1476 / 0.2007 0.4015 / 0.2253 / 0.2149 0.4246 / 0.5513 0.3759 0.1670 0.1360 0.0982 0.0648 0.6380
M15 - Closed book decoder 0.3976 / 0.1760 / 0.1031 / 0.0696 / 0.3636 / 0.1472 / 0.2033 0.4039 / 0.2263 / 0.2160 0.4591 / 0.5757 0.3783 0.1699 0.1456 0.1009 0.0896 0.6612
M16 - SENECA 0.4151 / 0.1836 / 0.1052 / 0.0681 / 0.3806 / 0.1520 / 0.2112 0.4211 / 0.2369 / 0.2282 0.4735 / 0.5836 0.3907 0.1811 0.1404 0.1005 0.0692 0.6519
M17 - T5 0.4479 / 0.2205 / 0.1336 / 0.0920 / 0.4172 / 0.1879 / 0.2291 0.4543 / 0.2723 / 0.2631 0.5168 / 0.6294 0.4450 0.2376 0.1437 0.1046 0.0773 0.6094
M18 - NeuralTD 0.4004 / 0.1762 / 0.1000 / 0.0650 / 0.3723 / 0.1452 / 0.2085 0.4063 / 0.2277 / 0.2187 0.4946 / 0.5975 0.3949 0.1697 0.1440 0.0916 0.0859 0.6290
M19 - BertSum-abs 0.4163 / 0.1944 / 0.1156 / 0.0785 / 0.3554 / 0.1625 / 0.1979 0.4230 / 0.2454 / 0.2351 0.4664 / 0.5855 0.3855 0.1894 0.1385 0.1071 0.0815 0.6116
M20 - GPT-2 (supervised) 0.3981 / 0.1758 / 0.0993 / 0.0649 / 0.3674 / 0.1470 / 0.2006 0.4048 / 0.2268 / 0.2170 0.4069 / 0.5373 0.3915 0.1750 0.1299 0.0930 0.0705 0.6053
M21 - UniLM 0.4306 / 0.2044 / 0.1218 / 0.0824 / 0.4013 / 0.1714 / 0.2228 0.4369 / 0.2567 / 0.2483 0.5143 / 0.6210 0.4122 0.2112 0.1455 0.0957 0.0841 0.6100
M22 - BART 0.4416 / 0.2128 / 0.1285 / 0.0880 / 0.4100 / 0.1818 / 0.2266 0.4472 / 0.2646 / 0.2556 0.5116 / 0.6215 0.4264 0.2259 0.1457 0.1037 0.0822 0.6184
M23 - Pegasus (dynamic mix) 0.4407 / 0.2155 / 0.1307 / 0.0901 / 0.4101 / 0.1825 / 0.2260 0.4471 / 0.2668 / 0.2575 0.5099 / 0.6233 0.4369 0.2283 0.1422 0.1040 0.0797 0.6046
M23 - Pegasus (huge news) 0.4408 / 0.2147 / 0.1295 / 0.0889 / 0.4103 / 0.1821 / 0.2273 0.4473 / 0.2663 / 0.2568 0.5295 / 0.6372 0.4377 0.2286 0.1497 0.1049 0.0845 0.6148

(a) Model scores from summarization-specific evaluation metrics.
Method BLEU CHRF CIDEr METEOR Length Stats (cov/comp/den) Repeated (1/2/3)

Extractive Models
M0 - LEAD-3 11.4270 0.3892 0.2125 0.2141 87.4475 0.9825 / 9.6262 / 57.8001 0.2086 / 0.0310 / 0.0310
M1 - NEUSUM 12.7784 0.3946 0.2832 0.2183 84.4075 0.9819 / 9.8047 / 32.8574 0.2325 / 0.0531 / 0.0531
M2 - BanditSum 12.9761 0.3897 0.3305 0.2124 78.5279 0.9836 / 10.2810 / 40.4265 0.2384 / 0.0573 / 0.0573
M3 - LATENT 12.9725 0.3897 0.3305 0.2123 78.5279 0.9834 / 10.2809 / 40.4095 0.2384 / 0.0573 / 0.0573
M4 - REFRESH 10.6568 0.4526 0.0677 0.2395 114.5684 0.9850 / 7.1059 / 53.1928 0.2127 / 0.0289 / 0.0289
M5 - RNES 11.2203 0.4062 0.1559 0.2300 99.9199 0.9938 / 7.9032 / 67.7089 0.2451 / 0.0540 / 0.0540
M6 - JECS 12.5659 0.4310 0.3090 0.2122 79.7797 0.9874 / 10.1111 / 26.6943 0.2041 / 0.0327 / 0.0327
M7 - STRASS 7.8330 0.3330 0.2945 0.1607 76.4859 0.9969 / 12.7835 / 59.9498 0.1864 / 0.0343 / 0.0343

Abstractive Models
M8 - Pointer Generator 13.8247 0.3567 0.5065 0.1860 63.5211 0.9957 / 13.1940 / 26.0880 0.2015 / 0.0375 / 0.0375
M9 - Fast-abs-rl 12.9812 0.3778 0.4329 0.2014 70.8600 0.9860 / 11.0141 / 9.9859 0.2157 / 0.0370 / 0.0370
M10 - Bottom-Up 15.1293 0.3523 0.6176 0.1887 56.5715 0.9811 / 14.7771 / 12.6181 0.1856 / 0.0211 / 0.0211

M11 - Improve-abs 11.9816 0.3715 0.3356 0.2005 75.9512 0.9674 / 10.6043 / 8.9755 0.2499 / 0.0542 / 0.0542
M12 - Unified-ext-abs 12.8457 0.3786 0.3851 0.2017 74.4663 0.9868 / 10.7510 / 33.1106 0.2177 / 0.0493 / 0.0493
M13 - ROUGESal 13.8882 0.3668 0.4746 0.1936 66.5575 0.9853 / 13.0369 / 25.2893 0.2102 / 0.0458 / 0.0458
M14 - Multi-task (Ent + QG ) 14.5276 0.3539 0.5749 0.1831 60.0294 0.9853 / 14.1828 / 22.2296 0.1985 / 0.0411 / 0.0411
M15 - Closed book decoder 13.4158 0.3675 0.4648 0.1925 68.2858 0.9866 / 12.0588 / 27.3686 0.2074 / 0.0444 / 0.0444
M16 - SENECA 13.7676 0.3660 0.5233 0.1966 64.9710 0.9880 / 12.3610 / 16.7640 0.2146 / 0.0303 / 0.0303
M17 - T5 19.3891 0.3833 0.7763 0.2140 59.5288 0.9775 / 14.2002 / 12.9565 0.1810 / 0.0209 / 0.0209

M18 - NeuralTD 12.9241 0.3783 0.3543 0.2038 74.4033 0.9830 / 10.7768 / 12.4443 0.2645 / 0.0901 / 0.0901
M19 - BertSum-abs 14.9525 0.3649 0.6240 0.1876 60.8893 0.9517 / 13.9197 / 12.3254 0.1697 / 0.0156 / 0.0156

M20 - GPT-2 (supervised) 13.9364 0.3678 0.5787 0.1759 51.8352 0.9791 / 15.9839 / 15.4999 0.1875 / 0.0362 / 0.0362
M21 - UniLM 15.5736 0.4230 0.5294 0.2084 67.1960 0.9685 / 11.5672 / 11.7908 0.1722 / 0.0180 / 0.0180

M22 - BART 17.1005 0.4271 0.7573 0.2105 62.2989 0.9771 / 12.8811 / 15.2999 0.1627 / 0.0127 / 0.0127

M23 - Pegasus (dynamic mix) 18.6517 0.4261 0.7280 0.2131 64.1348 0.9438 / 13.7208 / 11.6003 0.1855 / 0.0355 / 0.0081
M23 - Pegasus (huge news) 17.8102 0.3912 0.6595 0.2189 66.7559 0.9814/12.9473/14.9850 0.1883/0.0251/0.0251

(b) Model scores from other text generation evaluation metrics.

Table 9.4: Model scores from automatic evaluation metrics available in the evaluation toolkit.
The five highest scores for each metric (and lowest for Length and Repeated-1/2/3) are
bolded.

Presented results provide a comprehensive perspective on the current state of the field

and highlight directions for future modeling work.
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9.7 Summary

We introduced SummEval, a set of resources for summarization model and evaluation

research that include: a collection of summaries generated by recent summarization models

on the CNNDM dataset, an extensible and unified toolkit for summarization model evalu-

ation, and a diverse collection of human annotations of model outputs collected from the

crowd-source and expert annotators. Using the accumulated resources we re-evaluated a

broad selection of current models and evaluation metrics in a consistent and comprehensive

manner. We hope that this work will prove to be a valuable resource for future research on

text summarization evaluation and models. We also encourage the research community to

join our efforts by contributing model outputs and extending the evaluation toolkit with new

metrics.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we address the increasingly important task of automatic text summarization.

Specifically, we divide our work into settings where large-scale data is available and those

where it is not, as well as an evaluation of the current state of summarization research.

In particular, Chapter 3, Chapter 5, and Chapter 4 introduce several datasets and modeling

techniques applicable for training and evaluating multi-document summarization models. In

Chapter 3, we introduce TutorialBank, a new, publicly available dataset that aims to facilitate

NLP education and research which motivates the task of survey generation, among other

applications. In 4, we introduce the first large-scale multi-document summarization datasets

in the news domain. Furthermore, we present a novel model for reducing redundancy in

multi-document summarization. While we see the abilities of these models in large-scale

data settings, Chapter 5 focuses on understanding how a simple pipeline consisting of

state-of-the-art pretrained language models that shows large improvements in one task fails

to generalize to a real-world setting.

Although the models trained on large-scale datasets are not always ideal, in many

settings, they have achieved state-of-the-art performance, raising the question of how

far we can push these models when such data is not available in certain domains. This

question is addressed in Chapter 6, Chapter 7, and Chapter 8. In Chapter 6, we introduce
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a retrieval, template-based framework which achieves state-of-the-art results on SQuAD

for unsupervised models, particularly when the answer is a named entity. In Chapter 7,

we introduce a dataset generation pipeline for multi-answer summarization, where such

data was lacking. Importantly, we introduce and evaluate RL reward functions on answer

summarization, including entailment as a measure of faithfulness and volume of semantic

space as a way to increase answer coverage. In Chapter 8 we focus on improving zero-shot

and few-shot transfer abilities of summarization models across domains, introducing the

WikiTransfer method to create pseudo-summaries with subaspects of the target dataset

which can be used as unlabeled data for intermediate fine-tuning. We show that this method

improves zero-shot domain transfer over transfer from other domains.

Finally, in Chapter 9, we take stock of the current evaluation protocol, showing that

pretrained models have advanced the state-of-the-art across automatic and human evalua-

tions. Furthermore, we point to areas of improvement in current models for coherence and

relevance and the necessity of further evaluation metrics in more abstractive datasets.

10.1 Future Work

Despite the tremendous progress in summarization, much work remains to make such

systems viable for real-world applications. Building upon my past work, I plan to further

explore the following directions.

Evaluation of Summarization Faithfulness: For summarization models to be used in

production environments, they must remain faithful to the source text. Part of the challenge

in this direction is properly evaluating the faithfulness of summary model outputs. While

we have made some progress in this direction, work remains, especially in judging the

faithfulness of very abstractive text. Furthermore, the community at large must address

what it means for a text to be faithful. For example, text may not directly be stated in

the source but may be very plausible, such as the summary of subjective answers on a
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community question-answering platform. As a whole, the community must properly define

what our end-goal is for determining faithfulness. Furthermore, faithfulness scores often do

not correlate strongly with other evaluation metrics such as ROUGE. However, papers are

typically published due to the shown increase in ROUGE performance. We must standardize

this evaluation and quantify the degree to which a decrease in ROUGE performance is

allowable for insurance of faithfulness.

Controllable and Personalizable Text Summarization: Summaries should be controlled

for faithfulness and be personalized for a given context. Part of the problem of current ab-

stractive summarization models is a lack of control over the content selection and realization

stages. I believe that tying in the two, either through a two-step pipeline or through additional

loss functions as in the span-prediction discussed in Chapter 7, require further examination.

When such methods are controllable, they also offer interpretability of knowing where the

summary text comes from and why it was chosen, which can increase trust in such models

as they make their way into production environments. Furthermore, summaries should

be personalizable to a particular audience. A summary of a scientific article should look

different depending on whether the reader is an academic or a layperson. However, most

work in summarization has assumed a monolithic audience, which will not serve the diverse

audience which such technology can reach.

Real-world Domain-transfer Summarization: We have only touched the surface in

terms of applying data-efficient models in new domains. We argued that subaspects are

most important for transfer to new domains, but we would like to also take advantage of

unsupervised in-domain data. Furthermore, lexical subaspects were used, while we want

to explore deeper semantic and stylistic variations from domain to domain and encode

other stylistic aspects such as sentence structure. Ultimately, such methods should work

in zero-shot settings without any training examples but with the help of in-domain data to

provide semantic and stylistic guidelines.
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